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“I ... express a wish that you may, in your generation, be fit to compare to a candle;
that you may, like it, shine as lights to those about you; that, in all your actions,
you may justify the beauty of the taper by making your deeds honourable and

effectual in the discharge of your duty to your fellow-men.”
– Michael Faraday, The Chemical History of a Candle (1861), 183

“No one after lighting a lamp hides it under a jar, or puts it under a bed, but puts it
on a lampstand, so that those who enter may see the light.”

– New Revised Standard Edition Luke 11:33
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Abstract

In this work, the role of curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAH) on the initial
formation mechanism and thermal transformations of soot was explored. Experimental
and computational techniques were used to probe the integration, presence and impact of
internal pentagonal rings on the nucleation mechanism of these particulates. A significant
charge polarisation was found to occur when an internal pentagonal ring pyramidalises the
aromatic network. Phase contrast transmission electron microscopy allowed for the extent
of conjugation and degree of curvature to be determined in early soot nanoparticulates with
15 aromatic rings and two pentagons being the median species. The dipole moment of
such a species was calculated to be 5.32 debye. The polarity was found to be persistent at
flame temperatures with inversion and fluctuations being minimal. Homogeneous nucleation
was considered with homodimerisation energies with one or two internal pentagonal rings
within cPAH found to be comparable in energy to flat PAH (fPAH) homodimers of similar
weight, with more pentagons reducing the binding energy. Ion-induced nucleation was
considered with binding energies calculated between chemi-ions and cPAH suggesting small
stable clusters at flame temperatures. However, physical and ion-induced nucleation of
cPAH were found to be insufficient alone to explain the formation of soot. The impact of
curvature on the reactivity of PAH were then studied. Strong crosslinks between σ -radicals
and cPAH were found to form at their rim due to decreased aromaticity. Partially saturated
rim-based pentagonal rings were also found to form localised π-radicals that allow stacked
and bonded complexes to form, suggesting a covalently stabilised soot nucleation. Finally,
the curved geometry of highly annealed soot, otherwise known as non-graphitising carbon,
was explored using annealed molecular dynamics simulations and a discrete mesh analysis
method. Analysis of the angular defect of the meshes revealed an excess of negative curvature.
The coexistence of curved and layered ribbon-like structures was found to be possible due to
the presence of a small number of non-sp2 defects such as screw dislocations and free edges,
which will impact the synthesis of novel carbon materials and the oxidation of thermally
annealed soot. The incorporation of curvature and pentagonal rings is therefore considered
critical for understanding the properties, formation and destruction of combustion generated
carbonaceous particles and other carbon materials.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

London pea-soup fog of 1952 - Credit: Wikipedia CC BY 4.0

“... I asked him whether there was a great fire anywhere? For the streets were
so full of dense brown smoke that scarcely anything was to be seen. “O dear no,
miss,” he said. “This is a London particular”.”

– Charles Dickens, Bleak House (1852), 13-4



2 Introduction

1.1 Introduction by candlelight

When staring into the yellow light of a candle flame you are, in fact, observing glowing
microscopic soot particles formed from the incomplete combustion of the candle wax.
Michael Faraday made the simple candle flame the focus of his famous Christmas lectures
in the mid-1800s [118]. Firstly, by placing a clay pipe into the base of the flame he showed
that the white wax vapour, the fuel for the candle, could be extracted and subsequently lit
(see Figure 1.1a for a modern reproduction). Then, raising the tube into the yellow part
of the flame, he extracted black smoke or carbon particulate that could not sustain a flame
(Figure 1.1b).

(a) White smoke due to wax
vapour.

(b) Black smoke due to soot. (c) Shadow cast by soot in the
flame.

Figure 1.1 Experiments performed by Faraday in his 1848 Christmas lectures [351]. Used
with permission from Wiley ©.

Faraday then shone a light on the flame to cast a shadow, showing that while the soot
emits light it also absorbs it (Figure 1.1c). This soot was then able to be collected by placing
a piece of metal into the yellow flame to leave a black soot deposit.

We are now able to directly examine these microscopic soot particulates from Faraday’s
early experiments using electron beams. Figure 1.2 shows the microscopic structures that are
found in a flame. Figure 1.2a shows the secondary electrons emitted from scanning electrons
over the small soot particulates on the micron scale. These structures are a hundredth of the
width of a hair (so approximately 1 micron across). Figure 1.2b shows the shadow cast in the
transmitted electron beam from a single soot particle. By tilting the soot particle in the TEM,
a 3D reconstruction can be drawn (Figure 1.2c).

A self-similar or fractal-like structure is observed, where small carbon spheres (primary
particles) of 0.01–0.05 microns (10–50 nanometres) in diameter are attached in a random
arrangement, making up what is called an aggregate.
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(a) Scanning electron micro-
graph [367].

(b) Transmission electron mi-
crograph [310].

(c) 3D reconstruction of 1.2b
[310].

Figure 1.2 Imaging of soot aggregates. Used with permissions from John Wiley and Sons ©
and Elsevier CC BY 4.0.

Imaging the internal structure of these primary particles can be achieved by collecting
the transmitted electrons scattered from molecules within. Disc-shaped molecules aligned
with the electron beam scatter electrons most effectively and appear as dark fringes in this
imaging technique (phase contrast or high resolution transmission electron microscopy).
Figure 1.3a shows such an image and highlights the concentric arrangement of aromatic
molecules within the particle.

(a) HRTEM image of the inter-
nal structure of soot primary
particles.

(b) Gas phase aromatics immediately before the
onset of sooting [371].

Figure 1.3 Primary particles and gas phase aromatic molecules. Used with permissions from
Elsevier CC BY 4.0.

Figure 1.3a also reveals a disordered core 2–5 nm in size containing smaller aromatic
species with no clear fringes, which are often observed in aromatic fuels [415]. These are
thought to be sub-primary particles 2–6 nm in size. Other techniques reveal two distinct
sub-primary particles, one with the aromatics connected via their edges and the other made
up of aromatic molecular stacks [438]. We will return to the sub-primary particles, but for
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now will consider the gas phase molecules present just before the formation of the first
nanoparticles.

These molecules have recently been imaged using non-contact high resolution atomic
force microscopy (HR-AFM) [371]. This technique allows the bonding network to be directly
imaged in planar aromatics, providing the first insights into the variety of arrangement of
rings within these disc-shaped molecules. Hexagonal arrangements of carbon atoms bonded
to three other carbon atoms are seen with their edges terminated by hydrogen – a molecular
“chicken wire”. Different reactive radicals were also seen, suggesting the possibility of
reactions between these aromatic species.

Pentagonal arrangements of carbon atoms were also seen, predominantly on the edge of
the molecules but also as partially embedded pentagonal rings, where >2 of the pentagon’s
edges are bordered by hexagonal rings. Curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAH)
can be formed from complete enclosure of a partially embedded pentagonal ring by acetylene
addition [130].

This cPAH, corannulene 1a, is actually found in small concentrations in flames [238].
Evidence also exists for significantly curved larger aromatic molecules, which are currently
unable to be imaged at the bond resolution with HR-AFM [371]. Bent fringes in electron
micrographs, e.g. Figure 1.3a, have long been seen as an indication of species with multiple
embedded pentagonal rings [153, 147, 437]. Low pressure flames are even able to produce
molecules with 12 pentagons, allowing for complete closure of the bowl into a molecular
cage of carbon, C60 fullerene [142].

Returning to sub-primaries or nanoparticles, surprisingly, their formation mechanism from
the gas phase aromatic molecules is the least well understood aspect of carbon particulate
formation [438]. To put it plainly, the transformation from molecules to nanoparticles is still
not understood. One of the goals of this thesis is to explore the impact of curved species
clustering and reactivity on nanoparticle formation.
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Further transformations await the nanoparticles as they grow and are heated by the flame.
The thermal treatment drives off hydrogen at the edge of the aromatic molecules, allowing
them to crosslink. These crosslinks are unable to be imaged in electron micrographs such as
Figure 1.3a. However, from hardness measurements using a technique called nanoindentation
it is clear that most molecules within soot are highly crosslinked hard carbon resembling
charcoal [32] (see Table 3.2). These properties inhibit the breakdown of soot by oxidation
in engine exhaust after-treatment systems. This thermal transformation is also critical for
making the most extensively produced nanoparticles in the world – combustion synthesised
carbon black.

A flame provides a certain degree of thermal treatment, leading to a low level of car-
bonisation. On the other hand, extreme thermal treatment (>2000 K) of soot, carbon black,
coal and practically any biomass gives rise to an interesting puzzle – these materials cannot
convert into graphite (are non-graphitisable), instead forming glassy carbon. Figure 1.4a
shows a complex tangle of layered graphene ribbons within this glassy carbon produced
from carbon black. The bends and polyhedral shapes found in these micrographs were one
of the early indicators that the nanostructure of carbon black contained curved fullerene-like
structures [174, 167]. However, how the curves and layers of this nanostructure coexist in
glassy carbon remains unknown.

(a) Phase contrast transmission electron
microscopy of thermally treated carbon
black (2600 ◦C) showing ribbon-like
structures [21].

(b) Porous carbon foam pro-
duced from activation of a
soot particle with oxygen at
900 ◦C [416].

Figure 1.4 Thermally annealed carbon black and activated soot particulates. Used with
permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry © and Elsevier CC BY 4.0.

A recent experiment observing the thermal annealing of soot, while also oxidising
the structure to reduce its density, produced a porous carbon foam otherwise known as
an activated carbon [416] (see Figure 1.4b). As with glassy carbon, this nanostructure is
unknown.
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In this thesis, the impact of curved aromatic species on the formation of combustion
nanoparticles will be explored, as well as the transformation under heating of carbons into
glassy or porous carbon. However, before we explore these questions we need to understand
why answering them is of pressing importance.

1.2 Motivation

Two main motivations can be detailed for understanding carbon particulate formation in
flames: materials and environmental pollutants. Firstly, a variety of industrially useful carbon
particles can be synthesised in flames, such as carbon blacks and more recently carbon
nanomaterials. Secondly, soot pollution poses significant environmental hazards related to
human health and its impact on the global climate.

1.2.1 Materials

Carbon particulates in flames continue to be used for a variety of applications, which requires
an understanding of how to tune their nanostructural ordering during formation.

The oldest use of combustion carbons was as black pigments for inks [149, 81, 311].
Prehistoric cave paintings used carbon particulates [81] (see Figure 1.5) as well as the oldest
known tattoos preserved on a 5,300-year-old caveman [314]. Egyptians used carbon ink
for writing on papyrus 4,600 years ago [67]. Recent analysis of papyrus from Egypt and
Greece has found copper and lead compounds in these carbon inks indicating that their
synthesis occurred alongside metallurgy [67] and pottery glazes [92] (Figure 1.5). Chinese
inks were produced from the particularly resin-rich pine [149]. The carbon was then mixed
with an animal glue as a binder and formed into a dry stick that could be rubbed with water
on an inkstone to produce ink. This technology was transferred to India where it was then
exported to Europe and became known as Indian ink. Sheng Kuo (1031–1095) suggested the
production of Chinese ink sticks from petroleum as deforestation was beginning to limit pine
supplies during the Song Dynasty due to the expansion of the iron industry [392]. The Greeks
and Romans significantly increased the production of carbon black for decoration. Between
30 and 15 BC, the architect Vitruvius wrote a description for the building of brick-lined
rooms inside which resins were burnt to produce carbon black that collected on the walls.
This was mixed with gum arabic to produce black ink [152]. The 15th century Gutenberg
press made use of an oil-based carbon ink [66]. The printing of many thousands of books
in Europe rapidly increased the need for combustion carbons, which relied primarily on the
pine resins from Germany’s Black Forest [66].
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(a) Prehistoric animal drawing
in charcoal and soot date 35
kya in Chauvet’s cave, France.

(b) Black ink [67].

Figure 1.5 Ancient uses of carbon materials. Photo credit: CC BY-SA 2.0 T. Thomas Flicker
CC BY 4.0 and Elsevier ©.

Since the industrial revolution, production of carbon black has become a large scale
industry with an estimated 13.9 million metric tons of carbon black being produced in 2016,
predominantly from fossil fuels. This makes it the most extensively produced nanomaterial
in the world [195]. These industrial/technical carbons, not to be confused with black carbon
as used in climate science terminology, are produced in reactors that provide sufficient
temperatures and residence times to carbonise the material to a higher degree than soot from
an engine or candle flame. Carbon black therefore does not contain the harmful extractable
aromatics found in many soot samples and can be produced at food grade for consumption
without carcinogenic activity [265].

The majority of carbon black becomes fillers in rubber tires or inks for printers. More
recently, applications include conductive carbon black for circuits and battery applications,
such as in lithium ion batteries. Some applications that have yet to become widely used
include electrodes in dye sensitised solar cells [294], fluorescent carbon dots for biological
staining [252] and coherent spin systems for quantum computing [295].

Understanding the mechanisms of particulate formation and being able to tune their nanos-
tructure will help to improve the material properties of carbon black for current applications
and open up new advanced applications, such as quantum bits [295].

Another aspect, mentioned in the previous section, is that carbon black and oxidised
soot are non-graphitising carbons that produce glassy carbons and activated carbons respec-
tively [265]. There is considerable interest in understanding these nanostructures. Activated
carbons are important for many industrial applications such as gas storage, supercapacitors,
gas/water filtration and catalytic supports to name a few [265]. Glassy carbons, unlike
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activated carbon, are impervious to chemicals and are therefore used in electrodes for elec-
trochemical sensing, high temperature ceramics (such as in nuclear fusion tokamaks) and in
prosthetic limbs [167]. Nanostructural understanding could provide novel carbons for these
applications.

Much effort has also been put into untangling the ribbon structure of glassy carbon to
produce graphite [302, 168]. Currently, graphite must be mined at high cost and is used in
many electronic applications such as lithium ion batteries, 2D graphene synthesis and fuels
to name a few [306]. Understanding the nanostructure of glassy carbons is then critical for
stopping these structures forming. If common materials such as biomass and coal could be
made to graphitise, this would greatly reduce the cost of these technologies, which is critical
for addressing concerns surrounding the environment.

1.2.2 Environmental pollutants

The harmful effects of soot were first detailed in large cities where the burning of wood and
coal produced significant amounts of soot. In 1774, the surgeon Percivall Pott reported a
connection between soot and skin cancer in chimney sweeps [332]. This carcinogenicity is
now known to be due to the small aromatic molecules that are present in or on soot that has
not been sufficiently heat-treated [360] (such as napthalene, acenaphthylene, acenaphthene,
fluorene, phenanthrene, anthracene, pyrene and the particularly active benzo(a)pyrene).
Most studies ascribe this activity to the interactions of aromatic molecules with DNA [17].
Significant understanding of benzo(a)pyrene has been gained due to its particularly strong
carcinogenic activity in humans. This molecular species is metabolised to the diol and is able
to slot in between the DNA base pairs and react with guanine bases [333]. This disrupts the
reading of the DNA into RNA and should then lead to cell death, however, occasionally this
leads to cancerous cells instead. There is also evidence that benzo(a)pyrene can inactivate
the gene that encodes for the p53 protein that functions as a tumour suppressor [326]. Thus,
exposure to soot in the skin or lungs means exposure to harmful, small molecular carcinogens.

While the links between molecular species and cancer are the most well studied, there are
also strong connections now being made with soot and many other diseases [183, 241, 368].
In cardiovascular disease it is thought that the smallest soot particles, <2.5 µm (PM2.5), can
pass through the lungs into the blood stream triggering an immune response. This creates
plaque that can potentially lead to heart attacks or strokes [162]. The issue is not restricted
to cities, with the majority of the world population still cooking over open fires in rural
settings [309]. In 2012, the World Health Organisation estimated that 3.3 million people
die prematurely due to indoor smoke inhalation from cooking on open fires. Including the
outdoor air pollution, this increases to 7 million premature deaths (including contributions
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from nitrous oxides), making air pollution the cause of one in eight deaths worldwide. One
recent study finds these particles are able to make their way into the fetal side of the human
placenta with unknown consequences of such exposure on development [45].

Soot emissions have also been implicated in changes in the climate (in this context,
the soot is often referred to as “black carbon” by climate scientists, which should not be
confused with the material carbon black). There are many factors leading to the warming
of the climate, which are shown in Figure 1.6. The greatest radiative forcing is due to the
build-up of greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4 [123].

Figure 1.6 Radiative forcing of a variety of factors form 1750 to 2011 [123]. Used with
permission from Taylor & Francis ©.

The second biggest contributor after these gases is black carbon (Figure 1.6 [123]). This
includes the soot produced from biofuel and fossil fuel combustion (BF+FF) and from
biomass burning (BB). More recent estimates place the radiative forcing of black carbon
closer to +1.1 W/m2 [39]. There is also a contribution from black carbon deposited on snow
and ice (snow albedo). Soot combines with dust to provide an environment where microbes
can grow. This mixture blackens the ice and reduces the amount of light normally reflected
off the white ice, thus increasing the radiative forcing effect on the climate. This heat is
absorbed by the blackened glaciers and sea ice, speeding up their melting [355].

One reason to aim at reducing black carbon is the rapid reduction in heating it could
provide to the climate. Black carbon is persistent in the atmosphere for days to weeks and
removal of soot from the atmosphere would remove a significant contributor to the global
warming in weeks, whereas removal of carbon dioxide and methane from the atmosphere
present a significant challenge. Black carbon emissions associated with open fires, smog
formation from nitrous oxide emissions and some coal combustion also emit aerosols of
ash, which cool the atmosphere by a similar degree to the radiative forcing effective [39].
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However, the majority of the emitted carbon black does not emit aerosols and would therefore
have a direct impact on climate change.

The combined impact of soot emissions on human health and changes in the climate
require rapid reduction in soot emissions from human activities from a fundamental under-
standing of the processes involved.

1.3 Aim

The main aim of this dissertation is to understand the properties, formation and thermal
transformation of curved pericondensed aromatic molecules in carbonaceous nanoparticles
formed in hydrocarbon flames.

1.4 Novel contributions of the thesis

This dissertation presents the following novel contributions:

• A comprehensive review of soot nanoparticle formation mechanisms and experiments
allowed for an updated plot of H/C ratio versus the molecular mass.

• The flexoelectric effect was found to be significant in hydrogen terminated curved
aromatic molecules [267].

• Curved aromatic molecules were found to be present in early soot nanoparticles using
high resolution transmission electron microscopy [270]. A minimum of six aromatic
rings was found for initial curvature integration [270]. Cyclic fuels with 5-membered
rings were found to integrate pentagonal rings and curvature into soot. Soot formation
also was enhanced indicating a strong correlation between pentagonal rings and soot
formation.

• Homogeneous nucleation of curved aromatics was explored using electronic structure
calculations [270]. Flexoelectricity was found to be important, however, reduced
dispersion interactions due to steric issues reduced the binding energy so that curved
aromatics with one or two pentagonal rings have similar intermolecular interactions
to planar aromatics of a similar mass, which are known to be unable to condense at
temperatures in the flame where soot forms. Polarity was found to be persistent at
flame temperatures for large cPAH [273].
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• Heterogeneous nucleation of curved aromatics with chemi-ions was then found to be
capable of stabilising small clusters [269, 46].

• No physical nucleation mechanism presented strong enough interactions to allow for
soot growth past small nanoparticles.

• Chemical inception was then explored using chemical reactivity theory [272]. Reactive
sites were calculated on recently experimentally imaged aromatic species. Curved
aromatics were found to have an enhanced reactivity towards phenyl-type radicals, as
were a variety of other edges.

• A new type of localised π-radical on a partially saturated rim-based pentagonal ring
was also found that allowed for physical condensation and covalent bonding to occur
simultaneously [272]. Electrostatic and dispersion interactions could then improve the
collision efficiency of crosslinking reactions for such species.

• Finally, a nanostructure for thermally annealed disordered carbons was presented
[271]. A mesh-based decomposition of computationally self-assembled disordered
3D graphenes allowed the net Gaussian curvature to be determined for the first time
to be net-negative. New screw defects were found to allow for the curved network to
become layered and form a 3D network of ribbons.

1.5 Structure

This document is organised into ten chapters. After some necessary background, Chapters
3–7 focus on the potential physical nucleation mechanisms of cPAH. Chapter 8 then considers
the chemical bonding possible between cPAH and aromatic radicals. Chapter 9 explores
how this curvature develops as hydrogen is removed and soot is fully carbonised and then
graphitised materials are formed. The final chapter summarises the work and proposes further
studies.

• Chapter 1 – Introduction

• Chapter 2 – Background gives a theoretical background and introduces some carbon
physics and chemistry.

• Chapter 3 – Review of carbonaceous nanoparticle formation in flames provides an
introduction to the formation of aromatic soot precursors and nanoparticles in flames
as well as mapping from the available models to the experimental data to frame the
results of this thesis.
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• Chapter 4 – Polarisation of PAH curved by pentagon incorporation considers the
electric field produced in an aromatic molecule when a pentagonal ring is incorporated.
We find a significant dipole moment at each pentagonal disinclination and consider
how to integrate such an effect into the forcefields using atom centred multipoles.

• Chapter 5 – Quantifying and integrating curvature into soot covers the evidence
for curved aromatics in early soot including image analysis of electron micrographs.
The smallest sized aromatics required to integrate curvature are then described and
experimental work is detailed showing the introduction of curvature with the addition
of cyclic fuels.

• Chapter 6 – Physical nucleation of cPAH considers the intermolecular forces driving
nucleation between cPAH and also with chemi-ions in the flame. Some nucleation
molecular dynamics studies are also described. Finally, the question of whether thermal
fluctuations of the cPAH nullify the effect of the polarisation by rapidly changing its
direction or reducing it is addressed.

• Chapter 7 – Reactivity of cPAH and aromatic radicals calculates the bond energies
between the set of edge types, describing the increased reactivity in cPAH and the
formation of localised π-radicals.

• Chapter 8 – Curvature in thermally annealed soot explores the curvatures within heated
soot and chars where the removal of all heteroatoms, such as hydrogen, produces a
layered 3D graphene. Non-sp2 defects are found to be critical for resolving the
topological complexities that arise from layered and curved carbon sp2 networks.

• Chapter 9 – Conclusions provides a summary and considers future directions for the
work.



Chapter 2

Background

Credit: Stock Snap (CC)

“There is not a law under which any part of this universe is governed which
does not come into play, and is touched upon in these phenomena. There is no
better, there is no more open door by which you can enter the study of natural
philosophy, than by considering the physical phenomena of a candle.”

– Michael Faraday, The Chemical History of a Candle (1861), 13-4
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In this chapter, we begin with theoretical background. Much of this is found in physical
chemistry texts. We have drawn heavily on the text from Szabo and Ostlund for electronic
structure theory [408] and Leach’s text on molecular modelling [245]. Particular attention
will be paid to more recent theoretical descriptions, which will be used in this thesis. Finally,
an introduction to carbon science will be given. This will outline the flexoelectric effect and
the problem of graphitisability.

2.1 Theoretical background

2.1.1 Electronic structure theory

The goal of a molecular electronic structure problem is to mathematically describe the ar-
rangement of charges (both electrons and nuclear cations) within a molecular system in order
to attain physically measurable properties that provide predictive chemical understanding.
As molecular properties are often independent of the nuclear masses and nuclear structure,
this simplifies the problem to describing only the arrangement of electrons about a set of
fixed nuclear cations. The decoupling of the nucleis’ motion from that of the electrons is
achieved due to their small sizes and the electrons’ comparatively smaller mass. This is
called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. We will later see that this approximation does
break down for certain molecular dynamics, such as proton systems, but we begin by posing
the problem with a fixed set of nuclear charges and solving for the arrangement of electrons –
the molecular electronic structure.

The first issue faced when describing the electronic arrangement is that classical me-
chanics is unable to describe the electron. As de Broglie postulated, and which has since
been experimentally verified, matter waves are associated with the electron. For the energies
of electrons bound to a nuclear charge and due to their small mass, the spacial extent of
such a matter wave is on the scale of the atom-atom distances. This means that the using
approximations of a point particle with a well defined position is inappropriate. Equally
inappropriate would be a wave of infinite extent as the electrons are also localised in chemical
systems. So how do we go about solving for the arrangement of the electrons’ matter waves?

The electronic structure problem is solved in two main ways by making use of a many-
body wavefunction or by considering the electrons’ local density. The wavefunction approach
considers the interactions between the electrons by solving the Schrödinger wave equation
within the fixed potential of the atomic nuclei. For many electronic molecular systems the
mean-field approximation is used with the many-body effects introduced through perturbation
methods. The local density approach or density functional theory considers the local density,
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comparing it to an ideal fermionic gas and computes an effective potential within which the
electrons move to determine the electronic structure. In this work, the density functional
approach will be combined with wavefunction methods to provide hybrid density functional
methods, which provide the most accurate and economic calculation of the electronic struc-
ture. We will also use wavefunction methods that are formally able to approach the exact
physical values for calibrating our more approximate theoretical methods.

Wavefunction approach

This approach makes use of a many-body complex wavefunction, Ψ(r, t), to describe the
electronic structure. The interpretation of the wavefunction is based on a probability density,
which is the square of the wavefunction, and describes the likelihood of finding a particle at
a certain position, otherwise known as the electron density.

ρ(r, t) = |Ψ(r, t)|2 (2.1)

By operating on the wavefunction with different quantum mechanical operators, all of the
measurable physical properties can be determined from the complete wavefunction as it is
an eigenvalue equation. One of the most important properties is the internal energy, which
can be calculated using the Hamiltonian operator. The time independent, non-relativistic
molecular Hamiltonian equation Schrödinger equation is written below for a fixed number of
nuclei, I and electrons, i,

H (ri;RI)Ψ(ri;RI) = E (RI)Ψ(ri;RI) (2.2)

H (ri;RI) = −∑
i

∇2
i

2︸ ︷︷ ︸
e kinetic energy

− ∑
i,I

ZI

|RI − ri|︸ ︷︷ ︸
e nuclear repulsion

+∑
i ̸= j

1
|ri − rj|︸ ︷︷ ︸

e-e repulsion

−∑
I,J

ZIZJ

|RI −RJ|︸ ︷︷ ︸
nuclear repulsion

(2.3)

where RI are the nuclei positions and ri are the electrons’ positions.
The energy is then determined by left multiplying the complex conjugate of the wave-

function and performing an integration over all space,

E =

∫
Ψ∗HΨdr∫
Ψ∗Ψdr

=
⟨Ψ|H|Ψ⟩
⟨Ψ|Ψ⟩ . (2.4)

written with integral and Dirac notation, both of which will be used.
This equation is only exactly solvable for one-electron systems, such as the hydrogen atom.

However, for most systems the Schrödinger equation is unsolvable due to the three-body
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terms introduced by the electron-electron repulsion term. How do we go about approximating
such an equation?

The variational principle suggests that the wavefunction can be approximated and im-
proved by approaching the ground state energy. The variational principle states that any
approximate ground state wavefunction φ0 used to describe the real ground state wavefunc-
tion Ψ0 (which is usually unknown in many electron molecular systems) will be higher in
energy. This can be shown by considering an approximate wavefunction, φ0. The approx-
imate wavefunction can be represented as a superposition of the actual eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian equation, i.e. the real ground state ψ0 and excited n states, ψn. The real ground
and excited wavefunctions form a complete basis set of orthonormal functions and therefore
will be able to reproduce any approximate ground state as a linear expansion over all excited
states.

φ0 = c0ψ0 + c1ψ1 . . . (2.5)

Making use of Eq. 2.4 the energy is then,

Ẽ = |c0|2 E0 + |c0|2 E1 . . . . (2.6)

As all the excited state energies are higher than the ground state energy and the coefficients
are positive, the approximate wavefunction will always be higher in energy than the real
wavefunction as,

Ẽ = |c0|2 E0 + |c1|2 E1 · · · ≥ E0. (2.7)

This allows us to improve our approximate wavefunction by minimising the energy.
The first approximation is to consider combinations of the atomic orbitals of hydrogen,

φ H
nlm. These functions can be computed exactly for the hydrogen atom and are therefore a

good starting point for constructing molecular wavefunctions. In spherical coordinates they
have the solution,

φ
H
nlm(r,θ ,φ) = RLF

nl (r)Ylm(θ ,φ), (2.8)

which is the product of a radial function RLF
nl (r) and the spherical harmonics Ylm(θ ,φ). The

radial part contains the Laguerre functions multiplied by a decaying exponential in r. The
Laguerre functions results in n− l−1 radial nodes in the wavefunction and are inappropriate
for combining into molecular orbitals. Slater was the first to consider an atomic orbital
appropriate by expansion of the Laguerre functions and only keeping the highest power of r
in the expansion,

RSTO
nl (r) =

(2ζ )3/2√
Γ(2n+1)

(2ζ r)n−1exp(−ζ r), (2.9)
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where ζ is the Slater coefficient and Γ is the gamma function. While these describe the
electronic density accurately, the numerical costs of evaluating the decaying exponential term
in r are prohibitive to their usefulness. For these reasons Gaussian-type functions present a
preferable alternative,

RGTO
nl (r) =

2(2αnl)
3/4

π1/4

√
22n−l−2

(4n−2l −3)!)
(
√

2αnlr)2n−l−2exp(−αnlr2), (2.10)

where αnl is the Gaussian coefficient. The significant difference with this function compared
with the Slater-type function is that the exponential contains the square of the radius providing
a zero gradient at zero radius. This leads to the incorrect behaviour of the wavefunction near
the atomic nuclei. Where a non-zero gradient should exist, the function should come to a
point or cusp, however multiple Gaussian type orbitals can be summed together to approach
this cusp using a contracted Gaussian type orbital,

RCGTO
nl (r) =

n

∑
i=1

ciRGTO
nl (r). (2.11)

Two reasons that a sum of Gaussian functions is used instead of one that is more physically
correct, such as a Slater-type function, is due to numerics and the approximation being
accurate enough to describe bonding. Numerically, Gaussians are simple to integrate. The
product of two Gaussians is another Gaussian centred at a point in between the original
Gaussian functions, which can be readily integrated using tabulated values from the error
function. The breakdown of the approximation near the cusp is not usually necessary to
describe bonding as it is the interactions far from the nuclei that contribute most significantly
to the bonding. Far from the nuclei, this approximation accurately describes the decaying
exponential of the Slater-type function. In this paper each basis function will be considered a
contracted Gaussian-type function (CGTO).

As mentioned, the accuracy of the wavefunction at long distances is more important
than at short distances. This leads to a variety of approximations that use more detailed
descriptions of the valence orbitals than the core orbitals, allowing for accurate and low-cost
computation of molecular properties. These come in two families, the Pople-type basis sets
and the Dunning and coworkers basis sets. The Pople-type basis set is a split-valence where
the core and valence electrons are treated with a different number of contracted Gaussian
basis functions. The form of this basis set is X-YZW+g** or X-YZW+g(d,p), where X is
the number of Gaussians describing the core atomic orbitals, and Y and Z (and possibly W)
describe the valence orbitals. These in turn are described by two (or three) orbitals, where the
first is composed of Y primitive Gaussians and the second of Z primitive Gaussians. This is
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called a double zeta with W giving the triple zeta. Polarisation functions can be added with *
being only a d orbital on non-hydrogen atoms and ** being a d orbital on non-hydrogen atoms
and a p orbital on hydrogen atoms [also denoted by (d,p) etc.]. For example, a commonly
used basis set 6-31G(d) for carbon, which has an electronic structure of 1s,2s,2px,2py,2pz,
uses one CGTO with six Gaussian functions to describe the 1s orbital, two CGTO where the
first uses three Gaussian functions and the second uses only one Gaussian function. A set of
six d functions are then added to each of these functions (we normally consider that there are
five d-orbitals, dx2−y2 , dz2 , dxy, dxz but for numerical reasons six d functions are used, dx2 , dy2 ,
dz2 , dxy, dxz, dyz). This gives a total of 15 basis functions that describe nine CGTO functions
and six d functions. The + denotes diffuse s and p functions for non-hydrogen atoms and ++
denotes diffuse s and p functions for all atoms. These diffuse functions have small α values
meaning they decay slowly, are spread out and are important to include when considering
ions. The Dunning-type basis sets are similar to Pople’s but are designed to converge to
the basis set limit (where addition of further basis functions does not improve the result).
Dunning-type sets are correlation consistent polarised valence X zeta basis sets (cc-pVXZ),
where X can be D,T,Q,5,6,7 (double split, triple split, etc.). The aug- prefix is included to
denote diffuse function (e.g. aug-cc-pVXZ). It should be mentioned that these functions are
optimised for the basis set limit of the wavefunction methods with higher order perturbations
[CCSD(T)], however, they are also used in density functional methods where the validity of
such a basis set convergence does not hold.

While Gaussian orbitals are optimal for the small molecular systems treated here they are
by no means the best option for all electronic structure problems. For experiments involving
core shell electrons, Gaussian functions are unable to describe the cusp with high enough
accuracy and either Slater-type orbitals or numerical orbitals are required. For simulations
of periodic crystals or plane wave basis functions, periodic functions such as sinusoids
are preferable. They have numerical advantages as the basis set can be constructed to be
orthogonal with respect to the unit cell, avoiding a set of matrix diagonalisation operations.
However, many more basis sets are required to describe the system, in particular at the cusp,
that often offsets the advantage of avoiding the matrix diagonalisation.

Combining the atomic orbitals into bonding orbitals requires the same conditions for
determining the atomic orbitals of hydrogen, such as the indistinguishability of fermions,
orthogonality and normalisation, and various schemes have been developed to create com-
binations that achieve these constraints. We will focus on two main methods. One takes a
local approach, valence bond theory, and the other a delocalised approach, molecular orbital
theory.
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Valence bond theory

Valence bond theory considers a localised bonding approach where atomic orbitals are
combined into hybrid orbitals and then a superposition of molecular Lewis structures (or spin
configurations) is used to consider the interatomic bonding interactions. We will make use
of this method to describe the local polarisation of curved aromatics but not for large scale
calculation, for reasons provided below.

Heitler and London developed the first atomic orbital combination scheme called valence
bond (VB) theory that led to the correct description of covalent contributions to bonding for
hydrogen molecules in the singlet ground state (spin paired electrons),

ΨHL−V B(↑↓) = N [φA(↑)φB(↓)+φA(↓)φB(↑)] , (2.12)

where N =
[
2(1+S2

AB)
]−1/2 is the normalisation constant and SAB =< φA|φB > is the overlap

integral, φA is an atomic orbital function centred on atom A and vice versa for B. Spin is
indicated by the up and down arrows and can take one of two states |1 >=↑ or |0 >=↓. Due
to the indistinguishability of electrons (Fermionic statistics) Heitler and London realised
that an averaged sum of each configuration is required to correctly describe the electronic
configuration. Solutions are trivially attained from making use of this wavefunction in Eq. 2.4
and will not be shown here for brevity. However, this construction can only be applied to
homodimers that dissociate homolytically, i.e. into two radicals.

Pauling, in 1931, extended this treatment. Considering molecules that dissociate into
ions, he realised an ionic wavefunction must also exist,

Ψion(↑↓) = N [φA(↑)φA(↓)+φB(↑)φB(↓)] . (2.13)

The superposition is set up with both electrons on either one or the other atom. In this
situation the hydrogen molecule would dissociate into H+ and H–. Noting that the Heitler-
London VB wavefunction is simply the covalent bonding interactions, ΨHL = Ψcov, allows
us to consider superposition of the two. For the hydrogen molecules this gives,

ΨP−MV B(↑↓) = N
[
λΨcov +

√
1−λ 2Ψion

]
, (2.14)

where λ is optimised at each nuclear distance to provide the lowest energy structure and
describes the proportion of covalent character to the bonding. This provided the first and
most basic implementation of modern valence bond theory for the singlet state of hydrogen.
For an optimised solution to the hydrogen problem the covalent contribution is dominant and
contributes 75% while the ionic contributes 25%.
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What does it mean for the covalent and ionic states to be in a superposition? A more
informative construction was provided by Coulson and Fischer in 1949 who realised the
problem could be rewritten in a semilocalised form,

ΨMV B−CF(↑↓) = N′ [ΦA(↑)ΦB(↓)+ΦA(↓)ΦB(↑)] , (2.15)

where ΦA = φA + εφB and ΦB = φB + εφA are the new semilocalised wavefunctions with a
contribution from the neighbouring atomic orbital given by a coupling parameter ε . Expand-
ing out the solution we arrive back at a similar form as Eq. 2.14,

ΨMV B−CF(↑↓) = N′
[

Ψcov +
2ε

1+ ε2 Ψion

]
. (2.16)

Therefore the contribution of the ionic interactions can be considered to “distort” the orbitals
in this truly localised valence bond picture.

Going beyond homodimers, such as the hydrogen molecule we just discussed, requires
the concept of hybridisation and Lewis structure resonance. Hybridisation is a helpful con-
struction for understanding carbon’s bonding geometries and describes how superpositions
of atomic orbitals can produce hybrid orbitals and geometries not otherwise possible. In the
case of carbon the electronic structure is 1s22s22px

12py
1. In this configuration we would

expect two covalent bonds to form with carbon, however, carbon is also known to bond
tetrahedrally to four neighbours in diamond and to three neighbours in graphite and graphene.
This raises two issues: how the number of bonds is increased and how orbitals oriented in the
x, y and z directions allow for a tetrahedral geometry. The first issue, to do with increasing
the number of bonding electrons, was explained by Pauling as an excitation of one of the 2s
orbitals into the higher energy 2pz

1 orbital giving 1s22s12px
12py

12pz
1, with this energy being

recovered due to the bonds formed. The orientation of the bonds was rationalised due to
hybridisation, which is the observation that an orthogonal superposition (linear combination)
of hydrogen-like atomic orbitals is an equivalent basis set that can then be used for bonding.
Diamond, for example, was explained as the promotion of one of the 2s electrons into the 2p
orbitals and the linear combination of these four orbitals into four new hybrid orbitals with
angles between them of 109.5◦ given by the orbitals,

φh1 =
1
2

(
φ2s +φ2px +φ2py +φ2pz

)
φh2 =

1
2

(
φ2s −φ2px −φ2py +φ2pz

)
φh3 =

1
2

(
φ2s +φ2px −φ2py −φ2pz

)
φh4 =

1
2

(
φ2s −φ2px +φ2py −φ2pz

)
.

(2.17)
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The hexagonal arrangement of carbon in graphite was explained by the formation of three
hybrids,

φh1 =
1√
3
φ2s +

√
2√
3
φ2px

φh2 =
1√
3
φ2s − 1√

6
φ2px +

1√
2
φ2py

φh3 =
1√
3
φ2s − 1√

6
φ2px − 1√

2
φ2py

φhπ
= φ2pz.

(2.18)

The sp2 hybridisation provides a spare orbital φ2pz that can be involved in aromatic bonding
as will be discussed below. Figure 2.1 schematically shows the three hybrid orbitals found
for carbon in grey with the unhybridised orbitals shown in blue.

Figure 2.1 Three hybridisation states of carbon that can be constructed from a combination
of the s and p orbitals. The hybrid orbitals formed are shown in grey and those not involved
in hybridisation are shown in blue.

The second aspect of valence bond theory is the use of Lewis bonding structures that
are in superposition or resonance. Lewis, in 1916, proposed that a bond could be described
by pairings of the valence electrons in a molecule. Pauling realised that the atomic or
hybrid orbitals could be paired into bonds matching those of their Lewis structures. These
Lewis structures were then placed into superposition to provide the molecular electronic
configuration. Confusingly the term resonance is also used to describe the covalent bonding
interaction when two atomic orbitals combine as in Eq. 2.13. Therefore, we will refer to the
superposition of bonding configurations as Lewis resonance. Radicals that can exist in many
Lewis resonance structures are said to be resonantly stabilised radicals (or in the molecular
orbital approach below, delocalised π-radicals).

Early application of valence bond theory to chemical problems by Pauling and others led
to incorrect predictions that have recently been remedied with modern valence bond theory
methods [379]. Examples such as the spin configuration of oxygen, the photochemistry of C2

and the electronic configuration of benzene have been incorrectly described by valence bond
theoretical methods. Many of these errors arose due to either too few Lewis structures being
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considered in their molecular electronic configuration or the constraint of only considering
2-centre, 2-electron bonds. Modern valence bond theory methods such as generalised
valence bond (GVB) and spin coupled valence bond theory (SC-VB) are able to accurately
reproduce the results of multiconfiguration molecular orbital theory, which we will discuss
next. The challenge of using valence bond theory for large structures is the steep increase in
computational cost of considering all spin configurations.

We will make use of orbital hybridisation in this work to describe strained carbon
nanostructures but will not make use of Lewis resonance to describe the molecular systems
as the molecules explored are too large to make this practical. We will therefore turn to an
approximation that works surprisingly well for molecules at their equilibrium distances –
molecular orbital theory.

Molecular orbital theory

Molecular orbital theory is a non-local description of bonding within molecular systems
as it considers delocalised molecular orbitals. We will again use the hydrogen molecule to
introduce this theory. A molecular orbital is constructed from a linear combination of atomic
orbitals in this manner,

φσ = N(φA +φB). (2.19)

The wavefunction is written as a product of the molecular orbitals. We can rewrite this with
the different spin configurations in an expanded form,

ΨMO(↑↓) = φσ (↑)φσ (↓) (2.20)

= N2 [φA(↑)+φB(↑)] [φA(↓)+φB(↓)] (2.21)

= N2 [φA(↑)φB(↓)+φA(↓)φB(↑)+φA(↑)φA(↓)+φB(↓)φB(↑)] . (2.22)

This equation can be compared with valence bond theory where the first two terms are the
covalent wavefunction from Eq. 2.12 and the last two terms are the ionic wavefunction from
Eq. 2.13. This shows that the molecular orbital approach is similar to modern valence bond
theory for hydrogen except that there are equal ionic and covalent contributions. These fixed,
equal contributions provide a useful approximation of a molecule’s electronic structure at
equilibrium distances, but lead to incorrect electronic structure at non-equilibrium distances
such as during homolytic bond breaking where ionic contributions should tend to zero.
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Generalising the molecular orbital theory to many-electron systems will highlight the rea-
son this approximation is helpful for calculating the electronic structure of larger molecules.
Focusing for now on closed shell molecules, each molecular orbital, φ MO

j , will be described
as a linear combination of atomic orbitals,

φ
MO
j =

n

∑
i

ci jφ
AO
i , (2.23)

where the sum is over all n electrons, which are described by an atomic orbital function, φ AO
i ,

multiplied by a coefficient, ci j, that is optimised to provide a set of molecular orbitals giving
the lowest internal energy.

We can then construct a spin orbital, e.g. χσ (↑) = φ MO
σ (↑). Unlike for hydrogen, the

many-electron system requires the antisymmetry properties of the electrons to be enforced.
A Slater determinant can be constructed that contains the correct properties.

ΨMO =
1√
N!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
χ1(1) χ2(1) . . . χn(1)
χ1(2) χ2(2) . . . χn(2)

...
... . . . ...

χ1(N) χ2(N) . . . χn(N)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
(2.24)

Expansion of this determinant automatically constructs the required spin symmetries
between the molecular orbitals, although the ionic and covalent contributions have equal
weighting as mentioned. Now that we have a good description of the wavefunction we can
consider the approximations for the Hamiltonian operator that allow it to become solvable.

The Hartree-Fock method is an effective way to calculate a molecule’s electronic structure.
This involves an iterative solution to the molecular Schrödinger equation by approximating
the electron-electron interactions within the Hamiltonian operator using a mean-field approx-
imation where the electrons are considered to be only influenced by an average interaction
with the other electrons. The Hartree-Fock approximation also only considers a single
arrangement of the electrons in the molecule, meaning only one Slater determinant is used.
The Hartree-Fock equations are written as,

[ha(1)+ν
HF(1)]χa(1) = εaχa(1)( f (1))χa(1) = εaχa(1), (2.25)

where ha(1) is the one-electron kinetic energy and potential energy for attraction to the nuclei.
The second term describes the interaction that the electron has with the other electrons and is
called the Hartree-Fock potential νHF(1). This is the mean field approximation where the
electrons move in the mean field of the other electrons νHF(1) = ∑ j ̸=i

∫
|χ j|2 1

|r j−ri|dr j. This
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integral is further broken into two parts: the coulomb integral Jb, which averages the coulomb
repulsion between each electron with all the other electrons, and the exchange integral Kb,
which comes from the antisymmetric condition. By expanding the wavefunction this can be
written as,

f (1)
n

∑
i

ciaχi = εa

n

∑
i

ciaχi. (2.26)

Left multiplying by the atomic orbital χ j and integrating gives,

n

∑
i

cia

∫
χ j f (1)χi = εa

n

∑
i

cia

∫
χ jχi. (2.27)

This is further simplified into matrix notation. The first integral becomes the Fock term Fji

and the second integral is the overlap integral S ji. This equation can easily be solved in the
computer and is called the Hartree-Fock-Roothaan equation.

FC = SCε (2.28)

As the Fock operator depends on its own solutions to solve the set of equations the solution
must iteratively improve until the eigenequation is self-consistent. It is therefore referred to
as the self-consistent field approach.

Appendix A contains a short Hartree-Fock calculation written in Python. While this is
informative we have made use of the Gaussian software package throughout this manuscript
to perform large scale electronic structure calculations.

The Hartree-Fock method only uses a single Slater determinant. This allows for the
bonding in many-electron systems to be computed readily, in contrast to valence bond theory,
but it comes with a caveat: it considers equal amounts of covalent and ionic contributions to
bonding which underestimates the bond strength at the equilibrium and is completely unable
to describe bond dissociation. However, this method does compute the electron-electron
kinetic energy contribution exactly, which will be useful for improving another method
discussed later (density functional theory).

Extending the Hartree-Fock method

For computing the electronic structure of molecules, the Hartree-Fock method always falls
short of the true ground state energy. This difference is called the correlation energy as it
relates to the mean field approximation that does not consider correlated electron dynamics.
Post-Hartree-Fock methods have been developed to compute the correlation energy. They
use either perturbation methods or many Slater determinants (different spin configurations).
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This correlation energy is also of great importance to this work as dispersion interactions,
which contribute significantly to intermolecular interactions, are due to electron correlation.

Perturbation methods make use of a known solution (such as the Hartree-Fock solution)
and add a small perturbation to the equation to account for the undescribed physics. The
Möller-Plesset (MP) method adds a fluctuation potential W to the Hamiltonian,

H = H0 +λW. (2.29)

This is the difference between the true electron-electron correlation and the Hartree-Fock
approximation,

W = H0 −H =
n

∑
i< j

r−1
i j −

N

∑
i< j

ν
HF . (2.30)

Different expansion orders of this fluctuation potential can be used with the first non-zero
term being the second order expansion [MP(2,3,4,5 etc.)]. MP2 is often the highest order
used as it scales as O(N4) and gives rise to an improvement in the electronic structure. MP2
can be thought of as perturbing the ground state with all doubly excited determinants. This
series unfortunately does not converge meaning that the variational principle breaks down
and the estimated energy can be lower than the actual energy. It is also found that MP2
overbinds dispersion interactions [409].

The second method to describe the correlation energy is the configuration interaction
method, where multiple spin configurations are brought into superposition. This will be
illustrated for the hydrogen atom again. A linear combination of the bonding molecular
orbital φσ and the antibonding orbital φσ∗ given by φσ∗ = N(φA −φB) are taken,

ΨMO−CI = c1φσ (↑)φσ (↓)+ c2φσ∗(↑)φσ∗(↓). (2.31)

The contribution of each configuration, c1 and c2, is optimised to produce the lowest energy.
The optimisation can be performed as the variational principle applies and will converge
towards the actual energy of the many-body electronic structure.

Expanding the two molecular orbitals within Eq. 2.31, the coefficients produce the
correct weighting of ionic and covalent contributions. In this way it can be shown that the
configuration interaction wavefunction is equivalent to the modern valence bond methods
(Eq. 2.14), i.e. ΨMO−CI = ΨMV B.

The configuration interaction method is found to be an inefficient expansion as it is not
size consistent. Instead, a different expansion named the coupled cluster method is more
often used. This method uses an exponential excitation operator to expand the single Slater
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determinant into higher excited states,

HeT
Ψ = EeT

Ψ. (2.32)

By considering the contributions from these higher excited states, almost all of the correlation
energy can be recovered. The inclusion of all single and double excitations, with triple
excitation only considered via a perturbation [referred to as CCSD(T)], provides chemically
accurate energies and geometries. However, the cost of the calculation scales as O(N7)

which makes only small molecules able to be described using this theory. The plot below
(Figure 2.2) shows the convergence of wavefunction methods as the level of theory and the
basis set size are increased [175].

Figure 2.2 Error in the equilibrium bond lengths (in pm) compared with experimental X-ray
structures [175].

We will make use of CCSD(T) calculation results as standard calculations for inter-
molecular interactions. These are able to describe the dispersion interactions to a high
level of accuracy given a significant sized basis set. Table 2.1 considers the scaling of such
calculations.

This scaling shows that wavefunction based calculations that provide chemical accuracy
[CCSD(T)] are only possible for small molecules < 30 atoms. Therefore, other methods
have been developed for computing the electronic structure of large molecules.

Density functional theory (DFT)

While wavefunction methods are variational and therefore able to converge upon the exact
solution for a multi-reference infinite basis set calculation, they are very computationally
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Table 2.1 Scaling of electronic structure calculations

Method Scaling†

DFT(pure)∗ O(N3)
HF, DFT(hybrid)∗ O(N3−4)
MP2, DFT(double hybrid) O(N4)
CCSD O(N6)
CCSD(T) O(N7)

† where N is a measure of the system size including number of electrons and/or number of
basis functions.
∗ DFT pure functionals and hybrid functionals will be described below.

costly. This is due primarily to the difficulty in calculating the electron-electron interactions,
which demands two electron integrals to be performed and many excited Slater determinants
to be considered. Instead, efforts to reframe the electronic structure problem in terms of
the local electron density has been found to be an attractive alternative for large systems.
However, it took some time before it could become a useful theory.

Early attempts to achieve such a mapping from the electron density to the ground state
energy led to the development of the Thomas-Fermi model in 1927. The total energy was
calculated solely as a functional of the electron density ρ(r),

E[ρ(r)] = TT F [ρ(r)] + UeN [ρ(r)] + Uee[ρ(r)]+VN , (2.33)

E[ρ(r)] =CF

∫
[ρ(r)]5/3 d3r +

∫
ρ(r) VN(r) d3r +

1
2

e2
∫

ρ(r) ρ(r ′)

|r− r ′| d3r d3r′+VN (r) ,

(2.34)
where TT F [ρ(r)] is the classical kinetic energy of an electron gas with CF = 3h2

10me

( 3
8π

)2/3
,

UeN [ρ(r)] is the electron nuclei potential energy, Uee[ρ(r)] is the electron-electron repulsion
and VN is the potential energy between the nuclei. Importantly, the energy is only a function
of the atomic coordinates and the electron density ρ (r). The model does not include
any exchange energy, which was added by Dirac in 1928 (Thomas-Fermi-Dirac model).
Sheldon in 1955 showed for calculations on N2 that no stable bonding configuration would
be formed [380], which was proved to be the case for all molecular systems by Teller in
1962 [410].

Improving the kinetic energy operator T [ρ(r)] by including quantum mechanical effects
meant that bonding within molecules could be achieved, for example that of Weizsäcker [445],

TW [ρ(r)] =
1
8
ℏ2

m

∫ |∇ρ (⃗r)|2

ρ(r)
dr. (2.35)
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Balàzs in 1967 was able to show that the addition of this term to the Thomas-Fermi-Dirac
equation allowed stable diatomic molecules to form [20]. This highlighted the importance of
a quantum mechanical treatment of the kinetic energy in allowing molecular bonding to be
stable and renewed interest in using density functional methods.

Up until this point, many had doubted whether density functional theory would be able
to derive the actual ground state energy of a molecular system as wavefunction methods
can. Hohenberg and Kohn put DFT on a more solid footing in 1964 by proving that the
energy of a molecular system is a functional of the electron density to within an additive
constant [184]. It was thought that physical quantities could only be determined from the
quantum mechanical operators acting on the wavefunction. This proof suggested that all of
the physically determinable quantities could be calculated from only the electron density –
if an exact functional could be determined. The advantage to be gained was being able to
determine the electronic structure using only the electron density in three spatial coordinates
instead of computing the many-body wavefunction with configuration interaction, which is
costly.

Around this time Kohn and Sham showed a different way of calculating the kinetic energy
term by using a similar method from molecular orbital theory. They considered a fictitious
system of non-reacting electrons within Kohn-Sham orbitals φi(r) that computes the kinetic
energy term in a similar manner to Hartree-Fock theory [225] and is exact. This is written as,

TKS =
N

∑
i=1

∫
dr φ

∗
i (r)

(
− ℏ2

2m
∇

2
)

φi(r). (2.36)

As well as the kinetic energy term, the two electron terms were also improved by Kohn and
Sham to include exchange and correlation using a local density approximation [225]. This
can be written as,

ELDA
xc =

∫
drε

uni.
xc (ρ(r))ρ(r), (2.37)

where the exchange correlation energy for a uniform electron gas is εuni.
xc = εx + εc, with

the exchange term, εx, by Slater (LSDA) and the correlation term, εc, by Vosko, Wilk and
Nusair (VWM) becoming the most widely used. These local density approaches were found
to be able to describe systems with slowly varying density such as periodic crystals but
underestimated exchange energy and overestimated correlation energy. Improvements to the
correlation energy were also gained by using quantum Monte Carlo methods [61]. However,
the energy was still poorly described for many molecules.

The density functional method was further improved by including the local generalised
gradient approximation (GGA) of the electron density in the computation of εxc. Becke, in
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1988, produced one of the most well-known descriptions of the local gradient of the electron
density to compute the exchange (B88) [25]. This combined with Lee, Yang and Parr’s
correlation energy (LYP) produced the most widely-used GGA, called BLYP,

EBLY P
xc = EB88

x +ELY P
c . (2.38)

In Table 2.1 the scaling of the GGA’s [DFT(pure)] computational cost is shown to scale
with O(N3), a significant improvement over wavefunction methods.

While the GGA functionals provided significantly improved results compared with LDA,
it was found that the electron exchange was not well described. Hartree-Fock theory, however,
provides an exact description of electron exchange so combining it with GGA was suggested –
a hybrid DFT. These combination schemes were challenging. The first, most popular version
was called B3LYP,

EB3LYP
xc = (1−a0)ELSDA

x +a0EHF
x +axEB88

x +ELYP
c +(1−ac)EVWM

c , (2.39)

where a0 = 0.20, ax = 0.72 and ac = 0.81. Looking again at Table 2.1 the scaling of
DFT(hybrid) computational cost is shown to scale with O(N3−4). This is similar scaling to
the Hartree-Fock method, however, unlike Hartree-Fock the electron correlation is included
in DFT(hybrid), which significantly improves the quality of the electronic structure.

Perdew noticed that there is a hierarchy in DFT approximations with each level of
approximation including more information about the electron distribution. Table 2.2 shows
the classes of approximations, some popular functionals, the parameters that need to be
computed to determine the exchange-correlation energy at each level and the error from each
class.

Table 2.2 Hierarchy of DFT approximations proposed by Perdew with average errors in
energy

Classes Functionals Parameters Error†

double hybrids ωB97X-2, B2PLYP Exc
[
ρ,∇ρ,∇2ρ,ψocc.,ψvir.

]
1.8

hybrid meta-GGA M06-2X, M11 Exc
[
ρ,∇ρ,∇2ρ,ψocc.

]
∼2.5

hybrid GGA B3LYP, B97, PBE0, HSE Exc [ρ,∇ρ,ψocc.] 3.3
meta-GGA TPSS M06-L Exc

[
ρ,∇ρ,∇2ρ

]
4.4

GGA PBE, BLYP Exc [ρ,∇ρ] 5.3
LDA VWN, GPW92 Exc [ρ] 12.0

† weighted total mean absolute deviation (WTMAD) (kcal/mol) compared with GMTKN30 benchmark
database for general main group thermochemistry, kinetics and noncovalent interactions [148].
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Along with the hybrid density functionals mentioned which only include the occupied
KS orbitals ψocc. there are also meta-GGA methods that include the second derivative of the
electron density – ∇2ρ . These have been found to contain similar information as the kinetic
energy of the electrons and is also called the Laplacian of the electron density (we will later
use the Laplacian to look for regions of electron localisation).

Mixing the Laplacian and the Hartree-Fock exchange constructs the hybrid meta-GGA
functional. One example of this is the Minnesota functional M06-2X. This has been found to
provide highly accurate energies and kinetics and is widely used in combustion for computing
reaction pathways (in benchmark calculations having WTMAD=2.2 kcal/mol [148]). We
will make use of M06-2X to determine accurate bond energies in Chapter 8.

Finally, the correlation energy can be improved by incorporating the MP2 method into
DFT (otherwise known as PT2) to give double hybrid functionals. These include information
about the virtual orbitals ψvir. through this perturbation approach. Table 2.2 also shows the
weighted total mean absolute deviation (WTMAD) calculated from each class of functional
showing the decrease in error as the description becomes more complete [148].

While intramolecular physics are well described by the hybrid meta-GGA and double
hybrid functionals they are unable to capture all of the long range electron correlations.
These correlations are critical for describing the intermolecular or van der Waals interactions
between molecules. The simplest way to incorporate these effects is to add a pair-wise
empirical forcefield to the energy computation EDFT−D = EKS−DFT +Edisp. Grimme and
coworkers developed the widely used B97D functional [155] where the correction is a
damped attractive potential of the form,

Edisp =−s6

Nat−1

∑
i=1

Nat

∑
j=i+1

Ci j
6

R6
i j

fdmp(Ri j), (2.40)

where Nat is the number of atoms in the system and energy is computed as the sum of the
binary interaction energies of all atomic pairs; s6 is a scaling factor that depends on the
DFT method used (we used B97 with a s6 value of 1.25). It should also be noted that the
spin dependent components of the exact exchange integrated into the B97 hybrid were also
modified as they were linearly dependent on this scaling coefficient. Ci j

6 are the dispersion
coefficients for the atomic pair i j and Ri j is the respective intermolecular distance. A damping
constant is used to ensure stability in the calculations for overlapping geometries,

fdmp
(
Ri j
)
=

1
1+ e−d(Ri j/Rr−1)

, (2.41)
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where Rr are the vdW radii and d = 20. The dispersion coefficients and vdW radii for carbon
and hydrogen used are CC

6 = 1.75, RC
r = 1.452 Å and CH

6 = 0.14, RH
r = 1.001 Å respectively

with the coefficient between two different atoms being determined using the geometric mean

Ci j
6 =

√
Ci

6C j
6.

More advanced methods compute the dispersion interactions through atom-centred dis-
tributed polarisabilities such as exchange-hole dipole moment (XDM) theory and many-body
dispersion (MBD) theory. They can provide <2 kJ/mol of error compared with CCSD(T)
methods. However, for most cases, as long as the DFT-D method has correctly fitted the
C6 parameters for a given system, energies with errors <4 kJ/mol can be attained [51].
SAPT(DFT) is another method that will also be used as a benchmark providing similar
accuracies to CCSD(T) but with considerably fewer computational resources. In this method
the dispersion is computed using coupled Kohn-Sham theory or time dependent DFT, a
perturbation method that allows the computation of the polarisabilities and dispersion energy.

When computing the intermolecular interactions between two species it is important to
also consider the basis set superposition error (BSSE). This is an error that comes about from
having an incomplete basis set. A monomer’s energy is expected to lower with increasing
basis set size and this should converge to the basis set limit. When two species are brought
together the basis set from one monomer can improve the description of the electronic
structure on the other monomer, converging the whole system to the basis set limit more
rapidly. This has the effect of lowering the energy and appearing as a fictitious binding
energy. In order to correct for this (known as counterpoise correction) the monomer energy is
computed with the basis sets from the other species present but without the nuclear charges.
It can also be practically eliminated by performing the calculations with large basis sets.

Ab initio molecular dynamics

Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) techniques are used in Chapter 7 to study the thermal
fluctuation of the cPAH. These methods have been used previously in combustion to study the
dimer lifetimes of pyrene using semi-empirical quantum theory [369]. In Born-Oppenheimer
molecular dynamics (BOMD) nuclei are approximated as classical ions with the forces on
these ions computed from the electronic structure,

∂E/∂R = ⟨Ψ|∂H/∂R|Ψ⟩+ ⟨∂Ψ/∂R|H|Ψ⟩+ ⟨Ψ|H|∂Ψ/∂R⟩ , (2.42)

with the first term being the Hellmann-Feynman force and the other two being the Pulay
forces [365]. BOMD performs a self-consistent field calculation to iteratively determine
the electronic structure at each time step, which is prohibitively expensive. One successful
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approximation is the atom-centred density matrix propagation (ADMP), which propagates
the electronic structure using an extended Lagrangian coupled to the nuclear positions via a
fictitious mass. This significantly reduces the computational cost of such calculations. This is
similar to the Car-Parrinello method, however for ADMP, the density matrix is used instead
of the Kohn-Sham orbitals and atom-centred Gaussian basis functions are used instead of
plane wave basis functions [365]. These features of ADMP allow the use of any hybrid
density functional theory to generate the density matrix and provide a better separation
between the electronic and nuclear degrees of freedom. With small timesteps (<0.5 fs)
it has been found to accurately follow the fully converged Born-Oppenheimer MD with
vibrations and energy being independent of the fictitious mass used [365, 199, 366, 250].
Since ADMP was implemented in the software Gaussian 03 it has seen applications in
describing gas interactions with aromatic macrocycles [87] and has recently been used to
model the formation of covalent bonds between pyrene dimers [303]. A similar method using
converged semi-empirical PM3 simulations has also been employed in combustion to study
PAH dimerisation at flame temperatures by Schuetz and Frenklach [369] and Wong et al.
[449].

2.1.2 Nucleation

Physical condensation of molecules can often be adequately described by classical nucleation
theory and will aid our discussions of whether curved aromatics are able to physically
condense into soot in Chapters 6 and 7. In describing classical nucleation theory we will make
use of the description in “Nucleation - Basis theory with applications” by Kashchiev [212].
Classical nucleation theory provides many of the important ideas needed in a theory of
nucleation, however, it is a macroscopic theory (not built from an atomic foundation) and so
there is a limit to its usefulness in describing small clusters with only a few molecules. The
first concept which is helpful to consider is a first order phase transition in a van der Waals
(VDW) solution. The equation of state for a van der Waals solution is,

(
P+M2a′/V 2)(V −Mb′

)
= MkBT. (2.43)

Typical values for water are a = 4.47× 10−1 Pa m3 and b = 30.52× 10−6. We can define
critical values for each variable where they are equal to unity, Pcr = a′/27b′2 ,Vcr = 3Mb′

and Tcr = 8a′/27kb′ , with reduced coordinates defined as the reciprocal of the critical value
with the current value P′ = P/Pcr, V ′ = T/Tcr and T ′ = T/Tcr. This leads to the reduced
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VDW fluid at constant temperature and pressure as,(
P′+3/V ′2)(3V ′−1

)
= 8T ′. (2.44)

Rewriting in terms of P the constant temperature,

P =
8T ′

(3V ′−1)
− 3

V 2 . (2.45)

Isotherms of Eq. 2.45 are plotted as a function of the reduced volume in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3 Dependence of the reduced pressure on the reduced volume of a Van der Waals
gas. The area under the T’=0.85 curve leads to the binodal construction. The spinodal points
come from the stationary points of the isotherms.

Unlike an ideal gas where the pressure varies with 1/V we see a dip in the phase diagram
due to interactions. Below the critical temperature T ′ < 1 the gas is considered a vapour.
Upon reducing the volume, the fluid coexists as a vapour and a liquid until it becomes
entirely a liquid. Following the T ′ = 0.85 isotherm from the right tracks the metastable and
liquid-vapour states. For this isotherm the fluid is in the vapour phase at large volume. As
the volume is reduced the vapour moves to the metastable state. This transition into the
metastable state is determined by the Maxwell construction where a line is drawn across the
isotherm connecting the binodal points.

To consider when these phase transitions will occur the Gibbs free energy must be
determined as the system will spontaneously move towards the state with the lowest Gibbs
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free energy. The Gibbs free energy is equal to G = F + pV , where F is the Helmholtz free
energy and is given by F =−P(V )dV . This leads to;

G(V ′,T ′) = Gre f (T ′)+MkBTcr

[
3P′V ′

8
− 9

8V ′ −T ′log
(
3V ′−1

)]
, (2.46)

where Gre f is the reference Gibbs free energy. Looking at Figure 2.4 the P′ = 0.540
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Figure 2.4 Dependence of the chemical potential on the reduced pressure and temperature of
a Van der Waals gas.

isobar for T ′ = 0.85 shows that there are two minima, one for a liquid (left) and the other
for a gas (right). Both have the same chemical potential. This pressure for each temperature
can be plotted as the binodal points (denoted by the B in Figure 2.3). Increasing the pressure
(Figure 2.4) past the binodal pressure given by Maxwell’s construction leads to the liquid
phase becoming lower in energy than the gas phase. However, there is a barrier between the
gas and the liquid phases. This means that the transition is not always possible.

The next point of interest is when the slope of the PV isotherm becomes zero. This
corresponds to the local maximum and minimum on the T ′ = 0.85 isotherm, called the
spinodal point. In relation to the free energy (Figure 2.4) this corresponds to the P′ =

0.621 isobar. At this point there is no barrier to the phase transformation and the gas will
spontaneously change phase. This makes the region between the spinodal points unphysical
and liquids are known to proceed along the Maxwell construction, a constant pressure
isotherm between the binodal points. The important points to draw out of this example for
soot formation is that in order for a phase transition to occur, the new phase must first and
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foremost have a lower free energy than the previous phase. Also, if the supersaturation
pressure is in between the binodal and spinodal points the system is not guaranteed to change
phase as there is a barrier to transformation; however, if the saturation pressure surpasses the
spinodal pressure then the transformation is instant and barrierless. This is assuming early
soot is a liquid and is described by a physical condensation and not a chemical inception
from gas to solid which has no spinodal region.

We turn now to the creation of nuclei in a metastable phase. From where does this barrier
originate and how much energy is required to overcome it? From this free energy description
the rate of nucleation can be determined. Classical nucleation theory states that there are two
free energy contributions: a positive contribution (which resists formation of nuclei) from the
creation of a new surface and a negative contribution (which drives nuclei formation) from
the decrease in the free energy for the new phase due to the lower chemical potential. The
latter is called the bulk contribution. For a spherical droplet this is given by,

∆W (n) =−n∆µ +aσn2/3, (2.47)

where the first term is the bulk term which drives the transformation and the second term
is the energy to form a new surface given by the surface tension σ . a is a geometric factor
and for spherical droplets is given as a = (36πν2

0 )
1/3, where ν0 is the molar volume. The

change in chemical potential ∆µ can be written in terms of the supersaturation of the vapour,
∆µ = kBT lnS, where S = pV/psat , which is the ratio of the vapour pressure to the vapour
saturation pressure. The dependence for water at a supersaturation of S = 4 is shown in
Figure 2.5. What can be seen is a critical cluster size at the maximum of ∆W (n). In classical
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Figure 2.5 Work of cluster formation as a function of cluster size and radius for water droplets
forming in a vapour at a supersaturation of 4 at T = 293 K.
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nucleation theory, this is the energy barrier that must be overcome to allow for spontaneous
growth of a cluster and can be determined from the derivative of the work of cluster formation
to be,

n∗ = 8c3υ2
0 σ3/27∆µ3, (2.48)

W ∗ = 4c3υ2
0 σ3/27∆µ2. (2.49)

At these conditions, the critical nuclei size is only 78 molecules for water. One critique of
the theory is whether bulk properties like surface area are physically meaningful at clusters
of fewer than 100 molecules where a large proportion of the molecules are surface species.
However, for the purpose of understanding soot formation it is seen as an adequate place to
begin the discussion.

Ion-induced nucleation

Ions are often required to overcome the nucleation barrier. For example, salt spray from
the sea is required for cloud formation. The contribution to the Gibbs free energy from an
applied electric field can be considered as such,

Φel(n) = (1/2)
∫
[E2(r) ·D2(r)−E1(r) ·D1(r)]dr, (2.50)

where the displacement field is due to the electrical properties of each medium and is given
as D(r) = εE, where ε is the electric permittivity. Making use of the electric permittivity of
the cluster and medium εc/m and assuming they are r independent we can write,

Φel(n) =−(ε0/2)(εm − εc)
∫

Vn

E1(r) ·E2(r)]dr. (2.51)

The electric field around a point charge before and after cluster formation is given as,

Er,1 = Q/4πε0εmr2, (2.52)

Er,2 = Q/4πε0εcr2. (2.53)

Making use of n = (4π/3υ0)(R3 −R3
i ) where Ri is the radius of the ion and integrating from

Ri to R gives,
Φel(R) = (1/εc −1/εm)(Q2/8πε0)(1/Ri −1/R). (2.54)

This suggests that for ions to improve nucleation εc > εm. Considering water nucleation,
at a point charge we can plot the impact on the work of nucleation (Figure 2.6). The first
interesting feature is a minimum nmin which arises from the short range interactions with the
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molecules of water and the ion of interest. It is interesting that these ionic nuclei can exist
even if the supersaturation is lower than one. If the supersaturation is greater than one then
the cluster can, if it overcomes the barrier n∗, grow in size. On the right of Figure 2.6 the
free energy barrier for the ion-induced and ion-free classical nucleation are compared.
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Figure 2.6 Work of cluster formation as a function of cluster size and radius for water droplets
forming on ions in a vapour at a supersaturation of 2.5 at T = 293 K (left). The free energy
curve is shifted so that nmin is at zero and the barrier for cluster formation is shown also for
nucleation without an ion (right).

The barrier of cluster formation is significantly reduced in the presence of the ion for
water. As the rate of cluster formation is proportional to the exponential of the barrier divided
by the thermal energy, this reduced barrier makes a large difference, significantly increasing
the rate of nucleation.

In summary, these are the conditions under which a supersaturated mixture will nucleate.
This is not spontaneous and most often requires some nuclei to begin the process by lowering
the barrier for cluster formation. These ideas will be important when discussing the nucleation
of soot.

2.2 Carbon chemistry and physics

A parallel field to combustion is that of carbon materials science and nanotechnology, which
will be heavily discussed in this thesis. We will briefly introduce the different carbon
nanoforms, defect structures that are possible in sp2 carbons, flexoelectricity, graphitisability
of carbon materials and the synthesis of fullerenes.
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2.2.1 Carbon molecules and allotropes

Figure 2.7 shows a range of carbon nanostructures. Linear chains of carbon include acetylene
(C2H2), polyacetylenes and hydrocarbon chains, some of which are often fuels in combustion.
Forming a network of carbon atoms, sp2 bonded, are the polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAH). These are the most stable structures, with hexagonal arrangements of carbon atoms in
roughly circular geometries, which maximise aromaticity. If extending PAH to infinity and
stacking these layers, the bulk material graphite is constructed. A single layer of graphite
is called graphene and has recently attracted significant interest due to the 2D nature of
the electron system providing unique coherent electronic states [301]. Amorphous carbons
are defined as those materials containing >30% sp3 but no long range crystalline ordering.
These materials form diamond-like coatings, which have been extensively used as coatings
with extreme abrasion resistance [348]. Diamond is a tetrahedrally bonded carbon that forms
an extended lattice of sp3 bonded carbon atoms. Graphitic structures with sp2 bonded carbon
are more thermodynamically stabilised compared with diamond at atmospheric pressure
and therefore the amount of sp3 bonded carbon in nascent soot is 84% sp2 bonded with
mature soot approaching >95% [12]. Introducing curvature into carbon nanoforms allows a
graphene layer to be curled into a carbon nanotube.

Figure 2.7 Different carbon allotropes are shown based on different hybridisations. Carbon
chains are in sp and sp3 hydridisations. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, graphite, the
C60 fullerene, the C70 fullerene and carbon nanotubes with sp2 hydridisation. Diamond and
amorphous carbon with sp3 hydridisation [111]. Used with permission from Zan Peeters.
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Fullerenes were discovered in 1985 by laser ablation of a graphite target that was found
to produce magic number carbon clusters C60 and C70 [234], which were later confirmed to
be closed icosahedrons of carbon. Fullerenes are highly symmetric molecules containing 12
pentagonal rings that curve the hexagonal net into a closed network. These non-hexagonal
rings are critical defects for warping the graphene network and forming a variety of carbon
nanoforms.

2.2.2 Defects and curvature in carbon materials

We can discuss the integration of non-hexagonal rings using the language of crystallographic
defects in graphene structures. Figure 2.8 shows the common topological defects in graphene.
For example, the pentagonal rings in C60 fullerene can be characterised as defects with
positive disclination. Also shown are negative disclinations that arise from the integration of
a heptagonal ring within the graphene network. Combining these two disclinations provides
a 5–7 dislocation. Dislocations can be assembled into lines providing grain boundaries
between two misaligned graphene crystallites.

Figure 2.8 Topological defects in sp2 carbons.

Many other defects exist in graphitic materials such as vacancies, screw dislocations,
interstitial atoms and edge dislocations. These will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 4
and 8. In order to introduce this we will compare defects using the language of differential
geometry on continuous surfaces. Curvature can be defined on a continuous surface by
constructing two principal axes of curvature. Figure 2.9 shows the construction of the surface
curvature. Firstly, the surface normal is found at a particular point. The first normal plane
is formed parallel to this normal so as to produce a section of the surface. This produces a
curved line from which the radius of curvature can be computed using the derivative of the
tangent X1 along the segment ds,

κ1 =
dX1

ds
, (2.55)
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where κ = 1/R, with R being the radius of curvature of the section at a particular point.
Importantly, κ is signed which will become apparent when defining curvatures. A second
normal plane perpendicular to the first tangent X1 is also defined with a second tangent vector
X2, which provides a second curvature κ2. The principal axes of curvature occur along the
directions where κ1 is maximised and κ2 is minimised and lie along the planes of greatest
and smallest curvatures, respectively.

Figure 2.9 Construction of the principal axes of curvature on a surface. The two normal
sections through the surface are shown. Credit: Peter Schröder CC-BY-NC-ND.

Surface curvatures can then be defined. The Gaussian curvature is the product of the
principal curvatures,

K = κ1κ2. (2.56)

The Gaussian curvature provides the out-of-plane warping of the network (also known as
“double curvature”). Surfaces that have a non-zero Gaussian curvature are non-developable,
meaning they are unable to be flattened into a plane without distortion. These are non-
Euclidean geometries which are common in carbon materials. Table 2.3 shows the geometri-
cal surfaces with their corresponding Gaussian curvatures and associated nanocarbons.

2D graphene is a developable surface that can be flattened and as such is Gauss flat. A
section of a nanotube is also Gauss flat. Fullerenes contain positive disclinations providing
an ellipsoidal or bowl-shaped geometry with a positive Gaussian curvature. Periodic carbon
schwarzites contain hyperbolic or saddle-shaped geometry with negative Gaussian curvature.
Two other defects, screw dislocations and twisted nanoribbons, are described by half or
full helicoid geometries respectively, with negative Gaussian curvature (also making them
hyperboloids) [221]. Screw dislocations are well known defects in graphites [176] and
twisted nanoribbons have been synthesised and imaged inside nanotubes [71].
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Table 2.3 Geometrical surfaces and their corresponding defects within carbon networks,
curvatures and nanocarbon.

For closed carbon networks, those with only sp2 carbon atoms, the net of bonds forms
a closed polyhedron, which allows the networks to be treated as closed topological mani-
folds [372]. One of these relationships is the Gauss-Bonnet theorem which allows Euler’s
polyhedron formula to be related to topological properties,

V −E +F = χ = 2(1−g), (2.57)

where V , E and F are the number of vertices, edges and faces, respectively. χ is the Euler
characteristic and for closed surfaces this becomes χ = 2(1− g) where g is the genus or
number of “holes” or “handles” (these holes are not associated with any edges but are
continuous punctures formed within a continuous manifold, e.g. a torus). For polyhedra,
these equations hold: F = ∑n Fn, V = ∑r Vr and 2E = ∑n nFn = ∑r rVr, where n is the
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cycle number of the face and r is the connectivity or degree of the vertex. For sp2-bonded
carbon the vertices are always degree three (r = 3, V =V3). Combining these relations with
Equation 8.1 gives the Euler-Poincaré polyhedral equation,

+∞

∑
n
(6−n)Fn = 12(1−g) . (2.58)

Eq. 2.58 then relates the sum of rings or faces, Fn, to the genus, g, of the network (i.e. a
heptagonal ring would be denoted as F7 in this notation) [372, 160]. For example, to connect
a periodic carbon schwarzite in 3D, the network must possess at least three holes, g ≥ 3.
This sets the requirement from Eq. 2.58 for an excess of non-hexagonal rings, Fn, with n ≥ 7
providing a negatively Gaussian curved network in schwarzites. Figure 2.10 shows some
types of schwarzites [285]. It is important to note that these are unit cells of a periodic crystal
so the structures have no edges but are made entirely of sp2-bonded carbon atoms. We will
be examining periodic carbon networks in Chapter 8.

Figure 2.10 a) primitive, b) diamond, c) gyroid and d) I-graph periodic surfaces. The surfaces
and the carbon bonding network are shown. Used with permission from Elsevier © [285].

The reason for the schwarzites being considered minimal surfaces is due to another metric
of the surface curvature: the mean curvature H = 1/2(κ1 +κ2). This is an extrinsic metric
with units of inverse length. Systems that minimise surface area (such as soap films) are often
found to contain zero mean curvature and are given the name minimal surfaces. However,
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unlike soap films sp2 carbon networks are not driven by a decrease in surface area but by
reduction in the bending energy as the planar configuration has optimal π-bonding as earlier
discussed. The bending energy of a surface can be defined as [158],

EB =
1
2

D
∫

S
dA
[
2H2 − (1−ν)K

]
, (2.59)

where D is the flexural rigidity and ν is the Poisson ratio. For graphene, calculations
suggest D = 1.41 eV and ν = 0.165, making it remarkably stiff and providing a strong driver
for reducing the bending energy and for planar graphene geometries.

The sp2 carbon networks, however, do not describe a discrete surface, as the polyhedron’s
vertices are not necessarily in the same plane, therefore to define this sort of bending
energy the networks need to be converted into a discrete mesh such as a triangular mesh.
Often the dual of the network is used to construct this triangular mesh [158], however, this is
somewhat arbitrary and found to fail for some instances. Therefore, often another geometrical
construction is used based on the atom-centred pyramidalisation angle and misalignment
angle that allows for a direct link with the electronic structure [299]. We will make use of a
new mesh-based approach to consider the topology of disordered 3D graphene networks in
Chapter 8 and will consider electric polarisation using the pyramidalisation angle, which will
be introduced in the following section.

2.2.3 Flexoelectricity in carbon materials

One interesting aspect of pentagonal ring integration in sp2 carbons is the introduction
of strain. This strain leads to a pyramidalisation of the carbon atoms, particularly those
associated with pentagonal rings. When this occurs the hybridisation is modified and becomes
sp3-like (see Figure 2.11).

Figure 2.11 Partial hybridisation.

Haddon developed a valence bond model to describe this rehybridisation of strained
carbon structures [161], which will be used in the analysis of flexoelectricity in curved PAH
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molecules. Returning to the hybrid orbitals introduced earlier in Eq. 2.18, pyramidalisation
then modifies the hπ orbital to contain some 2s character,

φhπ
=

1√
1+λ 2

π

(
φ2s +λπφ2pz

)
, (2.60)

where the parameter λπ determines the mixing and therefore depends on the curvature
through the angle θσπ between the hybrid π-orbital, hπ , and the hybrids directed along the
carbon bonds, h1,2,3, shown in Figure 2.11,

λ
2
π =

1− cos2 θσπ

2cos2 θσπ

. (2.61)

The direction of the hπ -bond’s unit vector, vπ , can then be determined from solving the
set of orthogonality constraints 1+λiλ jvi ·vj = 0, where i, j = 1,2,3,π , allowing vπ to be
expressed as a linear combination of unit vectors along the C–C bond unit vectors v1,2,3. The
pyramidalisation angle, θp, is often used instead, which is the angle the bonds deviate from
planarity, θp = π/2−θσπ .

This rehybridisation polarises the electronic structure giving rise to a dipole moment,
µp [107]. Using the tight binding approach this is computed as,

µp = e
∫

zh2
πdr =

2eλπ

1+λ 2
π

∫
zφ2sφ2pzdr. (2.62)

Given that the overlap integral between the 2s and 2pz orbitals is close to constant, the dipole
moment is therefore linearly dependent on λπ and in turn on the pyramidalisation angle.

The more classical definition of flexoelectricity is where a local mechanical stress (strain
gradient) leads to an electric polarisation [469]. To consider its relation to piezoelectricity
the electric polarisation for a dielectric material can be written as,

Pi = di jkσ jk + γi jkl
∂ε jk

∂xl
. (2.63)

The first term corresponds with the piezoelectric effect, where a bulk stress, σ jk, leads to
an electric polarisation with proportionality constant, di jk, being a third rank tensor. The

second term corresponds with the flexoelectric effect where a strain gradient, ∂ε jk
∂xl

, leads
to an electric polarisation with a flexoelectric coefficient, γi jkl , being a fourth rank polar
tensor [236]. The flexoelectric effect, unlike the piezoelectric effect, does not rely on a
non-centrosymmetric crystal. However, as flexoelectricity is a second order term in the
expansion of stress-induced electric polarisation, a significant local strain gradient is required
to produce an effect comparable with piezoelectricity. Two dimensional systems are able to
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achieve these significant strain gradients and therefore many 2D systems such as graphene,
boron nitride and lipid bilayers are being explored for flexoelectric responses [209, 4]. In
our discussions we will use the flexoelectric constant, fθp, which is defined in relation to the
pyramidalisation angle,

µp = fθpθp. (2.64)

γi jkl and fθp are interchangeable with the first being a bulk term while the latter is a molecular
term [237]. Flexoelectricity in hydrogen-terminated curved PAH molecules will be discussed
in detail in Chapter 4.

Pyramidalisation also decreases the overlap between π-orbitals leading to a reduction in
aromatic delocalisation and an increase in reactivity. The high resistance to bending explains
the low reactivity of graphene, which would have to become pyramidalised to sp3 bond and
react with a species [318]. A direct relationship has been found between pyramidalisation
angle and the stability of oxygen-containing complexes [386]. The increase in reactivity has
been experimentally demonstrated with carbon nanotube ends being more pyramidalised
and therefore easily oxidised compared with the cylindrical surface [6]. Colleagues and I
also showed that the gas phase coalescence of fullerenes could be accurately modelled by
considering the strain at pentagonal rings in small fullerenes [266].

The reduction in aromaticity caused by pyramidalisation has been quantified computa-
tionally using error-cancelling balanced homodesmotic reactions. These found an aromatic
stabilisation energy of 44.5 kcal/mol for the bowl shaped molecule containing a single inte-
grated pentagon (corannulene), compared with 58.4 kcal/mol for the planar coronene [101].
Upon planarisation the aromaticity increases for corannulene providing an energy reduction
of 10.7 kcal/mol. This helps to explain the low barrier for inversion found experimentally
for corannulene ≈11 kcal/mol [373], when a higher value of 24 kcal/mol is expected if
considering only the strain energy [406]. This will be important when discussing inversion
of curved PAH in flames in Chapter 6.

This decreased delocalisation in curved PAH increases the localisation of charge around
their edges, increasing their reactivity. In the combustion context this will impact the growth
process. Raj [336] computationally determined an increased growth of curved aromatics for
HACA growth, which will be described later. Raj et al. [338] also found decreased barriers
for the reaction of oxygen with the curved corannulene compared with the planar pyrene.
Thermo-gravimetric experiments also showed that curved carbons are more readily oxidised
compared with more planar graphitic carbons [338, 143]. However, in these experiments it is
unclear whether the effect is due to oxidation at the rim or at the hub of the materials. This
will be important when discussing reactivity of curved PAH in flames in Chapter 7.
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2.2.4 Graphitisability

Graphitisability is the ability of a carbon material to transform into graphite upon intense
heating (>2500 K). In the Introduction it was stated that most combustion carbons are
non-graphitising. In this section we will discuss the thermodynamics of stable and metastable
phases (or allotropes), review the experimental finding of non-graphitisability and compare
modern models for the nanostructure of non-graphitising carbons. This will introduce the
background required for Chapter 8.

Figure 2.12 shows the pressure temperature phase diagram for carbon. Graphite is the
most stable phase of carbon at atmospheric pressure (101.3 kPa). Graphite has a high melting
point of >5000 K. High pressures (> 1−10 GPa) are required to provide the high density
diamond allotrope of carbon [50].

Figure 2.12 Phase diagram for elemental carbon based on data from [50]. Used with
permission from [146] Elsevier ©.

Metastable phases of carbon are well known with diamond being metastable at atmo-
spheric pressure and room temperature for many thousands of years. Lonsdaleite is another
metastable phase of diamond that matches the lattice of graphite but is sp3 bonded. Ion
impregnation can be used to produce tetrahedral amorphous carbon where >50% of the
bonding is sp3. These metastable phases can be “frozen” at room temperature and stabilised
for hundreds or thousands of years, however, heating above room temperature rapidly trans-
forms diamond and amorphous carbon materials into graphite-like sp2-bonded carbons at
atmospheric pressure. Graphite, however, due to its extreme anisotropy – being covalently
bonded in two dimensions but van der Waals solid in the other dimension – can readily form
a variety of complex allotropes such as carbon fullerenes and nanotubes without the layering.
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The development of graphitic structures during heating was first carefully studied by
Rosalind Franklin in the 1940s. She tracked the emergence of stacked graphitic crystallites
during high temperature treatment of carbons with X-ray diffraction. In isotropic or non-
graphitising carbons these crystallites did not align and could not grow into large graphitic
crystals, being restricted in their size and degree of stacking. Figure 2.13 shows the electron
micrographs of the graphitising material anthracene compared with the non-graphitising
material sucrose before and after strong heating. Layers of graphene are formed in the case
of anthracene while sucrose develops small regions of ordered stacking connected together
into a 3D structure.

Figure 2.13 HRTEM images of the transformation of anthracene and sucrose under thermal
treatment forming graphite or glassy carbon [166]. Used with permission from Taylor &
Francis ©.

Many models were proposed to describe the connectivity of non-graphitising carbon (see
Figure 2.14). In 1951, Franklin proposed that crosslinks between the misaligned crystallites
maintain their 3D connectivity and inhibited alignment [126]. In the 1960s, high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) of heated carbon blacks showed the crosslinks
between crystallites to be curved ribbon structures. The well-known model of Ban, Jenkins
and Kawamura proposed a knotted ribbon model containing branches and forks [202, 21].
Using the language of differential geometry, such structures could be described as locally
Gauss flat, i.e. curvature K ≈ 0, with only one non-zero principal axis of curvature [160].
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More recent ribbon models of 3D graphenes by Zhang Zhang et al. [466], Wu et al. [452]
show pores or holes in the network. However, in these ribbon-like models the significantly
branched topology creates high porosity and large fractions of reactive edges, inconsistent
with experiments [168].

Figure 2.14 Models of non-graphitising carbon broken into ribbon-like models [126, 21, 466,
278] (top) and fullerene-like or schwarzite-like models [174, 420, 166] (bottom).

Models have also been presented that involve non-zero Gaussian curvature. For example
Heidenreich, Hess and Ban were the first to find evidence for curvature in carbon particulates
in 1968 [174]. By heating of carbon black particles to 2600 ◦C and using the first phase
contrast imaging transmission mode of the electron microscope they were able to observe
the fringes arising from the aromatic planes. They proposed a closed polyhedral structure
indicative of a bowl-shaped topology (K > 0). Shiraishi and Oberlin also independently
presented models containing spherical micropores in low density carbons <1.5 g/cc [302].
Inspired by Schwartz’s study of triply periodic minimal surfaces, Mackay and Terrones
proposed 3D carbon networks warped by ≥7-membered rings, providing saddle-shaped or
Gauss negative curvature, K < 0 [259]. These schwarzite structures are theoretically purely
sp2, low reactivity nanoforms that form a continuous solid. Figure 2.14 shows a disordered
schwarzite proposed by Townsend [420]. Layered schwarzites have been computationally
explored but the connectivity requires highly symmetric structures [324], contrary to the
low-symmetry structures found in electron microscopy experiments [168].

The 1985 discovery of fullerenes provided new geometrical possibilities within graphene
networks [234]. Harris, in 1997, was the first to suggest fullerene-like structures in isotropic
carbons, evidenced from his electron micrographs of polygonalised structures in glassy
carbons and imaging of single pentagonal rings in microporous carbons [168] (previously
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seen by Heidenreich in heated carbon blacks [174]). Pentagonal rings within a hexagonal
network introduce bowl-shaped or Gauss positive curvature, K > 0, as mentioned previously.
While fullerene-like graphenes help to resolve many structural features of carbons [168], the
positive curvature of fullerenes cannot create three-dimensional (3D) connected networks.
Schwarzites do allow for 3D connectivity but have yet to be synthesised.

Another topological element that has found recent experimental [15, 198] and theo-
retical [18] support are Y-shaped or T-shaped junctions. These defects connect graphene
fragments via a line defect of sp3 bonds. Although these junctions create porosity, they
require high symmetry and many more sp3 bonds than are observed experimentally [382].

Recent evidence has shown that there are both curved and ribbon-like structures (see
Figure 2.15). As well as these results, recent diamond anvil work has found that uniaxial
pressures of >35 GPa are required to partially graphitise glassy carbon [382]. They also
found that the sp2 fraction increased after compression indicating there are also non-sp2

atoms within these non-graphitising materials.

Figure 2.15 Annular dark-field images from the edge of nanoporous carbons, showing
topological defects and ribbon-like structures. Used with permission from Wiley © [159].

Understanding this nanostructure of nongraphitising carbons is important for combustion
generated nanoparticles as it will impact the destruction of soot and provide insights into
value-adding industrial processes of carbon blacks such as activation. As mentioned in
the introduction the oxidation of soot has been directly imaged at high resolution [416].
At 900 ◦C the ribbon-like structures were consumed and rearranged into a microporous
carbon, which has different oxidation characteristics than the layered soot nanoparticles (see
Figure 1.4). For carbon blacks this process of activation is important for preparing carbon
adsorbents [265]. Also of industrial significance is the possibility of graphitising biomass or
coal to produce high quality graphite. This would help to meet the need for battery graphite,
which is currently mined and therefore costly. Therefore, the nanostructure of low density
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porous and high density glassy non-graphitising carbons is important for eliminating soot,
producing better adsorbents and for learning how materials can be graphitised.

2.2.5 Gas phase synthesis of fullerenes

Fullerenes were found to be produced in flames with aromatic fuels [142, 345] and even in
candle soot [177]. Therefore the historical discussions of soot formation were intimately
connected with those of how highly symmetric fullerenes self-assemble in combustion
systems. We will therefore consider the mechanisms proposed for fullerene formation
outside of the flame environment as knowledge of these will be required to fully appreciate
the review in the next chapter.

Fullerenes are most often produced in carbon plasmas formed from laser ablation or
arcs made with pure graphitic samples [234, 230]. This means that most of the mechanisms
proposed focus primarily on conversion of a carbon vapour (C+, C2, etc.) into the magic
number fullerenes like C60 and C70, which are found in excess in comparison with other
smaller cages. This is significantly different from conditions within hydrocarbon flames, as
will be explored in the next section, where considerable amounts of hydrogen are present
which passivate the surface of graphene molecules [357].

Early analysis in the 1990s showed that C60 and C70 fullerenes are more stable than
smaller, caged carbon structures due to their high symmetry and it was suggested that they
arise as the end product of a series of bottom-up reactions [104]. A variety of bottom-up
mechanisms are presented in Figure 2.16 ([455]) such as the pentagon road mechanism where
C2 species grow the edge of a curved carbon network until closure into a magic number
fullerene. This is similar to a mechanism of fullerene formation in flames proposed by
Pope et al. [330], where acetylene addition to fluoranthene curves a PAH until closure into a
fullerene cage is achieved with the loss of hydrogen. However, in carbon plasmas it has been
found that after C20 all of the carbon is found in cage-like structures [455]. In the fullerene
road mechanism a closed cage Cn, n > 20, forms and C2 is ingested into the small cage [455].
Closed network growth of cages has been demonstrated using mass spectrometry of metal
confined endohedrally (inside the fullerene) [109]. This was demonstrated by ingestion of C2

while the metal stayed confined inside the fullerene indicating the fullerene road can occur.
Curl et al. [80] raised a difficulty with the bottom-up mechanisms based on thermo-

dynamics considerations and suggested top-down mechanisms must also be in operation.
Figure 2.17 shows the energy for a selection of the most stable fullerene isomers from C20

to C100. What can be seen is that C60 and C70 lie below the trendline for the energy of the
other fullerene isomers due to their uniquely high symmetry. However, this reduction is not
as marked are previously thought and to reduce the enthalpy of the system larger fullerenes
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Figure 2.16 Bottom up formation mechanisms for fullerenes from a carbon vapour [455].

are expected instead of the magic number fullerenes. Curl et al. [80] then showed that if
C2 is lost as well as gained by the fullerenes an increasing concentration of magic number
fullerenes arises.

This top-down mechanism was experimentally observed where a giant fullerene was seen
to shrink under heating [192]. Another example is the fragmentation of graphite to small
graphene flakes that then close into cages, shrinking to form magic number fullerenes [347,
70]. Computationally, density functional tight binding (a DFT version of the wavefunction
based tight binding methods) molecular dynamics simulations were used to describe the C2

ejection that occurs alongside C2 ingestion [197, 358].
Fullerenes are also known to coalesce with one another. Coalescence is seen experimen-

tally in laser desorption ionisation mass spectrometry of C60 with species formed at (C60)n

n = 2−3 that were found to be chemically fused [459]. Another indicator that coalescence
is occurring is the distribution of higher fullerenes (Cn, n > 100) possessing a log-normal
distribution found in the laser ablation synthesis [276] and in arc synthesised carbons by
the author [266] (see Figure 2.18). The thermal treatment of this arc carbon, by the author,
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Figure 2.17 Energy per carbon atom for fullerenes calculated at the PBE1PBE/6-31G(d,p)
level of theory (Hartree) [80]. For reference, graphite is significantly lower at -38.07704961.

lead to the consumption of C60 and C70 converting them into higher fullerenes [266]. This
suggests that coalescence is thermodynamically preferred and that unique conditions are
required for magic number fullerenes to form.

Irle et al. proposed that these unique conditions require continuous energy input into the
system and significant carbon concentration gradients. This provides non-equilibrium condi-
tions that allow for cage formation, C2 ingestion, C2 ejection and fullerene coalescence [350].
Under these conditions Ahmad [3] demonstrated, using an information-theoretic model, the
emergence of significant concentrations of C60 with a net increase in entropy. Once a cluster
has reached 60 or 70 carbon atoms it has been found to rapidly rearrange into the most stable
icosahedral form due to the funnel-like potential energy surface [434]. As the most stable
form of C60 and C70 are at local energy minima, ingestion or ejection of C2 is less effective
for these species and they accumulate in concentration. Therefore, the entropy penalty for
the highly symmetric C60 produced is gained from significant amounts of C2 ejected from
the higher fullerenes [3].

Comparing these conditions to those commonly found in hydrocarbon combustion it
is easy to see why fullerene formation is not forthcoming in most flames. Firstly, as will
be discussed later, there is insufficient time for curved aromatic molecules to grow to the
size needed to close into higher fullerenes [130]. Homann also showed that there is not a
direct growth path from PAH to fullerenes and suggested a single crosslink between two
PAH leads to pentagon integration and closure of the fragments, which will be discussed
later. Ejection of carbon from curved nanostructures requires significant energy – 11.0 and
12.7 eV for C2 and C evaporation at a pentagon site respectively – compared with 14.0 and
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Figure 2.18 Distribution of fullerenes produced from arc plasma. Inset shows the magic
number fullerenes with an increased intensity compared with the broad distribution of
non-symmetric neighbours [266].

15.3 eV for hexagon sites [192]. These high barriers require >2500 K to compete with soot
nucleation, which is often why high temperature benzene-oxygen flames are used to produce
fullerenes. Annealing is also required within fullerenes via Stone-Wales transformations
which range from 5–10 eV depending on the environment [100]. Low pressures are used in
a benzene-oxygen flame to increase residence time to allow larger yield of magic number
fullerenes [142, 345]. All together these considerations explain the low amount of fullerenes
in atmospheric air-hydrocarbon flames [177].





Chapter 3

Review of carbonaceous nanoparticle
formation in flames

Credit: Jochen Dreyer © (used with permission)

“A major breakthrough in understanding carbon formation will have been
achieved when it becomes possible in at least one case to account for the entire
course of nucleation and growth of carbon on the basis of a fundamental knowledge
of reaction rates and mechanisms.”

– Palmer and Cullis (1965)
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In this chapter, a brief review of carbonaceous nanoparticle formation in flames is pro-
vided. The formation of aromatic soot precursors is detailed along with the importance
of the HACA growth process, aromers and the formation of curved aromatics. The many
mechanisms for the formation of soot nanoparticles are then critically reviewed with a focus
on chemical and physical mechanisms and those that combine both. Finally, the various
mechanisms are compared with the nanoparticles experimentally observed in mass spec-
trometry. This provides the needed background for the main thesis of this dissertation: that
curved aromatics influence soot formation.

What are the mechanisms by which carbonaceous particles form in flames and how can
they be controlled or eliminated? This problem was most clearly articulated in the above
quote from one of the first systematic reviews by Palmer and Cullis in 1965. In this section,
we will discuss the current experimental observations and mechanistic models that address
this problem. The transition from molecules to a condensed carbonaceous nanoparticle
is of particular interest as no mechanism can currently explain this rapid and important
process. We will draw from the most recent reviews on the topic by Richter and Howard in
2000 [344], Frenklach in 2002 [129], the book edited by Bockhorn, D’Anna, Sarofim and
Wang in 2009 [37], D’Anna in 2009 [83], Wang in 2011 [438], Desgroux et al. in 2013 [96],
Niessner in 2014 [298], Michelsen in 2017 [284] and Wang and Chung in 2019 [443].

Soot formation can be broken into four main steps:

1. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon formation (molecular zone)

2. Nanoparticle formation (particle zone)

3. Primary particle formation

4. Aggregate formation

These steps are not strictly distinct but overlap and influence each other. Also throughout
these steps oxidation competes with the formation of each of these products, indicating
that soot can be eliminated or its properties modified through the control of each of these
transformations. From these transformations, arguably the least understood process is
the formation of nanoparticles from molecular species: the so-called molecule-to-particle
transition [36]. As this thesis focuses on this transition we will review only these aspects.
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3.1 Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) formation

While many molecular species have been suggested to be the precursors of soot, the class
of compounds that has received the most attention is the pericondensed aromatic species.
Faraday, in 1825, was the first to implicate aromatics in soot formation even as he discovered
them [117]. On extracting a condensate of benzene and aromatics from the illumination
gas, produced from coal, he was able to show the critical role of benzene in generating vast
amounts of soot and therefore providing the illuminating power of the gas. As the expanding
petroleum industry developed standards to assess the sooting propensities of different liquid
fuel mixes it became clear that larger aromatics produced more soot [216]. This led Rummel
and Veh, in 1941, to suggest PAH as soot precursors [353].

The structure of diffusion flames also suggested that aromatics more readily produce
soot [138]. Figure 3.1a shows the difference between benzene and hexane diffusion pool
flames. For the benzene fuel, soot is rapidly formed at low heights above the burner, but for
the aliphatic fuel hexane, a “dark zone” is observed that indicates a delay in soot formation.
This “dark zone” implies that the aliphatic fuels require transformations before the onset of
sooting. This begins with pyrolysis of the fuel to break it into C1–C5 compounds, including
acetylene C2H2, through radical-induced fragmentation. A variety of chemical pathways
then assemble the first aromatic ring from these fragments as shown in Figure 3.1b [164].

(a) Diffusion pool flame ben-
zene and hexane fuels [224].

(b) First aromatic ring formation [164].

Figure 3.1 Benzene in soot formation.

3.1.1 Hydrogen abstraction carbon addition (HACA)

Further growth of the aromatics proceeds by a radical mechanism where a colliding hydrogen
radical (or other radical) abstracts an aromatic hydrogen atom, providing a reactive site
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where acetylene can attach – the so-called hydrogen abstraction carbon (acetylene) addition
(HACA) mechanism [132, 129]. Figure 3.2 shows one pathway that highlights the HACA
mechanism, plotting the change in the free energy (at T = 1800 K, P = 1 atm) and showing
a table of species consumed or produced. The process is seen to be energetically downhill
and spontaneous. This is primarily due to the generation of hydrogen gas which entropically
drives the aromatic growth [438].

Figure 3.2 HACA mechanism with energetics of the intermediates and species count high-
lighting the release of H2 [438]. Used with permission from Elsevier ©.

As the PAH grows, a variety of complex arrangements of fused aromatic rings are
produced. Mass spectrometry allowed the ratio of carbon to hydrogen (H/C ratio) in the
PAH to be measured as H/C =0.3–0.5 [186]. The reason for the presence of these species
was explained by considering the thermodynamic stability of pericondensed polyaromatic
hydrocarbons (PCAH), revealing an “island of stability” or the “stabilomers” as described
by Stein and Fahr, where aromatic rings are fused in a roughly circular fashion [398]. A
lower H/C ratio was found than that from PAH with only hexagonal pericondensed rings
(maximally pericondensed structures) and explained by the presence of pentagonal rings, at
this stage placed on the periphery or edge of the aromatic molecules. The concentration of
these small aromatics drops exponentially so that these species only extend to ∼300 Da [438].

Direct imaging of soot precursor pericondensed PAH was recently achieved using non-
contact or high resolution atomic force microscopy (nc/HR-AFM) from a nearly sooting
premixed ethylene flame [371, 78]. Figure 3.3a shows three small species imaged to reveal
highly pericondensed PAH molecules with rim-based pentagonal rings. Figure 3.4 shows the
H/C ratio for a collection of these directly imaged molecules. The species were found to
contain a higher concentration of hydrogen than that of maximally pericondensed species
(the most condensed a set of hexagonal rings can be in an aromatic), due to methyl groups
and the hydrogenation of the rim-based pentagonal rings. This technique was limited to small
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flat aromatics (mean size of 372 Da [78]) sampled from nearly sooting flames and could not
adequately image the 3D aromatic molecules produced in a sooting flame. However, recent
advances in HR-AFM have been developed to image bonds within 3D aromatics [274].

(a) Bonding network res-
olution [371].

(b) Stoichiometry of aromatics in nearly sooting
flames [78].

Figure 3.3 HR-AFM results of aromatic soot precursors.

3.1.2 Aromers and curved aromatics

Evidence also exists for a class of larger PAH species, so-called reactive aromatics or aromers,
from 300–2000 Da [185, 213, 186]. Homann demonstrated in low pressure benzene/oxygen
rich premixed flames that the concentration of aromatics does not exponentially decrease
monotonically but increases from 300 Da to ∼620 Da. This has also been further demon-
strated in methane/O2/N2 [115] and n-butane/O2/N2 premixed flames (peak at ∼500 Da)[97],
an ethylene/O2/N2 premixed flame (peak at ∼700 Da)[11] and an ethylene diffusion flame
(peak 400–600 Da)[196].

Homann interpreted these larger PAH as curved PAH (cPAH) [186]. The evidence for this
curvature came from these larger PAH readily forming negative ions. Fullerenes and curved
aromatics are known to have a high electron affinity and easily form negative ions [93].
The type of curvature he was referring to is due to the complete enclosure of a pentagonal
ring within the aromatic network that causes the aromatic molecule to be bent out of plane
and curved like a bowl. More direct evidence came from the extraction of corannulene and
completely closed cages of carbon – C60 fullerenes – from flames and soot [238, 142].

The location of these larger PAH in the flame before the formation of fullerenes, as well as
their loss of hydrogen, suggested they were fullerene precursors [14]. Recently, hydrogenated
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Figure 3.4 Secondary ion time-of-flight mass spectrum (SIMS-TOF) of premixed sooting φ =
2.32 (top) and nucleation φ = 1.95 (bottom) CH4/N2/O2 flames [97]. Used with permission
from Elsevier ©.

fullerenes have been extracted and crystallised from low pressure flames showing closure can
occur before loss of hydrogen [413]. However, in most atmospheric flames the conditions
for fullerene formation are unfavourable. They therefore have a low concentration [177] and
are unable to contribute to a soot formation mechanism.

Figure 3.5 compiles the various mechanisms that have been experimentally proposed or
computationally explored for curvature integration due to pentagonal ring embedding. These
can be broadly separated into the corannulene pathway and the planar or flat PAH (fPAH)
pathways. The corannulene pathway was suggested by Pope and Howard [330]. It involves
small PAH and goes through the intermediate corannulene, which is the most well known
curved aromatic. Starting from benzene, a series of HACA reactions generate a variety of
fPAH, as well as precursors for the cPAH. Recently, evidence has been found for a HACA
pathway starting from cyclopentadiene either with acetylene [204] or methyl addition [452]
that generates a variety of fPAH, some with an odd number of π-electrons giving resonantly
stabilised π-radicals. As with the growth from benzene, the same precursors for cPAH are
also generated.

The corannulene pathways contain most of the pentagonal embedding reactions and will
be used to introduce them. The first pentagon integrating reaction is shown in Figure 3.5 i)
where an aryl crosslink reaction between benzene and napthalene is followed by cyclodehy-
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Figure 3.5 Curvature integration mechanisms. Insets show the pentagon embedding reactions
(top right colour coded) and an aromer pathway (bottom). The structure circled in red is
based on the structure imaged in HR-AFM [78]. Site types are shown with blue arrows to aid
the discussion.

drogenation to form fluoranthene. Aryl crosslinks twist the aromatic species relative to one
another so that there is an angle between the two aromatic planes, due to the steric hindrance
of the hydrogens neighbouring the crosslink. The π-bonding is optimal when the two aro-
matic planes are colinear and therefore at flame temperatures these species rapidly transform
into planar structures in a process of cyclodehydrogenation or ring condensation [161]. Ex-
perimentally, this reaction is well known [308] and is used in many modern mechanisms of
soot PAH chemistry [424]. Pope and Howard suggested a mechanism where fluoranthene can
also be generated from a thermal edge reconstruction or rearrangement with an edge pentagon
becoming embedded and surrounded three hexagonal rings [330, 374] (Figure 3.5 ii)). HACA
growth then can generate the next intermediate, benzo[ghi]fluoranthene, with a partially
embedded pentagon enclosed by four hexagonal rings. This intermediate has also been
suggested to arise from oxidation of a zig-zag edge [376, 388] or cyclodehydrogenation of
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the bay edge site of benzo[c]phenanthrene [427] (Figure 3.5 iii) and iv)). Figure 3.5 v) shows
the final enclosure of the pentagonal ring through HACA growth onto benzo[ghi]fluoranthene,
also referred to as a bay capping reaction. This forms corannulene, the most well known
curved aromatic with five hexagonal rings enclosing a pentagonal ring [130]. Before this bay
capping reaction the aromatic is flat, however, afterwards the aromatic is bent into a bowl
shape due to the considerable strain the enclosed pentagon creates. This step is critical as
the benzo[ghi]fluoranthene is still able to thermally rearrange into a flat aromatic with an
edge-based pentagonal ring. However, once the pentagon has become embedded through a
HACA reaction the mechanisms for pentagon migration are unlikely to occur. The mecha-
nisms involve C2 rotations (Stone-Thrower-Wales transformations) with significant energetic
barriers that kinetically “lock” the less stable pentagonal ring within the hexagonal network,
which has been demonstrated experimentally from flash pyrolysis studies [374]. Lafleur et al.
[238], however, found corannulene to be in low concentrations in benzene flames [(mass
corannulene)/(mass pyrene) from 0.8 to 6.3%]. This pathway therefore appears to not be a
primary formation mechanism of cPAH. Given that corannulene is the smallest cPAH known
to date this suggests species <300 Da are expected to be predominantly flat with rim-based
pentagonal rings and partially embedded pentagons present in planar aromatics.

The other curvature integration pathways mirror the reactions seen in the corannulene
pathway, however, they become more likely as the aromatic grows in size. Cyclodehydrogena-
tion of a bay site followed by HACA growth has been studied using Kinetic Monte Carlo sim-
ulations of growing aromatics and has been found to enclose pentagonal rings [431, 446, 457].
However, these reactions are slow as they require a bay site, which is not readily generated
for PAH ∼500 Da in size. This pathway is therefore unlikely to provide the curvatures
required to explain the significant curvature integration in flame or fullerene formation [130].
An oxidation pathway is also more likely for larger aromatics [376, 388]. Experimentally it
has been found that partially premixed diffusion flames (Bunsen-type) have structures with
increasing curvature as a function of oxygen concentration [191] and another recent study
using in situ high resolution TEM imaging showed curling of graphene flakes into curved
fragments at the surface of a soot particle during oxidation [416]. It is unclear how oxidation
contributes to overall curvature integration, however, the low amount of oxygen found in
early soot particles [77] and the prevalence of these larger species in diffusion flames with
much lower oxygen concentrations indicates it is also not a primary curvature integration
mechanism.

Thermal rearrangements have also been found to provide partially embedded pentagonal
rings that with further HACA growth produce cPAH. These can be classified into peri-
condensation and edge rearrangements. Pericondensation involves the rearrangements of
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orthocondensed (otherwise known as catacondensed) PAH into pericondensed structures with
the loss of hydrogen. This has been extensively explored as a synthesis route for buckybowls
and graphene. Edges of aromatics are highly mobile above 1300 K and rapidly rearrange
into partially and fully embedded pentagonal rings [374]. Some example schemes from
buckybowl synthesis are;

Another recent experimental work on the transformation of ethylene into graphene on
an Rh(111) surface using scanning tunnelling microscopy found some interesting thermal
transformation of PAH [435]. Long acenes were formed at 470 K, however, heating to
670 K led to the breakup of these long acenes and the formation of pericondensed species,
which then grow and fuse into polycrystalline graphene. While in this study the surface
likely catalysed the rapid rearrangement reaction, flash pyrolysis experiments demonstrate
that past 1300 K aromatics also rapidly rearrange into pericondensed species in the gas
phase [374]. However, edge rearrangement competes with the embedding of pentagonal
rings by allowing the migration of the ring to an edge (as it does not involve hydrogen loss
and is therefore highly reversible). This inhibits the formation of long acenes and was the
initial reason curvature integration was not explored in the combustion community for a long
time – the edge rearrangements were thought to provide more thermodynamically stable
planar PAH [130].

Homann suggested the aromer pathway, which is a combination of the aryl crosslinking,
cyclodehydrogenation and HACA/bay capping reactions, which can be seen in the inset of
Figure 3.5. The experimental evidence for the aryl crosslinking of two fPAH arises from
the presence of a separate distribution of larger PAH as mentioned, suggesting a separate
mechanism from HACA, which can explain the distribution of the smaller PAH [213]. Recent
tandem mass spectrometry has also been used with collision-induced dissociation to show
the fragmentation of this mode at 500 Da Adamson et al. [2]. The possible radical sites for
aryl crosslinking are shown in Figure 3.6.

Howard considered σ -radicals produced from hydrogen abstraction from the edges of
hexagonal and pentagonal rings and computed that molecules ∼600 Da in size would contain
5–6 of these radical sites per molecule [189]. σ -radicals are considered to be the most
reactive radicals in the flame, reacting readily with acetylene in the HACA mechanism [129].
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Figure 3.6 Reactive edges of soot precursors.

Homann mentioned the odd number of carbon molecules and suggested a non-bonding
π-radical that is delocalised [213] and has also been imaged in HR-AFM [370]. These
resonantly stabilised π-radicals are important in benzene formation – being less reactive
than σ -radicals, they have longer lifetimes in the flame [164]. Frenklach also suggested a
partially protonated rim-based pentagonal ring that forms a π-radical, showing it impacts
surface rearrangements and growth processes but did not explore the reactivity with other
aromatic species [128, 446].

Subsequent cyclisation of these aryl crosslinked species has been experimentally found
to favour the partial embedding of a pentagonal ring as opposed to a hexagonal ring [293,
362] (e.g. the free edge is found to preferentially react with the zig-zag edge in pyrene
pyrolysis, forming a pentagonal ring). Evidence for the crosslinking and partial embedding of
pentagonal rings has also been found in HR-AFM with species found containing two aromatic
segments with predominantly hexagonal rings linked via pentagonal rings [78]. These
species are then highly orthocondensed and will thermally rearrange and cyclodehydrogenate
to further embed the pentagonal rings, with HACA growth also contributing to pentagon
enclosure. a-mer4 from Figure 3.5 is highlighted as this aromatic network was experimentally
observed in HR-AFM experiments [78]. This species can rapidly cyclodehydrogenate or
have HACA growth to form the curved species. Evidence for this suggestion comes from
the slightly higher concentration of hydrogen rich species in the 300 to 700 Da range and
the fact that dehydrogenation rapidly gives way to species in the region with H/C ratios
suggesting pericondensed structures [14]. Similar crosslinking schemes have long been used
in the synthesis of buckybowls and C60 molecules [9, 374] (see Figure 3.7).
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Figure 3.7 Buckybowl and fullerene formation [9, 374]. Used with permission from Else-
vier ©.

Aryl crosslinks and further thermal rearrangements are known to integrate curvature
and close cage structures completely [344]. However, it appears that multiple crosslinks
are required for the integration of sufficient curvature to allow for complete formation into
fullerenes. This is not possible in most atmospheric sooting flames but is possible in some
low pressure flames [186, 431]. It is interesting to note that Homann originally suggested that
this process was enhanced by the physical interactions holding PAH dimers together while
the edge zipped up [24, 186]. This was based on an early model of fullerene formation called
the zipper mechanism [197]. The summarised synthesis work on buckybowls highlights that
no such physical interactions are required and that thermal rearrangements are sufficient to
integrate curvature. However, in this dissertation I will explore the idea of how physical
interactions could impact reactivity [344].

What unique properties do these cPAH possess that are interesting for nanoparticle
formation in flames?

• High electron affinity [93], which allows them to be detected with mass spectrometers
in negative ion mode [186].

• They are geometrically curved due to the bonding network, which competes with the
π-bonding to drive planarity.

• Electrically polarised – the flexoelectric effect – due to the rehybridisation of their
π-electrons giving the molecules a permanent dipole moment, which will impact their
self-assembly with other polar species and ions.
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• cPAH possess an increased reactivity due to a decrease in aromaticity, which has been
shown to increase the HACA growth mechanism [336] and the oxidation of these
species [402, 338].

The growth of curved or planar pericondensed PAH is generally not found to extend
past 1000 Da. We will therefore consider any species above 1000 Da to be nanoparticles.
This cutoff is somewhat arbitrary but in the context of soot formation is consistent with how
the term nanoparticle is used in literature. There are some exceptions to this definition that
are worth mentioning. PAH growth can extend further than 1000 Da in some low pressure
flames [444, 213, 186] and inverse diffusion flames [354]. Another exception is the formation
of giant fullerenes that can extend to 6000 Da within low pressure flames [24]. However, at
atmospheric pressure fullerenes are not readily produced in hydrocarbon flames and do not
contribute to soot formation [130, 186].

3.2 Nanoparticle formation

Before exploring soot nanoparticle formation some nomenclature must be discussed. There
is much controversy around the language of soot nanoparticles. They are variously described
as nanodroplets, microparticles, soot nuclei, ultrafine particles, precursor nanoparticles,
nanoorganic carbon, incipient soot and nascent soot. This confusion is unsurprising, given that
there is still significant uncertainty surrounding how soot forms. Without understanding the
possible mechanisms for soot formation and which are operating under different conditions,
naming conventions will remain undecided. For the sake of clarity we will make a distinction
between chemical and physical soot nanoparticle formation referring to chemical mechanisms
as soot inception and physical mechanisms as soot nucleation. Mechanisms involving both
chemical and physical interactions will be referred to as covalently stabilised soot nucleation.

Table 3.1 lists the many mechanisms that have been proposed for the formation of
carbonaceous nanoparticles in hydrocarbon flames. The main strengths and weaknesses that
have been discussed in the literature are consolidated. We will focus only on a collection
of these mechanisms applicable to the main thesis, which are shown in Figure 3.8. The
mechanisms with black borders are the novel mechanisms suggested in this dissertation.



Table 3.1 Formation mechanisms for soot nanoparticles

Mechanisms Scheme Strengths Weaknesses Possible
(I) Disproportionation
(a) acetylene C2H2 → C2(g) + H2 → C(s) Location of C2 [395] Cyanogen (C2N2)-oxygen

flame sootless [341]. Soot
contains hydrogen [411]

N

(b) CO 2CO → C(s) + CO2 Boudouard reaction well
known on surfaces low T [28]

Thermodynamics do not sup-
port this past 1000 K [181]

N

(II) Acetylene inception
(c) amorphous HC2• + C2H2 → C2HC• Suggested from photolysis of

acetylene [331]
Too slow, does not explain aro-
matic sooting propensity [315]

N

(d) C2, acetylene C2 + C2H2 → 2C2H + 2C2H2→
2C4H3 + C2 → 2C4H2+C2H

Location of C2 [395], reactiv-
ity of C2H2 [137]

Insufficient C2 at flame
T [315]

N

(e) chemi-ion C3H +
3 + C2H2 → PAH+ Ion-neutral reactions are fast.

Ions and soot correlated [56].
Reactions are not much
faster [440]. Neutral PAH
grow at same rate [444].

N

(f) graphene PAH(σ•) + C2H2 → PAH Acetylene rapidly forms
PAH [132, 129]

Too slow for nanoparticle for-
mation [129]

N

(g) icospiral PAH(σ•) + C2H2 → cPAH →
icospiral

PAH integrate curva-
ture [239, 153], fullerenes
present in flames [142],
templated growth is fast [233],
spirals and onions observed in
HRTEM [194, 422]

Too slow [130], closure into
fullerenes is more likely [186]

N

(III) Polyyne inception
(h) ring condensation C2H2 → CnH2 → PAH → C(s) Many polyynes in the

flame [185] thermodynami-
cally stable at high T [231]

Rigid unlikely to cyclise [254],
Radical-induced fragmenta-
tion limits growth [141]

N
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(i) fullerene-like C2H2 → CnH2 → cage (+ PAH) Fullerenes present in

flames [142], high pres-
sure acetylene pyrolysis
simulations [463]

Radical-induced fragmen-
tation limits growth [141],
fullerenes are formed from aro-
matic species in flames [186]

N

(IV) Polyaromatic inception
(j) PAH, PAH PAH + PAH → PAH–PAH PAH most stable, resistant

to radical-induced fragmenta-
tion, so high conc. [398, 129],
curved PAH were also sug-
gested [5]

Edges are unreactive in peri-
condensed PAH [369]

N

(k) aryl, PAH PAH(σ•) + PAH → PAH–PAH Hydrogen abstraction gener-
ates many σ radicals [189]

Requires large number of
radicals for creating σ -
radicals [438], prone to
radical-induced fragmenta-
tion [129]. Low collision
efficiency [263].

Y

(l) aryl, aryl PAH(σ•) + PAH(σ•) →
PAH–PAH

Hydrogen abstraction gener-
ates many σ radicals [189],
strong bonds formed [263]

Requires large number of
radicals for creating σ -
radicals [438] low conc. and
collision efficiency [263].

Y

(m)
cyclodehydrogenation

PAH–PAH → PAH Ring condensation rapid
at flame temperature [362]
reduces impact of radical-
induced fragmentation

Slow as relies on the initial
crosslinking of aryl radicals
(see above)

N

(n) pentaring, pentaring (5)PAH + (5)PAH →
PAH(5)=(5)PAH

Pentaring more reactive than
6-membered ring [361]

Symmetry forbidden [2+2]
pericyclic reaction unsta-
ble [361]

N
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(o) aryl, pentaring (6)PAH(σ•) + (5)PAH →

PAH(6)–(5)PAH
Pentaring more reactive than
6-membered ring [85]

Requires large number of
radicals for creating σ -
radicals [438]. Prone to
radical-induced fragmenta-
tion.

Y

(p) carbyne diradicals PAH(σ•) → PAH(2σ•) + PAH →
PAH–PAH

Strong binding energy to
PAH [75, 179]

Requires two H-abstractions,
the second having a signif-
icant barrier [188], unlikely
due to concentrations of H and
PAH(σ•) [189], no split EPR
carbon signal [433].

N

(q) O furan PAH(σ•) + O• + PAH → Furan Furan-like PAH found in some
flames [205]. Oxygen can en-
hance soot formation [113].

Large oxygen rich PAH not
found in most flames [186,
467]. Insignificant oxygen
content has been found in early
soot particles [77]. Prone to
thermal and radical-induced
fragmentation [425].

Y

(r) delocalised-π , aryl (6)PAH(π•) + PAH(σ•) →
PAH–PAH(π•)

Delocalised-π and σ -radicals
are present in flames [189,
213]. Reaction easily lose
H to regenerate delocalised-
π [204].

Conc. of odd number PAH
(likely to be delocalised-π)
not reduced [213]. Radical-
induced fragmentation likely
to compete.

Y

(s) pentaring aryl,
pentaring

(5)PAH(σ•) + (5)PAH →
PAH(5)=(5)PAH

Imaged HR-AFM [371], pro-
vides planar species [321]

Unlikely for (5)PAH(σ•) to re-
act with pentaring, prone to
radical-induced fragmentation

Y

(V) physical nucleation
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(t) aliphatic polymer Fuel → polymer → [polymer]n Some vapours are light

emitting [125]. Condensible
tar is seen in thermophoretic
samples from diffusion
flames [340, 217].

Aliphatics are found to in-
crease later in the flame [305,
53]. Prone to radical-induced
fragmentation [339], conden-
sible tar can be removed with
fast sampling [44].

N

(u) aromatic polymer Fuel → aromatics → polymer →
[polymer]n

Large polymers are able to
condense [240, 84]. Large
polymer can cluster more ef-
fectively [193]. Extension of
polyaromatic routes.

Prone to radical-induced frag-
mentation, aromatically linked
PAH have lower dimerisation
propensity than fPAH [193,
114]

Y

(v) fPAH fPAH → [fPAH]n Irreversible dimerisation de-
scribes soot particle no. [439].
Internal rotors improve stabil-
ity [369].

Dimerisation not possible
<650 Da [438, 419, 356]

N

(w) aliphatic chains PAH + aliphatic →∼PAH∼→
[∼PAH∼]n

Evidence from IR spec-
troscopy [279]. Seen in
HR-AFM [371]. Improves
clustering [112]

Enhancement is minor
≈2.5 kcal/mol [112]

N

(x) cPAH cPAH → [cPAH]n van der Waals interac-
tions [24]. Dipole-dipole
interactions improve cluster-
ing [270, 269]

Dimerisation energy similar to
fPAH i.e. too low [270]

N

(y) ion, fPAH fPAH + C3H +
3 → [PAH]n

+ Long range interactions [226] Low binding energies [62] N
(z) ion, cPAH fPAH → cPAH + C3H +

3 →
[cPAH]+n

Long range strong interac-
tions [270, 269]

Limited to small clusters [269] Y

(VI) Covalently stabilised soot nucleation
(aa) zipper mechanism fPAH–fPAH → cPAH Suggested for fullerene forma-

tion [24, 5, 186]
Very low reactivity edges N
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(bb) aliphatic bridge 2PAH(σ•) + aliphatic →

PAH–(CH2)m–PAH
Allows stacking and bond-
ing [84, 112]. Mass spec-
trometric evidence in some
flames [2].

Prone to radical-induced frag-
mentation [339] high H/C ra-
tio

Y

(cc) acetylene bridge PAH(π•) + PAH(σ•) + C2H2 →
PAH–C2H2–PAH

Acetylene is abundant and
π-radicals have also been
detected [371], stable com-
plex [144]

Prone to radical-induced frag-
mentation [339], polymerisa-
tion mechanism unclear

Y

(dd) O2, bridge PAH(π•) + O2 + PAH →
PAH–O2–PAH

Oxygen is found to enhance
soot formation [113], binding
energies are strong [264]

Insignificant oxygen content
has been found in early soot
nanoparticles [77]. Prone
to radical-induced fragmen-
tation [339], polymerisation
mechanism unclear.

N

(ee) excimer stack PAH* + PAH → (PAH,PAH)* Presence of fluorescence in
soot forming region [289], ex-
cimers formed with stacked
PAH [288]. LIF gives long du-
ration fluorescence supporting
excimers [391, 282].

Weak interactions over
nanoseconds [282], can only
stabilise a dimer, trimers
weakly bound [86]

N

(ff) pancake bond (6)PAH(π•) + (6)PAH(π•)→
PAH≡PAH

Many π-radicals present [433,
371], multicentre bonds allow-
ing stacking [394, 215]

Low interaction en-
ergy [79, 215, 270], polymeri-
sation mechanism unclear

N

(gg) zig-zag diradicals acene → diacene + acene → Long acenes have large dimeri-
sation energies [438, 227],
large PAH with zig-zag edges
can be open-shell singlet mul-
tiradicals [327, 464]

Acenes fragment or rearrange
into PCAH [438, 435]

N
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(hh) localised π-radicals PAH(π•)/(5)PAH + (5)PAH(π•)→

PAH(5)–(5)PAH
Many π-radicals present [433,
371]. Strong bonding and less
prone to radical-induced frag-
mentation [270].

Prone to radical-induced frag-
mentation, unknown concen-
trations of this radicals type

Y
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Figure 3.8 Schematics for a collection of mechanisms from Table 3.1. Mechanisms with
black borders are the novel contributions from this work.

3.2.1 Acetylene inception

Acetylene inception is the chemical polymerisation of acetylene forming soot nanoparticles.
Calcote provided one of the first detailed reviews of various pathways and kinetics involved
in acetylene inception [55]. He showed that none of the chemical mechanisms up to the
1980s were rapid enough to explain nanoparticle formation. Instead he proposed an ionic
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mechanism based on two observations: the correlation between soot and charged species in
the flame and the more rapid reactions between neutral species and hydrocarbon ions.

The correlations between soot and charged species are well known and have been thor-
oughly reviewed by [242] and more recently by [121]. Briefly, significant concentrations
of charged species are found in flames (1015 −1017ions m−3) [56]. This significant charge
concentration was found to be due to chemi-ionisation reactions and not thermal ionisa-
tion [54]. Chemi-ionisation reactions rely on the ejection of an electron in a high energy
reaction between an electronically excited molecule and a neutral species. The main reactions
are [171],

CH∗+O• CHO++ e− (3.1)

CHO++H2O CO+H3O+ (3.2)

CHO++neutral protonated++CO, (3.3)

where the electronically excited carbyne (CH∗) reacts with an oxygen radical (O•) to form
the cation radical formyl (CHO+) (Eq. 3.1). This is a short lived radical that reacts rapidly
with water to form the hydronium ion (H3O+) (Eq. 3.2). Many other small positively charged
hydrocarbons are produced through protontation with the formyl cation (Eq. 3.3).

Under rich flame conditions the primary ion-producing reactions become,

CH∗+C2H2 C3H +
3 + e− (3.4)

PAH+C3H +
3 PAH++C3H2 (3.5)

PAH+CHO+ PAH++CO (3.6)

C3H +
3 +C2H2 PAH+ (3.7)

soot soot++ e– (3.8)

where excited carbyne reacts with acetylene (C2H2) to form propenyl radicals (C3H +
3 ), which

are longer lived as they can cyclise into cyclopropenyl (Eq. 3.4) [121]. PAH are known to
become charged as they grow through reactions with chemi-ions (Eq. 3.5 and 3.6) allowing
them to be detected in molecular beam mass spectrometry [186]. Soot can also be charged
due to thermoionisation (Eq. 3.8), which is most effective for larger soot particles that are
sufficiently carbonised to have a low ionisation potential [121].
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Why are these positive species not neutralised by negative charges? The primary negative
species are electrons, however, low concentrations of negatively charged species are able to
be formed i.e. being in equilibrium with the electrons.

e−+H2O H+OH– (3.9)

e−+C2H2 H+C2H– (3.10)

e−+ cPAH cPAH– (3.11)

e−+ soot soot– (3.12)

Formation of negative ions is through electron attachment. However, the electron affinity
of most flame species is low, with most electron ion collisions leading to elastic scattering
and the majority of negative charge being carried by the electrons [171, 121]. One exception
is curved PAH that easily become negatively charged by electron attachment (Eq. 3.11) as
shown by Homann [186]. Soot is also able to become negatively charged through electron
attachment. Electron attachment (Eq. 3.12) and thermoionisation (Eq. 3.8) provide a charge
equilibrium for primary and aggregate soot particles that is in thermal equilibrium and is
described by the Saha equation [121]. This list of flame ion reactions is not comprehensive
and more complete mechanisms exist for flame ion chemistry [7].

Returning to soot formation, Calcote also drew attention to the location of the ions
directly preceding the formation of soot nanoparticles (with concentrations of a similar
order of magnitude to the ionic concentrations 1014 −1016 ions m−3) was also suggested
to indicate a causative link [56]. It is well known in atmospheric chemistry that reactions
involving charged species and neutral molecules can be significantly faster than neutral-
neutral reactions due to the ion-induced dipole forces. Calcote’s reaction mechanism was
then based on the chemical polymerisation of C3H +

3 with acetylene (Eq. 3.5) [see Figure 3.8
(e)) [56]. Charged molecules were suggested to polymerise by acetylene addition at a rate
sufficient to explain the rapid growth of soot nanoparticles. Preliminary studies supported
such a mechanism with positive nanoparticles up to 8×103 Da being found using mass
spectrometry in acetylene flames [24, 141] (see Figure 3.9). Experiments involving electric
fields and easily ionised metals were used to explore such a mechanism.

Electric fields have long been seen as evidence for an ionic mechanism. Brande in 1814
showed that a diffusion flame can be deflected towards a negative plate within an electric field,
suggesting positive ion carriers [47]. The influence on soot inception is complicated by the
production of an ionic wind. The accelerated chemi-ions in the flame entrain air in such a way
that the flame is aerated, increasing oxidation and thereby reducing soot formation. Weinberg
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(a) Positive mass spectrum at 12 mm. (b) Scaled mass spectrum for
12 mm as seen in (a) as well as mass
spectra at 13 and 14 mm.

Figure 3.9 Positive ion mass spectrometry of an C2H2/O2 low pressure flame p = 2.7 kPa at
various heights above the burner [24]. Used with permission from John Wiley and Sons ©.

and Place were the first to realise that a counterflow diffusion flame would allow for the ionic
wind to have no impact on the aeration of the flame [328]. Counterflow flames provide a
flame front nearly perpendicular to the flow field. An electric field applied across the burner
provides an ionic wind which merely shifts the stagnation surface. Soot’s residence time
in the flame was found to be reduced and the size of the primary particles was significantly
reduced. Figure 3.10 shows the significant impact of the electric field on the formation of
soot, recently measured using laser induced incandescence (LII) and the aromatic species
and the hydroxyl radical using laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [316].

The application of the electric field shifts the reaction zone, providing some quenching
of the production of aromatics, however, the impact on soot formation is more pronounced
with a complete removal of soot. This effect is most pronounced when the electric field
is established in such a way that shifts the chemi-ions formed in the chemiluminescence
zone of the flame into the soot-forming region, increasing the charge present during soot
formation [121]. Weinberg suggested that this reduces soot formation through the attachment
of cations to soot particles;

soot+C3H +
3 soot++C2H2+H. (3.13)
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Figure 3.10 Counterflow C2H4/O2/N2 diffusion flame without (top) and with (bottom) an
electric potential difference of 1 kV applied. Luminous carbon particulates measured with
LII disappear from the flame upon application of the field (from Park et al. [316] used with
permission from Taylor & Francis ©).

This charge attachment reduces the coagulation efficiency of soot as an excess of positive
charge increases the repulsion between soot primary particles. The reduction in size was then
initially attributed to a reduction in the residence time of the charged soot in the flame. By
tuning the direct current (DC) electric field strength, these positively charged soot particles
were held in the soot forming region allowing them to grow to hundreds of nanometres in size.
Weinberg suggested that only soot particles larger than 9 nm are able to become charged due
to charge attachment as in Eq. 3.17 [242]. However, as has been mentioned, smaller charged
soot particles were also able to be observed as the resolution of particle mass analysers
improved [24]. Furthermore, the electric field uniformly reduces all soot primary particles’
diameters, not only the charged soot, indicating that charged and neutral soot formation is
linked [121]. Using DC electric fields to explore the impact of ionic soot mechanisms is
challenging. The flow fields can be modified through ionic winds and chemi-ions can shift
within the flame, which makes distinguishing the impact on soot nanoparticle formation and
soot aggregation difficult to decouple. Alternating current electric fields have also shown
an impact on soot nanoparticle formation, causing soot emissions to increase or decrease
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depending on the frequency and voltages used [228]. These results were interpreted as
primarily impacting soot nanoparticle formation.

Addition of easily ionised metals to flames provides an opportunity to further explore
ionic aspects of soot formation. They have long been studied as anti-smoke additives to diesel
engines [261] and in polystyrene combustion have been shown to reduce soot emissions by
50–90% [69]. These metals increase the ionic concentrations through a variety of processes
and reactions:

M M++ e− (3.14)

H3O++M H2O+M++H (3.15)

C3H +
3 +M H2O+M++H (3.16)

soot+M+ soot++M (3.17)

M+OH∗ MOH++ e− (3.18)

(3.19)

Thermal ionisation (Eq. 3.14) is the first mechanism considered for alkali metals as they
possess a low ionisation potential. The rate of thermoionisation can be determined from
the Saha equation and has been shown in a hydrogen flame by Ashton and Hayhurst to be
k = (9.9± 2.7)× 10−9T 1/2 exp−EI/RT , where EI is the ionisation energy [13], with the
ionisation energy decreasing down the periodic table. Therefore, larger alkali metals are
expected to more completely ionise in flames. Experimentally, the ionisation effect can be
less pronounced as can be seen in Figure 3.11 where ionic concentrations are measured in a
premixed flame aspirated with water and alkali metal salts [151].

The delayed increase in the charge concentration for most alkali metals in this flame was
explained as being due to the high ionisation potential of these species. The charging later
in the flame when the temperature is lower was suggested to be due to charge transfer from
hydronium (Eq. 3.15). This late charging is thought to primarily influence coagulation. In this
case charge transfer to soot increases the fraction of positively charged soot primary particles
(Eq. 3.17). This reduces the coagulation efficiency due to electrostatic repulsion, producing
less aggregated primary particles that are more easily oxidised. A partially premixed coflow
ethylene flame (φ = 2.27) probed by small angle X-ray diffraction indicates that the size of
primary particles does not change significantly for potassium addition [98]. However, in
a different flame (premixed ethylene/air flame on a modified PerkinElmer burner φ = 2.6)
potassium has been found to reduce the size of the primary particles, indicating a possible
role in soot nanoparticle formation [387]. Another complication in interpreting these results
is the catalytic effects of alkali metals. Potassium has been found to catalytically reduce the
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Figure 3.11 Ionisation signal with different metals addition to a flame [151]. Used with
permission from Elsevier ©.

mass of soot as demonstrated by experiments that added the potassium further downstream
where coagulation has already occurred, finding a decrease in soot emissions from improved
oxidation [346]. Similar challenges exist for interpreting the role of alkaline metals such
as Ba, Ca, etc. which are known to form cations with excited hydroxyl (Eq. 3.18) and
catalytically produce the aggressive hydroxyl oxidant [121].

Cesium provided the most insight on the impact of ions on soot formation. It has a low
ionisation potential and is the only metal to provide a considerable increase in the ionic
concentration in the soot-forming region of most flames, as seen in Figure 3.11. In the
mentioned study, a decrease in the chemi-ion corresponding to C3H +

3 was found, indicating
that the metal was able to be charged through charge transfer according to Eq. 3.16, and was
suggested to support a chemical mechanism for soot formation (Eq. 3.7). The reduction in
soot was then explained as being due to the reduction in the number of nuclei chemically
grown from C3H +

3 . However, in situ small angle X-ray diffraction using synchrotron light
sources has recently found that addition of cesium into an ethylene flame doubles the
concentration of the smallest carbon nanoparticles [98], which suggests cesium promotes
soot nanoparticle formation. This would suggest a different mechanism for the metal ions
suggested by Howard and Bonczyk [190, 38], where the ions play a stabilising role for nuclei,
producing large numbers of smaller carbon particles with increased surface area, allowing
for their rapid oxidation and destruction and leading to less soot.

Other significant critiques arose for the chemical ionic mechanism. Firstly, there are a
number of soot-producing systems that have insufficient ion concentration such as benzene
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flames, shocktube studies and pyrolysis experiments [344]. Secondly, the molecular beam
mass spectrometry of larger PAH found that the growth rates of charged and neutral aromatic
molecules were similar [444]. While reaction rates can be enhanced in atmospheric chem-
istry for ions at room temperature, the high temperatures found in flames provide thermal
energies that overwhelm any ion induced-dipole enhancement [440]. Finally, the HACA
mechanism was able to explain the growth of pericondensed aromatic molecules under flame
conditions [129].

Therefore while HACA and other PAH growth mechanisms can explain the formation of
PAH they are unable to explain the rapid formation of soot nanoparticles [129]. There is an
exception for low pressure acetylene flames in which the conditions can be tuned to produce
large flat graphene structures [444]. However, this requires sooting to be eliminated and in
most sooting flames the PAH growth from acetylene ends before 1000 Da.

The discovery of fullerenes in 1985 by Kroto, Curl and Smalley [234] led to a number
of new proposed mechanisms for soot formation. In this landmark paper, the authors also
suggested that this C60 species could act as the nuclei for soot formation. Fullerenes were
subsequently found to be formed in many flames [142]. The concentration of C60 was then
found to be too low in atmospheric flames to be critical for soot formation [177, 186]. A
second suggestion was that an aromatic species was formed that then curved onto itself
like a nautilus shell. This geometry (the icospiral) is geometrically achieved by two screw
dislocations allowing for the fullerene layers to be wound together [233]. The geometry
was suggested to allow for a templated growth process, which is known to be rapid and
the predominant growth mechanism in crystals [212]. Further evidence came from electron
micrographs of soot and carbon black particles where closed and spiral fringes indicated
such a fullerene-like seed [194, 422]. These early electron micrographs were often formed
from strong electron annealing that allowed for the fringes to be clearly imaged. Such
annealing is known to convert many zero-dimensional carbon materials such as nanodiamond
into fullerene-like carbon onions [423], suggesting these structures were formed during the
electron irradiation. Some recent work has shown that HACA type growth of PAH can be
enhanced due to curvature integration [336]. While this is of considerable interest, curvature
has also been found to modify the rate of oxidation, in most cases increasing it [338, 388].
Therefore, more work is required to determine the impact that curvature has on PAH growth.
Nevertheless, the fraction of hydrogen in soot and the molecular beam mass spectrometry
support the view that PAH growth does not extend past 1000 Da in most sooting flames,
which would be required for an icospiral.

In summary, acetylene is critical for PAH formation and therefore indirectly contributes
to soot nanoparticle formation. However, HACA mechanism is too slow to explain soot
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nanoparticle formation. Enhancements due to ionic effects or curvature are also unable to
lead to a significantly increased growth of PAH into soot nanoparticles.

3.2.2 Polyyne inception

The first molecular beam mass spectrometry from within flames revealed significant concen-
trations of polyynes, suggesting them as a potential precursor to soot nanoparticles [185]. Re-
cent molecular beam Raman analysis also confirms the significant concentration of polyynes
present in soot forming flames [244]. However, the growth of these species was not found to
extend past 150 Da using mass spectrometry [185, 186]. While many have pointed to the
increased stability of polyynes at high temperatures compared with pericondensed aromatic
molecules [231], they are prone to degrade in flame environments. Hydrogen addition to
growing polyynes leads to radical-induced fragmentation such as,

H C C C C H + H H •C CH C C H H C C H + •C C H,

where the hydrogen addition leads to a radical that fragments through a β -scission – breaking
up the chain. Analysis of polyynes in partial equilibrium with hydrogen radicals and H2

supported a limit to polyyne growth of CmH2, m < 16 [283, 141]. Long polyynes are unlikely
to cyclise into PAH due to their high rigidity [254] and are more likely to degrade to acetylene
and C4 species that are able to cyclise into aromatics [164].

Recently a range of reactive molecular dynamics simulations have suggested a polyyne
mechanism [463, 163, 253] reminiscent of fullerene cage formation that was explored using
similar methods [334]. In simulations involving highly concentrated mixtures of acetylene
and other fuels (0.1 g/cc) and extreme temperatures (2000–3000 K) large fullerene-like
structures were observed [463, 163, 253]. These extreme temperatures led to breaking of
the C H bonds and a large number of radicals which readily react due to the high density
forming long polyyne chains that condense into cage structures. As mentioned, such growth
of long polyynes is not observed in most flame systems. The H/C ratio of early soot particles
of 0.3–0.5 is also too high compared with what would be expected from a fullerene-like
polyyne mechanism. Careful reactive molecular dynamics of benzene pyrolysis showed the
initial formation of aromatic species [357, 358] and only after loss of all hydrogen atoms
were fullerene-like cages able to form. This result matches what is observed in the negative
mass spectrum during aromatic to fullerene transformations [14, 186, 413].

The discussion of polyynes leads us to recall the comment from Bansal and Donnet from
1993 [102],
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“...the presence of a particular species is not sufficient proof that it is involved in
soot formation. A species may be present because it is not reactive.”

It also reminds us that a soot mechanism must consider not only the construction towards
soot nanoparticles (forward reactions) but also the destruction of the growing species (reverse
reactions).

3.2.3 Polyaromatic inception

Polyaromatic inception is a chemical polymerisation between PAH that forms nanoparti-
cles. It is important to note that crosslinks and acetylene growth mechanisms often occur
simultaneously, as discussed in the previous section describing PAH formation. Nonetheless,
the growth into nanoparticles is distinct from PAH formation as we are exploring rapid
formation mechanisms past 1000 Da that provide three-dimensional growth. The first to
suggest a polyaromatic inception was perhaps Rummel and Veh [353] when they suggested
that moderately sized PAH molecules react to form soot. These species had by then been
extracted from sooting flames [411]. We have also mentioned that as PAH grow in the
harsh environment within flames they form and fragment with only stabilomers (highly
pericondensed aromatics) being formed [398], which have low reactivity towards each other.

Palmer and Cullis suggested that the abstraction of an edge-based hydrogen from a PAH
produces an aryl-type σ -radical able to react with a closed shell PAH – called aryl/PAH
polyaromatic inception [see Table 3.1 (k)]. This follows the well known pyrolysis reactions
of aromatics. Benzene pyrolysis, for example, will yield biphenyl with subsequent phenyl
additions giving triphenylene, which involves cyclodehydrogenation [see Table 3.1 (m)] [293].
Unless subsequent cyclodehydrogenation takes place the phenyl addition of an aromatic
ring is prone to radical-induced fragmentation [116]; for example, C–C aryl bond energies
of only −20 to −23 kcal/mol are found for the hydrogenated biphenyl/phenyl-benzene
complex [317, 385]. Therefore, soot mechanisms involving the reaction between σ -radicals
and highly aromatic PAH were not considered to be thermally stable in the flame under
radical-induced fragmentation [129]. However, in pyrolysis systems operating at lower
temperatures the aryl/PAH inception appears to be critical for the formation of PAH and
possibly carbonaceous nanoparticles [74, 384].

As the aromatic network increases in size, so does the concentration of σ -radicals. This
in turn heightens the chance of the aryl/aryl polyaromatic inception mechanism occurring
[see Table 3.1 (l)]. Howard calculated that PAH ≈600 Da in partial equilibrium with H /H2

would each possess 5–6 σ -radicals [189]. A radical termination reaction was considered as a
chemical soot inception mechanism. The rate for such a mechanism can be described as,
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RCa,b =CE ×βa,b ×Ca ×Cb, (3.20)

where the reaction rate of molecules a and b is the product of the collision efficiency, CE

(other authors use α [438], β [110] or γ [218]); the free molecular collision coagulation
kernel, βa,b; the concentration of molecules a, Ca; and b, Cb (in Kraft notation; Raj et al.
[337]). The collision efficiency is often further split to separately consider the van der
Waals enhancement, EF . It was found that aromatic species would need to react with a
collision efficiency of CE = 0.1−1.0 to produce the concentration of particles found during
soot formation [344]. However, a reactive molecular dynamics study of colliding aryl/aryl
PAH found efficiencies one to two orders of magnitude lower than those required (closer
to CE = 0.001) [263]. Some other reactive molecular dynamics studies have suggested
rapid clustering of PAH radicals with close to unity CE [461, 214]. However, the high
densities used, 0.2 g/cc, significantly enhanced the clustering, overshadowing the importance
of fragmentation in flames where PAH densities are closer to 10−6 g/cc [121]. Furthermore,
high temperatures (2000–2500 K) have often been used to speed up these simulations, leading
to direct hydrogen loss from PAH edges. This does not occur at any significant rate at flame
temperatures without a radical abstraction, which means that the number of radicals in these
simulations is much higher than in the flame itself [461, 214]. Mao et al. demonstrated the
importance of temperature in reactive molecular dynamics [262]. No clustering was seen
at 2000 K for PAH such as coronene, however increasing the temperature to 2500 K led to
hydrogen loss and chemical inception [262]. Chemical inception could be effective at 2000 K
if nickel is added, however catalytic effects will not be considered in this review [378].

Less reactive but more abundant edges on PAH molecules were also suggested to con-
tribute to polyaromatic inception, such as rim-based pentagonal rings on acenaphalene
or the 9, 10 low aromaticity free edge on phenanthrene [85]. While these edges are not
able to crosslink with one another e.g. [2+2] pericyclic reactions are symmetry forbid-
den [361], they have significant reactivity with aryl σ -radical PAH. Significant bond energies
of −44 kcal/mol have been calculated between phenyl radicals and acenapthalene crosslinks,
suggesting flame stability [429]. However, hydrogen addition to the unsaturated carbon part
of the crosslink would lead to its breakdown. This could be overcome if hydrogen abstraction
from the saturated carbon formed a closed shell C–C bond, which is highly stable [430]
forming aromatic aryl-linked hydrocarbons (AALH) (see Figure 3.12a). As with the other
aryl crosslinks a similar low collision efficiency would be expected as was determined for
aryl/aryl crosslinks [263].

Within an aromatic molecule π-electrons are able to form aromatically stabilised bonding,
providing significant thermal stability within PAH. An odd number of π-electrons within
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(a) Aliphatically/aromatic
linked hydrocarbons nanopar-
ticle [428]. Used with
permission from AIP ©
.

(b) Clustering of hydrocar-
bons by radical-chain reac-
tions (CHRCR) from RSR
and σ -radical [204]. Used
with permission from Science
AAAS ©
.

Figure 3.12 Nanoparticles from chemical inception mechanisms.

such networks gives rise to a delocalised or resonance-stabilised π-radical (RSR). These
stabilised π-radicals are critical for the formation of the first aromatic ring as, for example,
propargyl can rise to significant concentrations and cyclise into benzene [286]. A mechanism
where RSR crosslinks with aryl radicals forms a strong bond (80 kcal/mol). Critically,
this is rapidly further stabilised by a unimolecular loss of hydrogen with a barrier of only
4.5 kcal/mol [204]. This regenerates the RSR and further reactions with aryl radicals can
occur. The ability to regenerate the reactive radical led to the naming of the mechanism
as clustering of hydrocarbons by radical-chain reactions (CHRCR) [see Table 3.1 (r)] and
Figure 3.12b]. Unlike the mechanism between aryl and pentarings [see Table 3.1 (p)]
CHRCR does not require a subsequent hydrogen abstraction to produce a stable single bond
as hydrogen is instead easily lost, restoring aromaticity to the π-radical.

However, such an increased reactivity for odd numbers of carbon atoms, most likely to be
RSR, was not seen experimentally [213]. For this reason Homann suggested that RSR were
not very reactive. While it is true that aromatic RSR are less reactive for recombination with
themselves, reactions with σ -radicals were calculated to form strong bonds even more so than
with pentaring polyaromatic inception [204]. A possible answer to the similar concentration
of even and odd carbon fragments in flames could be inferred from the recent HR-AFM
analysis of aromatic soot precursors [78]. Many regions of aromatic molecules with an odd
number of carbon atoms, where one would anticipate an RSR to form, contained a hydrogen
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saturated edge carbon (most often on a zig-zag site). Therefore, while aromatic σ -radicals
can react with RSR, it is unclear how hydrogen radicals could terminate these chain reactions.
Hydrogen addition across the crosslink at the unsaturated carbon atom, or neighbouring
site, could also lead to fragmentation. Therefore, experimental evidence for this pathway
is required as well as a full reaction mechanism that includes all pathways. A low collision
efficiency would also be expected for this mechanism, as with other polyaromatic inception
mechanisms.

Compared with the single-site σ -radicals discussed above, diradicals such as carbynes
or carbenes can have a greater reactivity and provide an alternative means of crosslinking
PAH [73, 75, 313]. Carbyne is formed when two hydrogen abstractions occur along the
same free edge (the simplest example being benzyne, where benzene loses two neighbouring
hydrogen atoms) [75, 179]. Phenyl – produced by one hydrogen abstraction – is able to
undergo a unimolecular decomposition to benzyne with a barrier of some 80 kcal/mol. This
large barrier makes phenyl concentrations significantly greater than benzyne in flames [260].
It was also found that above 1500 K, the benzyne ring is found to break open and a linear
form of l C6H4 becomes dominant [260]. For larger PAH, hydrogen abstraction is unlikely
to provide two neighbouring sites given the average 5–6 σ -radical sites per 600 Da species
as mentioned [189]. The other option for carbyne creation is the decomposition pathway of
the neighbouring hydrogen from larger σ -radical PAH. This has not been explored in detail
but if similar barriers are seen as in phenyl this option is less likely. Indirect insight can be
provided by a recent exploration of the pyrolysis of coronene and dibenzo[a,e]pyrene [307].
These two species have the same number of carbon atoms but significantly different edges:
coronene possesses a more condensed structure with six zig-zag and six free edges while
dibenzo[a,e]pyrene possesses nine free edges, three armchair edges and two zig-zag edges.
If the carbyne route was dominant, the species with more free edges would be expected to
dimerise more readily, forming more soot. However, dibenzo[a,e]pyrene, with its numerous
free edges, inhibits soot formation compared to coronene (with more zig-zag edges than free).
This suggests a more significant impact of aryl/PAH as opposed to carbyne-like polyaromatic
inception.

Carbenes are diradicals where a hydrogen atom has been abstracted from a zig-zag edge
to form a σ -radical. They also have an odd number of carbon atoms, forming a π-radical.
While both radicals are localised for small carbenes such as methylene (H2C:, with a spin
density of 2 at the carbon site), calculations for large PAH have shown that the π-radical
becomes delocalised [313]. Strong bonds were formed between carbenes and large PAH.
However, it is unclear whether these are any stronger than what would be expected from
σ -radicals (with spin density of 1 at the carbon site) and PAH. Given that the spin density
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of the carbene site on a large PAH was found to be only slightly greater than one, at 1.1
electrons, it is clear that larger carbenes are more similar to σ -radicals than they are to
methylene. This does pose the question of how reactive π-radicals are in comparison with
σ -radicals as PAH grow in size.

In summary, many polyaromatic inception mechanisms have been suggested. Some
have been integrated into kinetic Monte Carlo simulations and have shown the ability to
grow nanoparticles ≈2 nm in size [428] (see Figure 3.12a). These nanoparticles have only
slow, first-order growth due to their radical-induced fragmentation and the low collisional
efficiencies of PAH. As a result, these mechanisms are not a contender for primary particle
formation.

3.2.4 Physical nucleation

Frankland was the first to consider a physical nucleation or condensation mechanism for soot
formation. Upon lighting a candle at the summit of Mont Blanc (a picture of which begins
Chapter 6) he noticed a significant reduction in flame luminosity [124]. Back at the Royal
Society he made use of air pumps to operate a candle above atmospheric pressure, finding
an increased flame luminosity which indicated that soot formation was being enhanced.
Frankland’s initial suggestion that the emission of light from flames was not from solid
particles but from a dense vapour has since been disproved [247]. However, the strong
pressure dependence of soot formation has long been seen as evidence for physical nucleation
of hydrocarbons in flames.

Recent experiments on sooting flames within high pressure chambers further highlights
the influence of pressure on soot formation [8]. Figure 3.13 reveals the increase in primary
particle size of soot aggregates, sampled from within the pressure vessel, as the pressure was
increased. Such a strong dependence is not anticipated for chemical routes as kinetically
controlled pathways in soot formation, for example HACA growth, are characterised by
reaction rates, which are first order in monomer concentration [438]. However, the significant
increase in particle size and non-linear increase in soot volume with pressure [277] suggest
condensation, which depends on the square of the monomer concentration [129, 438].

Polymerisation of fuel into an aliphatic polymer that condenses [see Table 3.1 (t)] can be
quickly dismissed given the rapid radical-induced fragmentation of aliphatic fuels in flames
and that no large liquid particles are detected with laser scattering [173, 339]. However,
aromatic polymerisation [see Table 3.1 (u)] has been considered in detail as mentioned in
the previous section. After the influential paper of Rummel and Veh [353] suggesting that
larger polycyclic molecules precipitate soot particles, Parker and Wolfhard suggested such a
mechanism [319]. In their 1950 review they state,
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Figure 3.13 Soot sampled from a counterflow diffusion flame over a variety of pressures [8].
Used with permission from Elsevier ©.

“Higher hydrocarbons are formed by pyrolysis. The molecular weight and
concentration of these increase until the saturation vapour pressure is exceeded,
whereupon condensation occurs and fine droplets are formed.”

The higher hydrocarbons they discussed are crosslinked PAH that form an aromatic polymer
which then condenses into a liquid droplet [see Table 3.1 (u)]. The reverse rate due to thermal
breakdown was proposed to be counteracted by carbonisation reactions. This mechanism
represents a combination of many mechanisms already discussed, where PAH grow through
the HACA mechanism, polymerise according to a polyaromatic inception mechanism and
then physically nucleate. Such a proposal relies therefore on the mechanisms preceding
condensation and is subject to their limitations.

The condensation of polyaromatic clusters has recently been explored using molecular
dynamics simulations [193]. Aromatically-linked PAH were found to cluster with greater
propensity than their monomeric components, however, these species were highly contorted
which significantly reduced physical interactions compared with similar sized pericondensed
PAH. It is unclear then how large a polyaromatic would need to be for physical nucleation to
occur and whether such growth processes were possible given the radical-induced thermal
degradations occuring within the flame.

Direct physical nucleation of pericondensed aromatic species [see Table 3.1 (v)] has
been, arguably, the most widely explored mechanism in soot nanoparticle formation. This
suggestion had been considered unlikely by Haynes and Wagner in 1981 given the low
boiling/sublimation temperatures for PAH molecules [173]. PAH species would need to
be 2000–3000 Da in weight to have boiling points high enough to provide a supersatu-
rated vapour required for condensation within the flame. Miller turned to the formation of
molecular clusters and considered the dimerisation of PAH in flames using intermolecular
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potentials [290, 287]. As discussed in the section on PAH formation, the HACA mechanism
provides small PAH ≈250 Da of a sufficient concentration to form soot [438]. These species
were found to be unable to dimerise at flame temperatures. Large species (circumcoronene
C54H18 667 Da or larger) were required to provide a significant concentration of dimers at
flame temperatures, however their concentrations were too low to predict the number of soot
nuclei [438, 419].

While condensation was seen as unlikely, the evidence for stacked aromatic species
grew due to the discovery of a green fluorescence signal in flames. Figure 3.14 shows
this fluorescence in an image from the 1980s when UV lasers were able to provide such a
signal [136]. Initially, this was seen as a response from the individual molecules as PAH
are known to fluoresce. However, the signal was of a high enough wavelength to suggest an
excimer origin. Excimers are long-lived optical states that are formed from the delocalisation
of the π–π∗ state across two stacked aromatic species, and are present in the fluorescence
spectra of PAH dissolved in liquids [35, 182]. Figure 3.14 also shows the potential energy
surface for such a state and the molecular orbitals of the HOMO and LUMO showing the
bonding present in the LUMO as calculated with DFT by Miller [288].

Time resolved laser induced fluorescence (LIF) experiments have established that this
green fluorescence signal belongs to excimers [282, 391]. Excimer states are long-lived (tens
of nanoseconds) and time resolved LIF confirmed such long lived states for signals in the
range 500–600 nm. Critically, the excimer signal reveals that physically bound, stacked
aromatic species are present during soot formation as these signals are unable to be produced
from polyaromatic linkages.

Mass spectrometric evidence began to emerge in the 2000s that clustering was occurring
with a periodicity of 500 Da [165], using soft ionisation laser desorption ionisation techniques.
Figure 3.15 shows this series of peaks with a periodicity of 500 Da.

As has been mentioned in the section on PAH formation, these species require a combi-
nation of HACA and PAH crosslinks to form. This size of species is also found to be present
in soot particles (see Figure 3.4) [97].

Other suggestions were made for the stabilisation of moderately sized PAH clustering
through internal rotations or aliphatic chains. In molecular dynamics simulations of colliding
PAH species, Miller observed orbiting of the PAH [287]. Schultz and Frenklach explored
this effect using a quantum molecular dynamics approach and found evidence for internal
rotors [369].

This stimulated research into performing highly accurate calculations of intermolecular
energies between PAH and providing new descriptions of the free energy. Making use of the
SAPT(DFT) method, high accuracy binding energies were calculated between PAH [418].
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Figure 3.14 Green fluorescence from UV laser excitation (top) [136]. Energy landscape for
excimer state [288]. Used with permission from Springer Nature America and Elsevier ©.

Figure 3.15 Mass spectrum of high-molecular weight species extracted from a 13 kPa
acetylene–oxygen flame (φ = 3.25) by molecular beam mass spectrometry with 193 nm laser
ionisation [165].

Molecular dynamics simulations were used to show the clustering of the species, with species
smaller than circumcoronene unable to cluster at >1500 K [419]. Experiments confirmed the
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accuracy of the forcefield in describing both the virial coefficient for benzene, the exfoliation
energy of graphene [418] and more recently, scanning tunnelling microscopy of coronene
clusters (see Figure 3.16). Experiments on supersonic jets of pyrene also confirm its lack of
stability past boiling point [356].

Figure 3.16 a-b) Scanning tunneling microscopy imaged clusters of coronene molecules. c-d)
Potential orientations of the coronene molecules in these clusters [441]. e) The computational
results from clusters formed during a molecular dynamics simulation of coronene with
different forcefields used [320]. Used with permission from Elsevier ©.

A full description of homodimerisation of PAH using statistical mechanics introduced by
Wang [438] and Totton et al. [418] showed that the intermolecular interactions and internal
modes developed were insufficient to overcome the entropic penalty of reducing the number
of species in the gas phase. Metadynamics simulations were also employed that allowed the
free energy to be directly and economically computed from molecular dynamics simulations
with guided dynamics [68, 112]. Again, similar results were found for pericondensed PAH
but soft modes could be included from aliphatic chains. They were found to improve
clustering of the species but the collision efficiencies were similar to the pericondensed
sub-structure, indicating it is the van der Waals interactions of the pericondensed structure
that still govern the ability to form complexes at high temperature. These chains have been
observed in HR-AFM of PAH [78]. However, for 500 Da species the chains are still unable
to provide the increased intermolecular forces required to allow for clustering at >1500 K.

Frenklach and Wang in 1991 were among the first to suggest an ion-induced physical
nucleation mechanism in soot formation [131]. Experimental work on cationic benzene
dimers had found an enhanced binding energy increasing from 0.5–3 to 17 kcal/mol (the
neutral to the cationic dimer, respectively [255, 381]). More recently, computational work
on larger PAH cationic dimers found binding energies in the range 15–20 kcal/mol for PAH
with 4–5 rings [MP2/6-31G(d)] [342]. Larger clusters were recently explored using basin
hopping and density functional tight binding methods [103]. More compact clusters were
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formed with a positively charged dimer or trimer in the centre, indicating that the enhanced
binding energy is only reserved for a few molecules in the cluster. Cation-π interactions are
more significant with small cations such as metals or flame ions. Binding energies to benzene
of 108 and 151 kcal/mol were found for Mg2+ and Fe2+, respectively [226], while the 1+
cation Na1+ was found to be weakly bound with 21 kcal/mol. Binding energies of larger
PAH (1–4 rings) with more flame relevant chemi-ions were recently computed [62]. Binding
energies of 30–60, 18–27 and 26–32 kcal/mol were found between CHO+, c C3H +

3 and
H3O+, respectively. Chen and Wang noted;

“...the cation-enhanced binding remains to be too weak to impact the gas-phase
PAH chemistry or the clustering of PAHs leading to soot nucleation.”

However, curved PAH, unlike planar PAH, should have a more considerable interaction given
the polar nature of these species, which will be explored in Chapter 6.

In summary, physical nucleation provides a rapid soot formation pathway, given that suffi-
ciently strong intermolecular interactions allow for a supersaturated vapour to form. However,
the clustering species in flames of mass 500 Da are found instead to have interactions too
weak to explain soot formation.

3.2.5 Physical + Chemical

The crux of the soot formation problem is that the physical and electrical condensation of
precursor molecules is rapid but too weak to hold soot together, while most chemical bonds
are strong but mechanisms proposed to date are too slow to account for soot’s rapid growth
as observed in experiments. A mechanism that combines both aspects, condensation and
chemical bonds, is required. One of the first clear articulations of such a proposal is from
Harris and Weiner in 1989 [170];

“Once coagulated they will quickly become chemically knit together since a
significant fraction of the aromatic species are radicals.”

Miller followed with a similar suggestion in 1991 that;

“...if individual PAH or their dimers undergo rapid, irreversible reactions, the net
rate of production of the soot nuclei may be sufficiently high so that the concen-
tration of the nuclei far exceeds the concentrations of the reacting, intermediate
species.”

This irreversible dimerisation, that was assumed to be facilitated by some sort of chemical or
non-equilibrium process, was the basis for the first successful kinetic model of soot formation
that captured the particle number as well as the volume fraction [131].
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Many different options have been suggested for a species that is both physically bound
and chemically crosslinked. However, aryl/aryl bonds can be immediately ruled out given
their bonding parallel to the aromatic plane that does not allow folding over of the species
into a physically bound complex. Homann suggested that the bound PAH dimer could
spontaneously react at the rim, releasing hydrogen and becoming a curved PAH or a fullerene
– the zipper mechanism [24, 5, 186] [see Table 3.1 (aa)]. The strong aromaticity of the sp2

network resists this zipper mechanism. It has been found instead, for fullerene formation,
that near-complete loss of hydrogen is required before the carbon will curl and close into a
fullerene [357].

Aliphatic bridges between stacked PAH have also been discussed in detail since the
1990s [see Table 3.1 (bb)]. In relation to the formation of interstellar dust, a mechanism
was proposed by which a “cross-linked structure of aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbons”
formed and was suggested to explain soot formation under certain flame conditions [292].
Aliphatic bridges were also included in the early models of stacked species from Homann et
al. [24], which showed the first stacked complex that was stabilised by a covalent link. This
mechanism was suggested as part of the formation of some of the smallest nanoparticles in
flames with D’Alessio commenting, during the 1994 Heidelberg soot workshop [84];

“We think of two-ring structures connected together with some non-aromatic,
some aliphatic bridges. You may also think about oxygen bridges...”

We will come back to the oxygen bridges. This description would later become known as
aromatic aliphatic-linked hydrocarbons (AALH) [128] with aryl-linked pentagon containing
species being introduced later [85].

Molecular dynamics revealed that aliphatic bridged ([CH2]n, n = 2) aromatics of mass
∼250 Da were found to stack below the boiling point of the aromatic species. However, at
flame temperatures (above the boiling point) these physical interactions were overcome and
clustering of these species was at a significantly lower rate compared with pericondensed
PAH [449, 68]. Therefore, for nucleation and soot formation from aliphatically-linked
chemical mechanisms at least two [CH2]n, n = 1, would be required per PAH. This would
lead to an H/C ratio greater than one, when most early soot nanoparticles are H/C = 0.5.
However, the rapid carbonisation processes that occur in flames could rapidly decrease the
H/C ratio, so this is less conclusive and requires more exploration.

Detailed kinetic mechanisms of how these aliphatic crosslinks form and fragment have
also not been explored in significant detail. Some kinetic Monte Carlo codes do include
such aliphatic crosslinks allowing comparison with other chemical pathways [430, 431, 428].
However, the aryl/aryl bonds continue to dominate, suggesting these aliphatic links are a
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minor chemical pathway. More recently, for a [CH2]n, n = 2 aliphatic crosslink, one conceiv-
able option is the reaction between two methyl resonantly stabilised π-radicals. Simulations
and experiments have recently been performed using free electron laser IR radiation and
mass spectrometry to probe the pyrolysis products of benzyl and indenyl [389, 390, 180].
Bibenzyl, a crosslinked species was found and shown to rapidly cyclodehydrogenate into
pericondensed structures in a similar manner to the aryl-linked species discussed previously.
These methyl radical sites could form from hydrogen abstraction of a methyl group. Methyl
radical sites C H2 have not been directly imaged using HR-AFM, however, the precursor

CH3 group has been imaged in soot precursor molecules using HR-AFM [78]. Another
possible mechanism by Chen and Wang [62] involves C3H +

3 reacting with the edge to pro-
vide acetylene and a methyl radical group. It is also conceivable that for larger PAH the
rearrangement reactions could be less important.

For these aliphatically bridged species, Krueger and Blanquart [235] were able to show
that the excimer signal was still produced, indicating that stacked, non-conducting bridges
also possess the excimer signal (see Figure 3.17).

Figure 3.17 Isosurfaces (±0.05) of the orbitals involved in the S0 S1 optical transition
for aliphatically bridged bezene dimers [235]. Used with permission from the Royal Society
of Chemistry ©.

Acetylene groups attached to the edge of PAH have also been suggested to crosslink the
PAH, reacting either with an RSR [144] or PAH σ -radical [461] [see Table 3.1 (cc)]. Double
crosslinking is found for RSR crosslinked with molecular oxygen [264] [see Table 3.1 (dd)].
The impact of oxygen crosslinks can be considered minimal in most cases due to the lack
of oxygen in soot nanoparticles [77] and the ability of pyrolysis reactors to produce soot
without oxygen being present [344]. All aliphatic and acetylene bridges detailed to date are
prone to significant radical-induced fragmentation [339].

Excimers have been discussed as evidence for stacking of aromatic species in the pre-
vious section but they also provide a bound state that has been suggested to stabilise soot
nanoparticles [see Table 3.1 (ee)] [288]. A wide range of small PAH species have been
calculated with binding energies of <20 kcal/mol found, too low to provide significant
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stabilisation at flame temperatures [282]. The stabilisation is also only appreciable between
pairs of species; the trimer is found to be weakly bound indicating the excimer is only able to
delocalise effectively across two species [86]. Time resolved studies have found lifetimes
of tens of nanoseconds [282], which are too short to provide stability over the hundreds of
nanoseconds to milliseconds required for soot nanoparticle formation. Finally, insufficient
UV light is produced in the flame to maintain a sufficient concentration of these species. This
is evidenced by no spontaneous emission of the excimer signal. These excimers therefore
require external, often laser, illumination to maintain and produce the fluorescence response.

Multicentre bonding, similar to the excimers, can be produced in the ground state for two
PAH π-radicals – so-called pancake bonds [see Table 3.1 (ff)]. These form when AB stacking
of two species, both with an odd number of π-electrons, allows for the singly occupied
molecular orbitals to form a multicentre bonding molecular orbital [215]. The odd π-electron
aromatics have been directly imaged in soot precursors using HR-AFM [78] and have been
suggested to stabilise soot nanoparticles [394, 433]. However, the bonding is weak due to
the strong Pauli replusion from the molecular orbitals not involved in the pancake bond.
Therefore, poor overlap is found in these multicentre bonds with < 10 kcal/mol of additional
interaction on top of the dispersion interactions [215]. They are also highly angle dependent,
breaking after rotating by 30◦ [79].

Some PAH systems can possess an open-shell singlet or a multiradical character in their
ground state – zig-zag diradicals [see Table 3.1 (gg)]. A good example is the acene series. As
rings are linearly fused, the acene takes on a multiradical singlet ground state with significant
reactivity with >5 rings spontaneously dimerising in solvent at room temperature [29]. Other
PAH with significant zig-zag edges can also possess such a localised edge state [223, 220,
296] of higher reactivity and have been widely computationally explored [407]. They also
possess an open-shell singlet with increasing radical character as the length of the zig-zag
edge increases. Wang was the first to bring these species to the attention of the combustion
community in 2010 [438] and since then considerable work has been undertaken to explore
their impact on soot formation. Long acenes require considerable length of some five or
six rings to attain the significant binding energy of 35 kcal/mol [227], which is nearing a
value of importance for soot formation. Multiple [4+4] cyclisations were considered in a
polymerisation to produce soot. Given the growth mechanisms found for PAH it is highly
unlikely that a concentration of linear acenes with >5 rings will be present as evidenced
by the species observed in the HR-AFM [78]. Another suggestion from the same work
was to consider adding a circular pericondensed PAH to the end of the acene to combine
stacked dispersion interactions and acene cycloaddition. However, as mentioned, this type of
structure is highly unlikely to form in the flame.
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Larger PAH, non-acenes, in roughly rectangular geometry were able to dimerise along
their opposite zig-zag edges [464]. Species with five rings along the zig-zag edge were able
to form strong complexes with binding energies of ≈50 kcal/mol. If we consider that in
HR-AFM such symmetric species are not found and rarely are more than three adjacent
zig-zag edges found (with a maximum of four zig-zag edges in a row observed) it is unlikely
that this mechanism can explain the clustering of species of mass near 500 Da [78]. It
is also not clear whether protonation could render such sites unreactive. For example, a
pentacene-like species was directly observed in HR-AFM imaging. However, instead of a
open-shell singlet ground state one of the zig-zag edges was protonated, forming a resonantly
stabilised π-radical [78].

Finally, π-radicals can also be generated from protonation of rim-based pentagonal rings
[see Table 3.1 (hh)]. The importance of these radicals in shuttling rim-based pentagons
along zig-zag edges was first appreciated in calculations performed by Frenklach and White-
sides [133, 448]. These species have also recently been directly imaged in HR-AFM [78].
Given the non-aromaticity of the pentagonal rings, these radicals could have significant
reactivity. Wang and coworkers found that this site reacted with the σ -radical phenyl forming
a stable species that is unable to break open across the pentagonal ring (this is opposed to
hexaphenylethane, which readily breaks to form free radicals) [82]. Given the location on the
top of the aromatic species, potential stacked and bonded configurations could be possible.
Further experimental evidence that edges with excess hydrogen are important clustering
species comes from recent atmospheric pressure mass spectrometry [58].

In summary, soot mechanisms involving both covalent bonding and physical interactions
provide the possibility of rapid irreversible nucleation with a variety of options proposed.
The feasibility of these options has not received significant attention. This is partially due
to the complex methodologies required to model nanoscale aromatic clusters with a variety
of processes occurring on many different length and time scales, and partially due to the
difficulty of experimentally probing this mass range.

3.3 Combining and mapping mechanisms and experiments

When exploring the various classes of mechanisms that have been proposed it is tempting
to choose a primary mechanism. Instead, it is better to consider the conditions under which
different mechanisms operate and how they interrelate. As has been noted by Frenklach
when considering the PAH growth mechanisms [128];
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“...it is pertinent to mention that the two nucleation models, AALH graphitization
and PAH condensation, are not inconsistent with one another. On the contrary,
they probably represent two possible extremes.”

This was reiterated by D’Anna in his 2009 review stating that at low temperatures conden-
sation is more likely to dominate, while at higher temperatures chemical mechanisms will
dominate due to increased radical concentrations [83]. This requires a detailed computer
simulation able to compare the various models, which is outside the scope of this review.
A more manageable task is to map the various mechanisms onto the experimental results.
I have therefore combined a variety of the most recent experimental results to update the
H/C vs molecular mass graph initially plotted by Wagner and Homann in the 1970s (see
Figure 3.18).

Figure 3.18 The variety of transformation of hydrocarbons towards soot formation.

The molecular masses of the different species are determined directly from either mass
spectrometry data or from size exclusion chromatography from a variety of flames. In most
modern mass spectrometers, the H/C ratio can be determined directly assuming only carbon
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and hydrogen are present. The H/C ratio of the other nanoparticles, primary particles and
aggregate particles are determined from elemental analysis with the ranges chosen to cover
the observed values.

Looking at the figure, the first and most evident trend is a decrease in hydrogen content
of the carbonaceous species as the mass increases. This follows from the entropically driven
nature of soot formation from H2 evolution [438]. Arrows show the pathways from precursors
to particles for which experimental data or a correlation exists, unless otherwise mentioned
below. I will now refer to each species within the figure in turn.

i) Polyynes are the first species to grow from polymerisation of acetylene, however
due to radical-induced fragmentation these and acetylene are rapidly transformed into ii)
small aromatics. ii) Small aromatics are formed from the HACA growth mechanism and
have an exponentially decaying distribution of species with an average mass of 200–250 Da
for slightly rich flames. For richer flames, aryl-crosslinking and cyclodehydrogenation are
able to, alongside the HACA mechanism, produce the large distribution of iii) aromers
centred at 450–550 Da [97]. Nucleation flames have demonstrated the presence of ≈2 nm
nanoparticles in flames with only the initial distribution of ii) small aromatics [31, 97].
The photoionisation order indicates that these species are chemically iv) crosslinked PAH
nanoparticles [157]. The small size of these nanoparticles could be due to radical-induced
fragmentation that limits their growth. HACA growth can be continued only in low pressure
acetylene flames to form large v) graphene structures [444].

iii) Aromers are suggested to form from aryl-crosslinking followed by cyclodehydro-
genation. They are likely to be PAH curved by pentagon integration as they have been found
to form negatively charged species in the flame that are able to dehydrogenate to form vi)
fullerenes, but only significantly in low pressure benzene flames [186]. The fullerenes are
suggested to form from three crosslinks of small aromatics, producing aromers large enough
to be significantly curved to become fullerenes during dehydrogenation. vii) Charged
nanoparticles are formed in acetylene flames. Homann found a correlation with the larger
PAH species and the charged nanoparticle concentrations suggesting these particles are
chemi-ion stabilised clusters of cPAH [187].

Clustering of PAH species weighing 450–550 Da has been demonstrated in low pres-
sure and atmospheric flames [165, 58]. It is proposed in this dissertation that the aromers
crosslink in a stacked configuration stabilised by localised π-bonds to form viii) stacked
PAH nanoparticles. Evidence for this suggestion comes from mass spectrometry work.
Firstly, in a low pressure flame clustering was seen preferentially for species with odd
hydrogen numbers, suggesting that these species are localised π-radicals [165]. Secondly,
in atmospheric flames it was found that species with an excess of hydrogen cluster, as de-
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termined from the mass defect and the fact that only the positive mass spectrum showed
clustering caused by protonation [58]. Compared with the crosslinked PAH nanoparticles, the
larger stacked PAH nanoparticles, at 4–5 nm, are more easily fragmented by laser ablation
and more easily photoionised. This indicates that they are more weakly bound [22].

The stacked PAH nanoparticle mode was shown to grow into the ix) primary soot par-
ticles using particle mass spectrometry [76]. HRTEM, Raman spectrometry and elemental
analysis confirmed that ≈500 Da sized pericondensed PAH are present in early soot pri-
mary particles [96, 88]. It is unclear how the crosslinked PAH nanoparticles and charged
nanoparticle modes influence the stacked PAH nanoparticles growth mode. HRTEM images
show some soot particles contain less ordered cores, indicating heterogeneous nucleation
(not amorphous but small aromatics). On the other hand, many soot particles also do not
have such cores.

Another question surrounding charged nanoparticles was posed by Fialkov in 1997 [121];

“The remarkable question remains: why is the number density of charged
soot particles under nearly equal conditions (those which are important for
thermoionization) in a benzene flame much smaller (or not registered at all) than
in an acetylene flame?”

From preliminary results from premixed atmospheric flames it does, however, appear that
species larger than 104 Da possess a charge distribution matching thermal equilibrium [377].
As mentioned, the speed at which these larger soot nanoparticles become charged indicates
they arise from the aggregation of smaller charged soot nanoparticle clusters [121]. Therefore,
these charged clusters are likely to contribute to growth into larger species. The soot
nanoparticles ≈10 nm in size have between 1–2 orders of magnitude lower concentration
of charged species while those at 2 nm have a slighter higher charge fraction – one order of
magnitude lower – with a slight preference for positive ions.

Do charged mechanisms exist independently of neutral mechanisms? This appears not
to be the case – as Fialkov mentioned, if neutral and charged species first exist separately
and then later combine, the electric field would be expected to only influence the size of
charged species while some unaffected, neutral primary particles remain. However, all
primary particles are influenced [121]. It appears therefore that the relationship between the
charged and non-charged nanoparticles is not as exclusive as previously thought. It is also
unclear whether ionic interactions would enhance chemical mechanisms by holding species
together long enough for them to react. However, the ability of other flame systems to form
soot without significant chemi-ion concentrations makes this suggestion less likely to be of
primary importance [344].
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Primary soot particles then collide to form x) aggregate soot particles. Carbonisation
also occurs, modifying soot’s nanostructure to form an exterior shell and increasing the
aromatic molecules’ size [218]. The presence of significant crosslinking within mature soot
particles, either from the soot formation process or from carbonisation, is evidenced by the
hardness of soot particles measured using nanoindentation (see Table 3.2). Primary soot
particles contain similar hardness values to charcoal, suggesting a highly crosslinked nanos-
tructure, compared with nanocrystalline graphite which is largely uncrosslinked. Nanoin-

Table 3.2 Table of carbon-based materials hardness values from nanoindentation.

Material Hardness Ref.
(GPa)

Fullerene (C60) crystallite 0.21–0.24 [322]
Nanocrystalline graphite 0.1–0.4 [322]
Pyrolytic carbon HD 0.5–1.5 [397]
HOPG 2.4 [343]
Pyrolytic carbon LD 2–4 [397]
Carbon black 3–4 [32]
Ethylene soot 3–5 [32, 33]
Charcoal 3–5 [468]
Diesel soot 6–7 [32]
Polymerised C70 30 [322]
Diamond 95–117 [343]

dentation of early soot nanoparticles would allow the degree of crosslinking to be found and
help to determine whether the earliest soot nanoparticles are indeed crosslinked.

In conclusion, recent experimental and computational techniques have led to a flurry
of new insights into soot formation. Soot aromatic precursor chemistry is becoming more
complete with non-contact AFM providing the arrangement of rings within aromatics to
reveal the importance of pentagonal rings and crosslinks. Small aromatics are formed
from HACA growth with further growth to aromers made possible from PAH crosslinking
and rearrangements. Soot nanoparticle formation mechanisms are becoming clearer, with
many now being able to be ruled out through detailed computational and experimental
results. Mechanisms involving both physical and chemical interactions, so-called covalently
stabilised soot nucleation, are the most promising for explaining the rapid formation of soot in
flames. Three nanoparticle modes have been experimentally observed and tentatively mapped
to chemical, physical and chemical + physical mechanisms for the crosslinked, charged and
stacked nanoparticles, respectively. Significant work is required to construct full and detailed
models to refine the current mapping by determining how the mechanisms influence one
another and how various mechanisms operate in different flame systems. Ultimately, as
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experimental and computational techniques fill these knowledge gaps, opportunities will arise
for significant reductions in soot emissions and for the control of carbonaceous nanoparticles
in flames.



Chapter 4

Polarisation of PAH curved by pentagon
incorporation

Credit: AIP Emilio Segrè Visual Archives

“I therefore conjectured that molecules in the state of equilibrium can also be
carriers of a permanent electric moment and so the electric polarization in general
must be attributed to two simultaneously effective causes, a deformation and an
orientation.”

– Peter Debye, Nobel lecture 1937
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The work in this section was published as a paper in The Journal of Physical Chemistry
C in collaboration with the Computational Modelling Group at the University of Cam-
bridge. Contributions from this group included Dr Yapp providing a large kinetic Monte
Carlo derived PAH 3f for the analysis, while Dr Slavchov aided in the geometrical model
derived and the other authors edited the manuscript. The calculations, analysis and
writing were performed by the author.

In this chapter, electronic structure calculations were used to compute the electric
polarisation of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons curved by pentagon incorporation. The
origin of the dipole moment in these species was found to be solely due to the pyramidalisation
of the carbon atoms and a geometrical model was found to accurately reproduce the dipole
moment. Finally, the use of distributed multipoles was used to show the significant out-of-
plane polarisation that cannot be captured with more commonly used atom-centred charge
descriptions. This will aid in exploring the electrostatic interactions possible between cPAH
in the flame and other species during soot formation, later in this dissertation.

The introduction of curvature into a hexagonal carbon lattice through a pentagonal
disclination gives rise to a considerable molecular dipole moment. For example, corannulene
(the first curved PAH to be synthesised [243]) was found experimentally to contain a dipole
moment of 2.071 D [257] which is on the order of the dipole of water (1.85 D [383]). A range
of indenocorannulenes have been synthesised [399] and electronic structure calculations
suggested dipole moments from 3 to 4.5 D for PAH with eight to ten rings [122]. The nm-
sized curved arenes known as nanocones, with curved nuclei that grow into large graphitic
cones, have been fabricated with a clear number of pentagons integrated into the nucleus/tip
of the nanocone [139, 232]. Electronic structure calculations of these nanocones showed a
significant dipole for nanocones 0.5–4 nm in size ranging from ten to 35 D [237]. In another
study, a nanotube cap (10,10) has been calculated to possess a dipole moment of 3.5 D [312].

Many applications are being explored for these molecules, centred around their dipole
moment – for example, the flexoelectric response has been investigated for nanocones
[237]. Large nanocones have been found to self-assemble into long filaments in an electric
field, increasing the conductivity between the electrodes [222]. Some curved PAH, such as
sumanene (Figure 4.1-3a), form crystal structures with 1D stacking [122] and have been
suggested to possess a strong non-linear response for optical elements [249] and electronic
transport properties for organic light emitting diodes [436]. The dipole moment is responsible
for significant binding of curved PAH to metals which has been investigated as a method for
electrical coupling between metals and organics in molecular electronics [23, 399] and could
also improve ion capacity in lithium ion batteries [140]. However, the implications for such
species in soot formation have yet to be considered.
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The purpose of this chapter is to calculate the dipole moment for a range of curved
PAH molecules, determine the origin of the dipole moment and develop an atom-centered
distributed multipole model of the electrostatic potential controlling the intermolecular
interactions. This is an initial step towards the parametrisation of force fields needed for
molecular dynamics simulations of systems containing curved PAH, where the curvature-
induced dipole produces the major long-range interaction and contributes significantly to the
molecular interactions.

4.1 Computation of the charge distribution

A representative collection of known curved PAH were chosen to give a range of different
geometries for analysis. Their curvature is due to pentagon integration and produces a
dipole moment. Many structures were chosen in the size range of 6–20 rings, as these
have been observed in non-graphitising carbon as determined from fringe analysis [460,
41, 169]. The set contains only molecules that fulfil the isolated pentagon rule formulated
for fullerenes, according to which neighbouring pentagons are thermodynamically unstable
and rearrange or expel C2 to form pentagons isolated by hexagons [454]. Pericondensed
PAH with high symmetry containing only sp2 carbon atoms have been found to be stable
due to π-delocalisation and are considered to be the primary species in high temperature
combustion carbons [398], and comprise the main part of the list in Figure 4.1 accordingly.
Sumanene (3a) and (3b) contain sp3 carbons and were also considered as they have been
previously synthesised [359, 450]. The terminating carbon atoms bonded to the hydrogen
shall be referred to as rim carbon atoms and the central carbon atoms as hub atoms.

The calculation of the dipole moment of a molecule requires accurate molecular geometry
and electron density. The hybrid density functional B3LYP [246, 26, 400] has been found
to accurately describe both the geometry and the charge distribution of polyarenes and
corannulene compared with experimentally determined values from synchrotron X-ray
scattering [325, 150].

Once an accurate geometry and charge distribution has been calculated the dipole moment
vector, µtot , can be calculated from the nuclear and electronic contributions,

µ tot = µnuclear +µelectronic, (4.1)

µ tot =
m

∑
l=1

ZlRl +
∫

Φ
∗

(
n

∑
i=1

−ri

)
Φ, (4.2)
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Figure 4.1 The list of curved arenes considered in this work: corannulene 1a [243], dicircum-
corannulene 1b and tricircumcorannulene 1c [99], acecorannulene 2a [1], [5,5]circulene 2b
[335], sumanene 3a [359], acenaphth[3,2,1,8-fghij]-as-indaceno-[3,2,1,8,7,6-pqrstuv]picene
derivatives 3b, 3c and 2f [450, 63], circumtrindene 3d [374] and penta-benzocorannulene 6a
[363]. Other curved arenes 2c, 2d, 2e, 2f, 3e, 4a and 5a were also studied. Pentagons are
coloured for clarity.

where the nuclear contribution is considered for m atoms with nuclear charges Zl and positions
Rl . The electronic contribution is determined from the wavefunction and the one-electron
operator ri for n electrons.

For a collection of 46 molecules it was found to predict the dipole to within 0.13 D of the
experimental value (with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set and B3LYP method) [178]. Table 4.1
shows the dipole moment of corannulene as calculated with this functional compared to the
post-Hartree-Fock method MP2 [291]. All geometries were optimised with a variety of basis
sets and calculated using the Gaussian 09 software [134]. The dipole moment of corannulene
determined experimentally from the Stark effect is 2.071 D [257]. It was found that for
B3LYP the dipole moment converged to 2.044 D for the largest basis set (1400 functions)
used. As seen in Table 4.1, B3LYP yields a reasonably accurate dipole moment even with
moderate sized basis sets where MP2 fails.

In order to tackle the geometry optimisation of the larger structures the B3LYP/6-
311+G(d,p) level of theory was used to optimise the geometry of the structures in Figure 4.1,
with the exception of the largest structures, 1c and 3f, where geometry optimisation was
performed using the smaller basis set 3-21G. The electronic structure was then calculated
at the B3LYP/cc-pVQZ level of theory for all of the geometry optimised structures. This
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Table 4.1 Dipole moment of corannulene calculated with B3LYP and MP2 methods, using
basis sets with a different number of basis functions, in debye with % deviation from the
experimental value of 2.071 D [257].

Basis set Function no. B3LYP MP2

3-21G 200 2.414 (16.6%) 2.777 ( 34.1%)
6-31G(d) 320 1.722 (16.9%) 2.173 (4.9%)
6-311+G(d,p) 500 2.187 (5.6%) 2.667 (28.8%)
cc-pVTZ 740 1.994 (3.7%) 2.419 (16.8%)
cc-pVQZ 1400 2.044 (1.3%) – –

procedure (a B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) geometry calculation used for the B3LYP/cc-pVQZ
calculation of the electronic structure) led to a dipole moment for corannulene of 2.062 D,
different by 0.45% from the experimental value. The coincidence is in part fortuitous, in view
of the 1.3% deviation of the fully geometry-optimised corannulene structure at the cc-pVQZ
level of theory from the experimental dipole, Table 4.1. The dipole moments can be found in
Table 6.1.

4.2 Origin of the dipole moment

The dipole of curved arenes could originate from (i) a curvature-induced flexoelectric dipole
from the polarisation of the π-bonds in direction normal to the C-skeleton [107, 209, 237];
(ii) the tilt angle of the C–H bonds [442]; (iii) charge transfer from the delocalised π-electrons
in hexagonal sites to localised states on pentagonal sites [312, 59, 432, 10] or (iv) to localised
states at the rim of the PAH [456]. To explore the importance of each of these factors, the
correlation of the dipole moment to the size of the molecule and the number of pentagons in
it was investigated first. Figure 4.2 shows the dipole moment as a function of the number of
rings. The size dependency of the dipole for fragments of the C-skeleton of a nanocone has
been found to be linear with the radius of the aromatic network [237]. A similar linear trend
of the dipole as a function of the square root of the number of rings was found (which is
proportional to the diameter of the fragment), i.e. the dipole moment of hydrogen-passivated
curved PAH molecules also scales linearly with diameter (Figure 4.2, inset). The dipole
moment increases with the number of pentagons in the PAH, but it soon saturates after two
to three pentagonal rings have been incorporated, which was also found for nanocones [237].
Thus, for curved PAH with more than two pentagons, the dipole moment depends on the size
but not predominantly on the number of pentagons.
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Figure 4.2 Dipole moment of curved PAH molecules as a function of the number of rings.
Inset: Dipole moment as a function of size comparing different numbers of pentagons.

To illustrate the effect of the curvature on the electrostatic potential through the effects
(i-ii), flexoelectric effect and CH bonds, Figure 4.3 compares the potentials created by the
flat PAH coronene with one of the curved PAH, corannulene (1a). In both cases, the excess
positive charge is dominating the potential in the region of the hydrogen atoms and excess
negative charge dominates above and below the plane of the aromatic system due to the
π-electrons – this distribution provides the large quadrupole moment of these PAHs. A cross
section along the z-y plane of the electrostatic potential demonstrates a significant difference
between the flat and curved cases: a normal polarisation (relative to the aromatic plane) of
the π-electron charge is apparent. The increased electron density on the convex face of the
bowl leads to the large dipole moment of corannulene, as was observed earlier [156].

To illustrate the effects (iii) and (iv) from the localised states near the edge and at the
pentagons, in Figure 4.4 the electron localisation function (ELF) was calculated for molecule
3f – an analysis that has proved itself useful for curved PAH [280]. The ELF is a measure
of the likelihood of finding two electrons of the same spin in a small region of space. It is
defined as [27]

ELF(r) =
[

1+
D(r)2

D0(r)2

]−1

, (4.3)
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Figure 4.3 Coronene and corannulene are shown left (a,d) and right (b,c,e). The molecular
electrostatic potential was mapped to an isosurface of the electron density (B3LYP/cc-pVQZ,
with an isovalue of 0.001 e Å−3) (a,b,c). A two dimensional contour plot of the electrostatic
potential through the z-y plane is shown (d,e), with the outermost four contour lines being
drawn at ± 0.03, 0.06, 0.1 and 0.2 V.

where D(r) = Tσ (r)−|∇ρσ (r)|2/4ρσ (r) is proportional to the first non-vanishing coefficient
in the Taylor expansion (with respect to small |r|) of the spherically averaged conditional pair
probability to find a same-spin electron in the vicinity of an electron in the vector-position
r; Tσ = ∑

σ
i |∇ψi|2 is the kinetic energy density, ρσ = ∑

σ
i ψ∗

i ψi is the σ -spin probability
density, and D0(r) = 9.12ρ

5/3
σ (r) is the value for a uniform electron gas. A value of ELF

= 1 corresponds to a perfectly localised electron and ELF = 1/2 to a uniform electron
gas. Figure 4.4 shows the iso-ELF surface (iso = 0.66), calculated using the Multiwfn
program [258], within which a region of localised electron pairing occurs. There appears
greater localisation of the electrons (effect (iii)) at the pentagonal sites of 3f compared to the
hexagonal, cf. Figure 4.4b. This is a known effect that has been studied in relation to the
energetic barrier for inversion of the bowl [101], where the transition from flattened structure
to curved decreases the aromatic delocalisation energy. There is also increased localisation
in the rim region, effect (iv), Figure 4.4c, in relation to the increased bond order of the C–C
bonds at the rim [456].

An additional example is given in Figure 4.5, where the π-electron localisation of
artificially flattened and relaxed curved corannulene are compared. In the curved structure,
the π-bonds at the hub of the molecule are visibly polarised in direction normal to the C
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Figure 4.4 a) Plot of the iso-surfaces of the electron localisation function for molecule 3f at
iso=0.66. Pentagonal rings are coloured blue and hexagonal rings grey to allow the molecular
geometry to be seen. Insets show the localisation at pentagonal rings b) and localisation at
the rim c).

skeleton of the corannulene – the increase of the π-electron density on the concave side of the
molecular bowl leads to a Pauli expulsion of electron density to the convex side, providing
further evidence for effect (i).

The local flexoelectric dipole µflex (per C-site) due to curvature-induced π-bond po-
larisation in direction normal to the C-skeleton has been analysed using a tight binding
rehybridisation model [107]; linear dependence with Haddon’s pyramidalisation angle [161]
has been demonstrated:

µflex = fθpθpvπ . (4.4)

Here, vπ is the unit vector collinear with the axis of the π-orbital and pointing toward
the concave side of the PAH, and θp the pyramidalisation angle, a characteristic of the
deformation of the carbon skeleton (at each atom centre, a plane can be constructed that
makes three equal angles θp with the adjacent C-C bonds; this plane is referred to as the
pyramidalisation plane). The value of the flexoelectric constant fθp of a π-orbital next to
a sp2 carbon atom between three hexagons has been calculated using electronic structure
methods for fullerenes and nanotubes as fθp = 2.34 D/rad [237]. Using the approach of
these authors, a similar value of fθp= 2.35 D/rad for a (5,5) nanotube was found with the
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Figure 4.5 Plot of the iso-surfaces of the electron localisation function for corannulene 1a at
iso=0.66 for a) flattened and b) relaxed corannulene. Insets on the right are expanded views
near the π-bonding region at the hub showing the asymmetry of the bond.

B3LYP/cc-pVQZ method used. This flexoelectric coefficient is obviously unrelated to the
localisation effects or the CH bond tilt.

The flexoelectric effect dominates the dipole moment of the curved PAH considered. This
can be shown by neglecting the other three effects leading to polarisation. The summation of
µflex, Eq. 4.4, over all Chub-sites gives for the total dipole moment µ of the molecule,

µ ≈ ∑
Chub

µflex = fθpθ tot, (4.5)

where the vector is referred to as θ tot = ∑Chub
θpvπ as to the total pyramidalisation of the

molecule. It is a geometric characteristic of the molecular structure (Figure 4.6b); for small
pyramidalisation, it can be expressed as θ tot ≈ LNChubHvπ/4, where NChub is the number
of hub atoms. Thus, θ tot is a global measure of the curvature of the molecule as a whole,
equal within a coefficient to the average mean curvature vector Hvπ of the sp2-skeleton. The
rim C-atoms (bonded to hydrogen) are neglected in the sum (Eq. 4.5), with the assumption
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that the π-electron repulsion leading to the polarisation is less effective for the two adjacent
π-orbitals next to a rim C compared to three π-orbitals next to a hub C. The sp3 carbon
atoms (having no π-orbitals) in structures 3a and 3b were also excluded. To determine the
vector vπ , the POAV2 approach of Haddon [161] introduced in the Background chapter was
used. Note that this vπ can be quite different from the normal vector to the pyramidalisation
plane (which is used often as an approximation of vπ within the POAV1 approach [161]). If
the contributions to µ of the localisation effects and the CH bond tilt are small, the dipole
moment of all molecules investigated must be proportional to θ tot, with proportionality
coefficient fθp . This is indeed the case, as demonstrated in Figure 4.6a; the linear relationship
(Eq. 4.5) holds with R2 = 0.995 and the value of the linear coefficient is fθp = 2.24±0.03
D/rad (all errors are 2σ ). This value differs by 4.7% from the one calculated for a nanotube,
i.e. more than 95% of the dipole of the curved PAHs considered here is of flexoelectric
origin.
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Figure 4.6 a) Values of θ tot from Eq. 4.5 (dashed line) compared with the calculated DFT
dipole moments for the set of molecules in Figure 4.1, cf. Table 6.1. The number of
pentagons for each fragment is also indicated. b) Illustration of the relation of θ tot and
θp to the geometry of the molecule. At each sp2 carbon, a pyramidalisation plane can be
constructed that makes equal angles (θp) with the three adjacent C–C bonds. The normal to
this plane is approximately colinear with the π-orbital axis. The angle θσπ in the figure is
the one between the C–C bonds and the normal to the pyramidalisation plane.

The contribution of the other three effects is surprisingly small. An attempt to elaborate
the geometrical model Eq. 4.5 was made by including the contribution of the C–H bond dipole
(ii) and the rim localisation (iv), and also by allowing for different values of fθp for carbon in
pentagons and at the rim. However, due to the complete domination of the flexoelectric effect
and to efficient compensation of the other polarisation sources, the respective effects cannot
be decoupled in this manner. Qualitatively, by considering the direction of the effects (ii-iv)
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relative to the flexoelectric dipole (i), one can conclude that the observed 4.7% reduction of
the flexoelectric coefficient is mostly due to the neglected rim localisation effect (iv). (The
dipoles due to the C–H bond tilt (ii) and to the pentagon localisation (iii) are in the same
direction as the flexoelectric dipole – plus pole towards the concave side – and would lead
to a larger effective fθp value in Eq. 4.5.) However, even this conclusion is uncertain as
the error in the calculation of the π-electron flexoelectric effect is probably of the same
order of magnitude as the combined result of all other effects: a small additional π-electron
flexoelectric effect can be expected from (i) the rim atoms were neglected, and from (ii)
the asymmetric deformation at the pentagon C-atoms (where torsional misalignment of
the π-orbitals is present, similar to the one studied by Nikiforov et al. [299] in relation to
nanotube strain energy – it may affect µflex).

The simulations of flattened corannulene confirm that the linear flexoelectric effect
dominates the polarisation, and also indicate that the success of Eq. 4.5 is due to fortuitous
cancellation of effects. These simulations’ constrained variable was the internal dihedral
angle φ between the pentagonal and the hexagonal rings (as shown in Figure 4.7). All other
coordinates were optimised for geometries of varying φ ranging from 180◦ to 140◦ in 2◦

increments. Three of the constrained and optimised structures are shown in Figure 4.7. The
total pyramidalisation angle, θ tot = ∑Chub

θpvπ , was then computed (compare to Eq. 4.5).
The magnitude of the dipole moment µ was calculated at the B3LYP/cc-pVQZ level of
theory using the Gaussian 09 software [134]. The dependence of µ on θtot is shown in Figure
4.7. The linear model Eq. 4.5 is shown for comparison, with slope fθp = 2.24 D/rad, as
determined in Figure 4.6. As seen, the dependence of µ on θtot shows non-linearity even at
rather small values of the angle, and the success of Eq. 4.5 seems to be due to fortuitous
cancellation of effects at larger pyramidalisation.

To conclude, Eq. 4.5 allows the calculation of the dipole moment of a curved arene from
our list with an average error of 2.3±1.9%, which is a satisfactory accuracy in view of the
expected error of the DFT values (cf. Table 6.1). A component-by-component comparison
between the DFT dipole with the one calculated via Eq. 4.5 is given in Table 4.3 for the large
asymmetric structure 3f (showing the worst match to Eq. 4.5 from those in Table 6.1): the
difference in magnitude is 4% and the difference in direction is 6◦.
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Figure 4.7 The magnitude of the dipole moment of the strained corannulene geometries are
plotted versus the total pyramidalisation angle θ tot. The dihedral angle which is constrained
in the geometry optimisation is shown in the boxed inset. Three of the geometries with their
corresponding dihedral angles are inset. The dashed line corresponds to Eq. 4.5.

4.3 Distributed multipole description

Curved aromatic structures play a role in numerous technologically relevant processes, and
the interest towards modelling the interactions within these materials is growing. One such
process of interest to us is the role of the curved PAHs’ dipole in soot formation. A strong
correlation is known to exist between soot formation and chemi-ions in a flame [56], but
Chen and Wang recently calculated binding energies between flat PAH and flame chemi-ions
that are not strong enough to stabilise anything larger than a dimer [62]. One can expect the
situation to be qualitatively different with curved PAH due to strong long-range ion-dipole
interaction, which might be involved in stabilising clusters of PAHs, but an appropriate force
field is required to study this case. A second example is the adsorption in microporous carbon.
The effect of the curvature has been explored, e.g. for hydrogen absorption, which is enhanced
on corannulene due to a dipole-induced dipole interaction [364] modelled with molecular
dynamics via modification of the van der Waals parameters of the force field. Obviously,
in cases of adsorption of polar molecules on microporous carbon, a strong directional solid
dipole-solid dipole interaction will control the process – in this case, an effective van der
Waals model of the flexoelectric dipole is inapplicable. The strained pentagon presents a
binding site for ions as well [426] (which is probably the reason why corannulene allows for
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Table 4.2 Dipole moment and pyramidalisation of the curved aromatic hydrocarbons in
Figure 4.1: DFT dipole values (B3LYP method) compared with the model Eq. 4.5, and total
and maximum pyramidalisation angles.

Molecule DFT dipole max. pyr. angle total pyr. θ tot = flexoel. dipole
µ [D] max(θp) [◦] ∑Chub

θpvπ [rad] ∑Chub
µflex [D]

1a 2.06 8.34 0.909 2.03
1b 6.24 10.48 2.89 6.46
1c 10.30 10.59 4.65 10.39
2a 2.79 10.99 1.16 2.59
2b 3.87 11.23 1.75 3.92
2c 4.63 11.63 2.06 4.60
2d 7.01 11.91 3.03 6.76
2e 9.15 11.59 3.99 8.92
2f 4.57 10.65 2.06 4.60
3a 2.34 8.85 1.04 2.33
3b 3.66 12.51 1.54 3.45
3c 4.35 12.35 1.96 4.37
3d 5.13 12.08 2.33 5.21
3e 5.70 12.17 2.54 5.69
3f 9.32 10.64 4.33 9.69
4a 5.84 12.52 2.59 5.80
5a 6.12 12.28 2.78 6.22
6a 6.12 12.09 2.59 5.80

supercharging of lithium in battery applications [462]), and force fields are also required for
this case.

The most common representation of the charge distribution in a molecule used in force
fields is an ensemble of atom-centred point charges. However, this model is unsuitable
for curved PAHs, where the most long-ranged interaction is due to the flexoelectric dipole
that cannot be represented with atom-centred point charges. Therefore, the capability of a
distributed multipole [401] description of the electrostatic potential of curved PAHs will now
be investigated.

The expansion of the electrostatic potential in an ensemble of multipole centres (a set
of atom-centered charge, dipole, quadrupole, etc.) is not unique – different sets of values
of the multipoles at each centre can produce the same total potential, and all decomposition
methods are based on heuristic assumptions of how the electron density is separated between
the atoms; therefore, no strict physical meaning should be ascribed to the values of the
multipoles in a distributed multipole expansion. Nevertheless, a decomposition was sought
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that not only describes the electrostatic potential outside the van der Waals surface correctly,
but is also physically reasonable. Two methods were tested which are commonly employed
for the decomposition: the Gaussian distributed multipole analysis (GDMA) [401] and the
atoms-in-molecules (AIM) approach [16]. The advantage of the AIM approach is that the
electron density itself is partitioned and then integrated to yield the multipoles in the atomic
basins, making the decomposition independent of the basis set of molecular orbitals used
and of the system size [275]. On the other hand, GDMA computes the multipoles directly
from the Gaussian basis functions, is fast even for the largest structures studied, and is
more widely used (GDMA point multipoles have been integrated into molecular dynamics
packages such as AMOEBA, CHARMM and DL_MULTI). Two variants of GDMA were
employed: one with rank 2 multipoles (point charge-dipole-quadrupole) on every atom,
which are referred to as GDMA(C2H2), and another with rank 2 multipoles on every carbon
but only a point charge (rank 0 restriction) on every hydrogen, GDMA(C2H0), which will
be named the cPAHAP forcefield. For the PAHs in Figure 4.1, both methods produce a
total dipole moment of magnitude within ±0.002 D of the exact µ that follows from the
electronic structure calculations. An example is given in Table 4.3 for the asymmetric PAH
3f: the component-by-component comparison of the total dipole for the GDMA(C2H0)
multipole expansion and the DFT shows that the GDMA method reproduces all components
effectively. GDMA(C2H0) and AIM agreed well in all cases. However, the larger structures
had significant divergence between GDMA(C2H2) and AIM.

Table 4.3 Dipole moment components (in debye) of molecule 3f calculated with DFT, Eq.
4.5 and GDMA(C2H0).

µx µy µz
DFT -1.183 -0.763 -9.211

Eq. 4.5 -0.181 -0.742 -9.660
GDMA(C2H0) -1.085 -0.789 -9.219

Further insights into the divergence between AIM and GDMA(C2H2) can be gained by
discussing in more detail how they are determined. The AIM approach partitions the atoms
into volumes with the condition ∇ρ(r) = 0 defining the interfaces between them; ρ is the
electron density. The AIM analysis was performed on corannulene and dicircumcorannulene
using the Multiwfn program [258] with a grid spacing of 0.06 Bohr. Figure 4.8 shows an
xy cross section through the molecules. The blue lines show the interface of the two atomic
volumes in cross section.

By integration of the charge density (electron density along with the nuclei) over the
atomic volume, the AIM analysis allows the calculation of the atom-centred multipoles up to
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Figure 4.8 Cross section of the molecular volumes/basins calculated using the atoms in
molecules approach for the molecules 1a and 1b.

quadrupole moments. This method produces reasonable values of the atom-centred multipole
moments, which are size extensible and independent of the basis set [275] as the decompo-
sition uses the electron density directly as provided by the electronic structure calculation.
However, the partitioning and numerical integration are computationally expensive and could
not be applied to the largest carbon structures studied. The GDMA method is of lower
computational cost as it provides the atom-centred multipoles directly from the optimised
molecular orbital calculations.

As the flexoelectric dipole moment has been found in this study to be important, the
atom-centered dipoles were compared between the GDMA(C2H2) method and the AIM
method as the benchmark. For the molecule corannulene 1a, the flexoelectric dipoles at
the hub of the molecule were of similar magnitude (<10%) and direction for the different
decompositions. Figure 4.9 shows a vector representation of the atomic centered dipole
moments for dicircumcorannulene 1b using the two variants of GDMA, where the length is
proportional to the magnitude of the moment. The GDMA(C2H2) method produces dipoles
at the hub C atoms that are 40-50% larger than the AIM method, Figure 4.9a. In addition,
it produces a very high dipole moment at the hydrogen atoms (in addition to the positive
point charge) that has no intuitive physical explanation. The second variant of the Gaussian
distributed multipole decomposition, GDMA(C2H0), is with multipole rank at the H atoms
set to 0 (point charges only). GDMA(C2H0) compares very well with the "benchmark" AIM
multipoles, Figure 4.9b and produces intuitively reasonable values of the point charges and
dipoles. One explanation could be that the GDMA method is ill-defined at the rim with linear
combinations of point charge and dipole moments on the C–H atoms being able to describe
the same charge polarisation. By constraining the hydrogen atoms to be point charges a
boundary condition is provided giving a unique solution.
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a b

Figure 4.9 Atom-centred dipole moments plotted as vectors for circum-2-corannulene cal-
culated using the AIM approach (red arrows) and the GDMA method (black arrows). In
a), GDMA(C2H2) is shown with rank=2 multipoles on all atoms, hydrogens included. In
b), the GDMA(C2H0) dipoles are given, where restricted expansion (rank=0) of the atomic
multipoles on the hydrogen atoms is utilised.

Figure 4.10 shows the GDMA(C2H0) distributed point dipoles and monopoles for
molecule 3f. The C-centred dipole moments range between 0.11–0.79 D in magnitude.
The procedure computes a large dipole at each rim carbon atom, in the direction of the C-H
bond with the positive pole pointing toward the hub. This polarisation reflects mostly the
localised states at the rim of the PAH (increased bond orders and electron density near the rim
compared to the hub [456], effect (iv)). In the GDMA(C2H0) decomposition, the polarisation
of the C-H bonds (and effect (ii)) is reflected by the partial charges at the C and H atoms.
From the dipole at each pyramidalised hub C-atom and the local θp, "local values" were
obtained for the flexoelectric coefficient fθp in the range 2.24–2.27 D/rad, which coincide
with the "averaged" fθp value in Eq. 4.5 and Figure 4.6. The largest contributors to the net
dipole moment are the pentagonal carbon atoms that are the most heavily pyramidalised. The
total dipole moment per pentagonal ring (defined as the vector sum of the GDMA(C2H0)
dipoles of all atoms in the pentagon) was found to be of magnitude 1.76±0.03 D. Finally, in
Figure 4.10c, the partial charges at the pentagonal carbon atoms are found to range between
-0.01 and -0.03 e, and each pentagon contains a total charge of -0.09±0.02 e (effect (iii)). This
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Figure 4.10 GDMA dipoles a) and partial charges b) for the molecule 3f with the dipoles
shown as vectors and partial charge values printed at the atomic sites.

value is similar to what has previously been predicted for the pentagonal charge accumulation
in nanotube end caps, -0.013 e (calculated using the PBE density functional, with plane
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wave basis functions up of 25 and 225 Ry for the valance and charge density, respectively)
[432, 312]. Thus, all four polarisation effects are well represented by the GDMA(C2H0)
distributed multipole expansion.

Figure 4.11 Electrostatic potential along the z− y plane for corannulene (1a) calculated from
a) the point charge model obtained by the MK scheme, and c) the GDMA(C2H0) multipole
representation – cPAHAP. Potential maps of the difference between these potentials and the
DFT result in Figure 4.3e are given in b-d) for the point charge b) and in d) for the multipole
model.

Figure 4.11 shows the electrostatic potential on the z− y plane outside the van der Waals
surface of corannulene for two different multipole decompositions: c) is GDMA(C2H0) and
a) is the standard point charge description as obtained by the Merz-Kollman (MK) scheme. In
b) and d), the difference between these potentials and the exact DFT potential in Figure 4.3 is
given (using the procedure of Kramer et al. [229]). A significant divergence between the point
charge ensemble’s potential and the DFT potential is evident, especially near the pentagonal
carbon atoms where the flexoelectric dipole is large; on the other hand, the GDMA(C2H0)
representation is accurate. In order to quantify the differences, the molecular electrostatic
potential was calculated at the electron density isosurface 0.002 e/Å3 (near the interaction
surface of molecular pairs). For the point charge model, the average difference between the
DFT and the model potentials at this surface was 36%. This error was reduced to 2.6% for
the GDMA(C2H0) distributed multipole representation. An additional problem of the MK
description is that the total dipole moment of the point charge ensemble is 1.73 D, a value
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reduced by 21% compared with the DFT dipole. GDMA(C2H0) also produced reasonable
total quadrupole moments (within 12% of the DFT results) which is not the case with the
point charge model.

In summary, the dipole moment µ of 18 curved aromatic molecules has been computed
and was shown to reach significant values (2-10 D). The main contribution to this moment
was shown to stem from the π-orbital flexoelectric dipole moment: µ of all these molecules
can be calculated with 95% accuracy using a standard linear model for the dependence of the
flexoelectric polarisation on the pyramidalisation at each carbon atom. Gaussian distributed
multipole expansion, restricted to rank 2 at the carbon atoms and rank 0 at the hydrogens
– GDMA(C2H0) – has been shown to reproduce the electrostatic potential of the curved
arenes with sufficient accuracy, which we will refer to as the cPAHAP forcefield. Previously
our group has applied distributed multipole analysis to describe the potential of flat PAH
molecules and found it improved on point charge models, allowing the reproduction of the
second virial coefficient of benzene [418]. Yet, for dimers of flat PAH molecules, a point
charge distribution is sufficient for developing an accurate force field (iso-PAHAP) [417, 418].
For curved PAHs, this is not the case. The common atom-centred point charge models fail to
correctly reproduce the π-electron flexoelectric dipole moment, which controls the long range
potential and contributes significantly to the short range interactions. Therefore, atom-centred
point charge ensembles are inapplicable as a basis for force fields for molecular dynamic
simulations of curved PAHs.

In conclusion, the dipole moments for a range of curved aromatic hydrocarbons were
computed. Significant charge polarisations were determined for the size of species found in
combustion and carbon materials. This was due to the flexoelectric effect and a geometric
model allowed for the rapid computation of the dipole moment simply from the atomic
arrangements. Finally, the atom-centred point charges, used in many forcefields for carbon,
were found to be insufficient to describe the out-of-plane flexoelectric polarisation and a new
forcefield, cPAHAP, was developed. These insights will become important when considering
intermolecular interactions of cPAH with other species in the following chapters.





Chapter 5

Quantifying and integrating curvature
into soot

Credit: LIFE 1945 (public domain)

“...the layer planes are shown bending from one facet to another rather than
separate crystallites meeting at an angle. Bending appears more typical for this
type (of carbon) black.”
– Heidenreich, Hess and Ban, A Test Object and Criteria for High Resolution Electron

Microscopy (1968), Journal of Applied Crystallography
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The work in this chapter was published in The Journal of Physical Chemistry C and the
Proceedings of the Combustion Institute as well as a preprint in collaboration with the
Computational Modelling Group at the University of Cambridge. Contributions from the
group included Dr Botero and Dr Salamanca being responsible for all of the experimental
data including the sampling, performing the electron microscopy, experiments and image
analysis. The experiments related to particle size, soot volume fraction and Raman
spectroscopy measurements were performed by Dr Salamanca, as well as the data
processing and analysis. Mr Menon contributed geometries for the calculations and the
other authors edited the manuscripts. The electronic structure calculations, simulation
of the electron micrographs and writing were performed by the author.

In this chapter, we will explore quantifying curvature and integrating curvature in soot
nanoparticles. Experiments were undertaken with colleagues to quantify the degree of
curvature in early soot nanoparticles. Computational work is then performed to determine
the electronic effects driving curvature integration and the smallest aromatic species that can
be curved by pentagon integration. Finally, cyclic fuels are used to seed curvature into soot
nanoparticles and the impact on the Raman spectrum is explored using electronic structure
theory.

5.1 Curvature within early soot nanoparticles

The first question that arises after determining that curved aromatic molecules contain
a significant flexoelectric dipole moment is considering what fraction of species in soot
nanoparticles are curved. In this section high resolution transmission electron microscopy
and multislice electron micrograph simulations will be performed to provide an estimate for
this in an ethylene laminar diffusion flame.

Robert Heidenreich was the first to develop the method of phase contrast transmission
electron microscopy allowing for the carbon lattice to be imaged using an electron beam [174].
In this imaging mode the first order Bragg diffraction from the molecules is interfered with
the zeroth order transmitted electron beam. Phase contrast high resolution TEM images are
obtained from graphitic regions that are oriented so that their basal planes are at Bragg angles
with the electron beam. These appear as dark fringes in the image and can be directly related
to the nanostructure through fringe analysis. Fringe analysis involves processing the TEM
image to convert each fringe into line of pixels (skeletonisation) from which statistics can
be computed such as fringe length (L), end-to-end distance (C) and tortuosity (τ = L/C).
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The method used in this study has been previously benchmarked against simulated HRTEM
images of planar PAHs [42].

Curvature was first noticed by Heidenreich et al. [174] looking at thermally annealed
carbon black particles. They found, unlike in crystals where two crystallites will join at a
sharp grain boundary, that the fringes instead curved continuously where two misaligned
crystallites came together. As the resolution improved small fringes from soot nanoparticles
could be imaged and were also found to be curved, however, it was difficult to eliminate other
sources of tortuous fringes from imaging artifacts. Experimental work helped to solidify the
presence of curvature. Firstly, low pressure benzene premixed flames were found to produce
fullerenes and the fringes were found to be significantly curved [153, 147]. Secondly, large
fPAH of hexabenzocoronene were prepared and HRTEM images were compared with soot
nanoparticles. While the fPAH produced wavy fringes they did not curve to a similar degree
as fringes seen in diesel soot [402]. More recently, bent fringes within soot were interpreted
as being due to different 5- or 7-membered rings present in molecules with 28–49% of fringes
suggesting pentagon integration in mature soot [437]. However, there is still contention about
the presence of cPAH in soot particles particularly when observing mature soot particles,
due to modifications from carbonisation. Other sources of curved fringes have suggested
deformed aryl-linked PAH or bending of the aromatic plane. Therefore, simulated HRTEM
images will be compared with early soot nanoparticle HRTEM images to see how much
curvature can be inferred to arise from pentagonal ring integration.

Dr Botero performed the experiments in this section (with further details available in
Botero et al. [43]). A 200 kV JEOL 2100F electron microscope was used to perform the
imaging of the early soot particles with care taken to ensure low beam damage. Carbon
particulates were sampled thermophoretically from an ethylene coflow diffusion flame using
a rapid solenoid injector that holds a holey carbon TEM grid (Figure 5.1a and b). Grids were
imaged beforehand to ensure no contamination. Particles were only imaged if they were
suspended in the vacuum and therefore did not have any interference from the holey carbon
support or other soot particles.

Dr Botero also employed fringe analysis software to analyse the fringes of 209 primary
particles as a function of the radius from the centre of the particle and the sampling height
above the burner. The earliest carbon nanoparticulates that could be sampled were at 10 mm
above the burner. These early particles, ≈10 nm in diameter, provide insight into the
aromatic content in the soot nuclei, which cannot be directly sampled thermophoretically
and imaged due to their small size. Figure 5.1c and d show the skeletonised fringes from
two representative primary particles – one early particle 10 mm above the burner, where
luminosity has yet to develop, and another from the tip (at 49 mm above the burner) –
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Figure 5.1 a) Schematic of the co-flow diffusion flame used and the rapid solenoid injector,
and b) sampling positions. c-d) Skeletonised and unprocessed HRTEM images of primary
carbon nanoparticulates for 10 and 49 mm heights above the burner (particles are not shown
to scale but have radii of 9.5–10 and 8.5–10.2 nm; unprocessed images are also shown). e-f)
Fringe median length and tortuosity as a function of the radial distance normalised to the
size of the primary particles for various heights above the burner (standard errors ±0.01 for
τ , and ±0.03 nm for L). Data provided by Dr Botero.

along with the electron micrographs of the particles before image processing. For the radial
dependence, fringes were partitioned into five equal-radius concentric spherical shells and
the fringe size and tortuosity distributions were calculated for each shell. The distributions
were positively skewed towards longer fringes; therefore, the median length and tortuosity
was preferred instead of the mean.

The size of the molecular fragments in the soot can be inferred from the fringe length.
Figure 5.1f shows the fringe lengths across all heights above the burner. The fringes’
median size ranges from 0.9–1.2 nm, corresponding to aromatics with 14–22 aromatic
rings (assuming a circular pericondensed aromatic [42]). The results for the lowest height
above the burner (10 mm) provide insight into the species present at nuclei formation; there,
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L = 0.9−1.05 nm, corresponding to a size of 15 aromatic rings, consistent with optical band
gap measurements [42] and mass spectrometry [251].

The amount of cPAHs in the soot particulates was quantified by analysing the tortuosity
of the fringes. The tortuosity is a measure of the curvature, and therefore, of the polarity of
the molecular fragments corresponding to a fringe. The majority of fringes in the soot at
10 mm above the burner contained a single peak in the curvature and no inflection, indicating
the incorporation of pentagons, not heptagons, into the aromatic molecules at this low
height (which was also observed by Wang et al. [437]). As seen in Figure 5.1e, the fringes
became less tortuous as the carbon particulates progress through the flame, initially starting
at τ =1.18–1.20 and finally leaving the flame with values of τ =1.15–1.17.

The author then established a correspondence between the tortuosity and number of
pentagons by simulating HRTEM images of curved PAH with the similar number of aromatic
rings (15) as seen in the early flame, with three, two and one enclosed pentagons (Figure
5.2a, b and c). The same fringe analysis software was applied to these simulated images
and tortuosity values of 1.37, 1.20 and 1.13 were found. Small crosslinked PAH were also
analysed as alternative species that could produce tortuous fringes [see Figure 5.2d]. The
orientation with the maximum fringe tortuosity able to be produced for a non-pentagonal PAH
crosslinked species was τ =1.15, a value similar to τ of a curved PAH with a single pentagonal
ring. Fringes with tortuosity values >1.15 were therefore considered to be predominantly
due to pentagon integration and not crosslinked species. This cutoff underestimates the
amount of curved aromatics due to pentagon integration as it is not possible to distinguish
them from crosslinked PAHs. Using this cutoff it was calculated that for the lowest sampled
height, at least 62.5% of the fringes indicated pentagon integration. This amount of pentagon
integration is higher than the values 28–49% found previously for mature carbon particulates
[457, 437]. These lower values can be explained by the age of the particles; indeed, the fringe
analysis for carbon particulates sampled from the late stages of the flame have considerably
flatter and longer fringes. This indicates a carbonisation process leading to removal of
embedded pentagonal rings.

The polarity of curved PAHs in the carbon particulates at 10 mm above the burner can be
estimated based on the median fringe length (L ≈1 nm) and tortuosity (τ ≈1.2) suggested
from HRTEM image analysis of early soot particles, which correspond to the curved PAH
containing two pentagons (Figure 6.7b). A dipole moment of 5.32 D was calculated for this
species using the methodology developed previously in Chapter 4. Figure 6.7d shows the
electrostatic potential perpendicular to the aromatic plane of the PAH and reveals significant
charge polarisation due to the flexoelectric effect. The electrostatic potential indicates strong
binding sites for cations on the convex and concave surfaces of the aromatic plane.
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Figure 5.2 a-c) Curved aromatics with three, two and one pentagons, respectively, with
simulated HRTEM images and fringe analysis (with their corresponding calculated tortuosity
value).

Figure 5.3 Electrostatic potential perpendicular to the aromatic plane for the curved PAH
with two pentagons (isovalues of the potential are shown in a.u.).

In summary, a significant fraction of the molecules in early soot nanoparticles are curved.
The lack of curvature in mature soot is suggested to be due to thermal transformations that
soot undergoes.

5.2 Earliest inclusion of curvature

A more fundamental question arises after finding curvature in early soot nanoparticles – at
which point during the growth of the PAH is curvature integrated? Answering such a question
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experimentally would require the synthesis of many compounds, therefore, computational
techniques will be used to consider how small an aromatic molecule can be before it becomes
curved by pentagon integration. It is also interesting to consider which electronic features of
aromatics cause or inhibit curvature integration.

For the curvature integration calculations, the hybrid density functional theory (DFT)
method B3LYP with the 6-311G(d,p) basis set was used, which has been found to provide
structures for small curved aromatics to the quality of those determined from X-ray crystal-
lography [325, 150]. This level of theory provides molecular dipole moments to within 6%
error compared with the experimental value for corannulene, as mentioned. Care was taken
to ensure that geometry optimisations provided a structure not at a saddle point geometry
(e.g. small cPAH can invert through a planar transition state geometry [373]). C1 symmetry
was enforced for all structures, initial geometries were purposely curved away from planar
and frequency calculations ensured no negative frequencies indicating convex minima in the
potential energy were found.

Small PAH have flat configurations even if pentagons are integrated. In order to predict
at which stage of PAH formation in flames a significant flexoelectric dipole moment will
occur, it is important to find the onset of curvature integration as a PAH grows. Various
mechanisms for pentagon integration have been proposed, such as acetylene addition to
fluoranthene [330], dehydrogenation of a five-member bay site [446, 447], oxidation of
a zig-zag edge [388], dehydrogenation of aromers [186] or a C1/C2 mechanism [452], as
discussed in Chapter 3. Our goal here is not to comment on which mechanisms are of most
importance, but to determine the smallest PAH size that leads to curvature, and to expand the
set of structures explored in Figure 4.1. Figure 5.4 shows the various strategies employed to
increase the size.

The geometry of hexagonal and pentagonal nets should dictate that once two hexagonal
rings border a pentagonal ring, curvature should be integrated. Considering the base struc-
tures, labelled ac, fa, ph, be and 1a in Figure 5.4, no curvature is observed until the pentagon
is entirely enclosed by five hexagonal rings. To understand the discrepancy between a geo-
metrical net and that found in the calculated structures, the bonding must be considered. The
σ -bonding of the sp2 aromatic network containing pentagons favours curvature by limiting
the bond lengths (1.3–1.6 Å) and providing an angle potential optimal at 120◦, incompatible
with pentagonal structure. The π-bonding network, however, resists bending (leading to a
large elastic modulus of 21.5 eV/Å2 [299]) and favours planarisation of the molecules. The
π-bonding dominates for two to four bordering hexagons with the bond lengths and angles
changing to accommodate the planar structure. The planarisation is only overcome for the
structure with a pentagon completely enclosed by hexagons (1a).
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Figure 5.4 Optimised geometries are shown from above and side. The curved structures
are framed. The most pyramidalised carbon atom of each structure is denoted by a red
circle and its θp value is quoted underneath, along with the dipole moment calculated at
the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory. Base structures with single pentagons with two
acenaphthylene ac, three fluoranthene fa, phenanthrindene ph, four benzo(ghi)fluoranthene
be or five corannulene 1a bordering hexagons are shown along the diagonal with hexagonal
extension top right and acetylene addition bottom left.

The previous set of structures, from Figure 4.1, was extended to include more molecules
containing pentagons incompletely enclosed by hexagons (containing sp3 carbons). Curved
geometries obtained via two pathways were analysed by increasing the hexagonal aromatic
network around the structure or by acetylene addition to zig-zag edge site, as suggested by
Pope and Howard [330]. For structures fa and ph, with a single pentagon and three bordering
hexagons, additional hexagonal network growth did not give rise to curvature. However,
for the structure be with four hexagonal rings enclosing the pentagonal ring, it was found
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that hexagonal growth did lead to curvature and a flexoelectric dipole. However, substantial
growth was required – the initial addition of hexagonal aromatic rings to the left and right
of the pentagonal ring lead to planar structures. Significantly more hexagonal rings were
required to curve the arenes containing a single non-enclosed pentagon ring. It was also found
that substantial curvature could be induced by the geometry with two unenclosed pentagons
joined by two hexagons (Figure 5.4 cp). An effective curvature integration mechanism was
also found for the addition of acetylene to benzo(ghi)fluoranthene, be. This rapidly increased
the maximal pyramidalisation angle (θp,max = 6.8, 9.3, 10.5◦ for one, two and three acetylene
additions, respectively) and dipole moment of these structures (µ = 1.51, 2.45, 3.03 D).
This mechanism was also explored for corannulene and a substantial dipole moment was
found with these non-integrated pentagonal rings giving dipole moments of 2.93, 3.49, 3.96,
4.36 to 4.73 D. The additional pentagonal rings around the edges produced curvature more
effectively due to pentagonal rings’ decreased internal angles compared with the hexagons,
which provides more σ strain on the carbon network. This is further highlighted by comparing
the curvature of pentacetylcorannulene (pa) and pentabenzocorannulene (pb). The former
was found to be more pyramidalised, θp,max = 12.3◦, compared with the latter, θp,max = 9.2◦.
Acetylene additions to zig-zag sites (producing edge-based peripheral pentagonal rings)
are not persistent at high temperature and are prone to acetylene desorption, migration or
rearrangement into hexagonal rings [446]. However, if further acetylene addition proceeds to
enclose the pentagonal ring by hexagons, it would represent the most effective manner to
integrate curvature, with the second most effective being acetylene addition to zig-zag edge
sites.

Returning to the question of the critical size for the onset of curvature, Figure 5.5 shows
the dipole moment as a function of ring number. It is seen that the onset of curvature occurs
at 6 rings for the pentagon enclosure and acetylene curvature integration strategies. For the
hexagonal extension strategy, the onset of curvature was found to be at 10 rings.

In summary, curvature integration is driven by the strain imposed on the carbon skeleton
by the bond length and angle restrictions due to the σ -bonding, but it is resisted by the
π-bonding which favors planar geometries. It turns out that the latter effect is dominant for
small species, resulting in a relatively well defined critical size of the pentagon-containing
structures that has to be overcome for curvature to occur. The onset size has been found to
be six rings for growth by pentagon enclosure and rim based pentagonal rings and 10 rings
for hexagonal extension for a pentagon that is not enclosed. Acetylene addition to a zig-zag
edge providing rim based pentagonal rings was found to increase the curvature to a greater
degree than the addition of hexagonal rings. It will now be considered whether curvature can
be integrated experimentally using different fuels.
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Figure 5.5 Dipole moment as a function of the number of rings for different curvature
integration strategies. These strategies are also shown in Figure 5.4 with 5-enclosure being
represented by 1a as well as the structures previously calculated in Chapter 3, hex. extension
in the upper right half and 5-rim in the bottom left of Figure 5.4. Curved structures are
indicated by a plus symbol. The triangles correspond to ac, fa, ph and be.

5.3 Integrating curvature into soot

Thus far, the curvature of molecules within the earliest soot nanoparticles in an ethylene
flame has been quantified and the size of aromatics needed to incorporate curvature explored.
In this section the fraction of curved aromatics within soot will be modified by using a variety
of cyclic fuels. This will help establish whether a correlation exists between pentagonal rings
and sooting propensity.

Dr Salamanca performed the experimental work presented in this section (full details can
be found online at https://como.ceb.cam.ac.uk/preprints/246/). I will briefly introduce the
experiment to justify the analysis presented below. A similar coflow burner geometry is used
as shown in Figure 5.1 but n-heptane is used as a base fuel instead of ethylene as it is closer
to a real fuel surrogate. Doping of the cyclic fuels was achieved by mixing them within the
n-heptane to have a 20% mol carbon substitution of the pure n-heptane fuel. The liquids were
syringe fed and vapourised within a CEM evaporator (Bronkhorst), at 323 K and delivered to
the burner via heated tubes at 423 K with flow rates from 6.98 to 7 gh−1 depending on the
liquid mixture’s mass density to ensure a constant carbon supply to the burner.

The soot volume fraction was determined using colour ratio pyrometry using the FLiPPID
methodology developed and calibrated in the group [106]. Figure 5.6 shows the n-heptane
and the three cyclic fuels cyclohexene, cyclopentene and methylcyclohexane. The maximum
soot volume fraction for n-heptane is ≈1 ppm. The soot volume fraction increases for the

https://como.ceb.cam.ac.uk/preprints/246/
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addition of the hexagonal fuels by 17% and 36% for MCHA and CHE, respectively. For
cyclopentene, a significant increase of 80% is found, indicating an enhancement of soot
formation.

Figure 5.6 Soot volume fraction measured via colour ratio pyrometry. Courtesy of Dr Maurin
Salamanca.

To explore the nucleation of particles the particle size distribution was measured. A
quartz probe was used to sample from within the flame, allowing for rapid dilution and
quenching of the gas mixture. A Differential Mobility Spectrometer from Cambustion Ltd.
(DMS500) allowed for particle sizing down to 4 nm, however, only results down to 10 nm are
shown. More details on the sampling can be found in a previous publication [105]. Figure 5.7
shows the particle size distribution as a function of height above the burner and fuel mixture.
For all cyclic fuels added soot nucleation was found to occur earlier in the flame. The
most significant effect is again found for cyclopentene at low heights above the burner. For
>28 mm height above the burner bimodality is observed in the particle size distribution due
to coagulation of primary particles into soot fractal aggregates. Less significant differences
are observed at higher heights indicating the cyclopentene influences the particle formation
primarily and coagulation is similar between the fuels.

The nanostructure of the soot nanoparticles doped with different cyclic fuels was ex-
plored using HRTEM and Raman spectroscopy. For this study, the FEI Tecnai FEG20
electron microscope was used. Figure 5.8 shows the nanostructure of soot from the n-heptane,
n-heptane/cyclohexene and n-heptane/cyclopentene fuels sampled from h = 32 mm (methyl-
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Figure 5.7 Particle size distributions for different heights above the burner and fuel mixtures
in coflow diffusion flames. Courtesy of Dr Maurin Salamanca.

cyclohexane was found to have a similar nanostructure to n-heptane and is not reported for
brevity). This height provides well formed primary particles that have not been exposed to
significant oxidation. The core of the nanoparticles were found to be lacking in fringes indi-
cating a more amorphous nanostructure. Fringes were found to be arranged in a concentric
arrangement around the centre as is common in soot nanoparticles.

Figure 5.8 HRTEM images of soot from a) n-heptane as well as the b) cyclopentene and c)
cyclohexene doped n-heptane fuels. Courtesy of Dr Maurin Salamanca.

To determine any difference in the nanostructure between the particles significant statistics
needed to be captured. Therefore ten nanoparticles were analysed for each of the three fuels
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and fringe analysis was performed on the set of all fringes collected according to the procedure
previously published [42]. Table 5.1 shows the fringe statistics for the different fuels. The
fringe length was found to be similar between the n-heptane and the cyclohexene doped
fuel. Fringe length was slightly shorter for the cyclopentene doped fuel. Interlayer fringe
spacing was slightly longer for cyclohexene fuel but still much longer than that from a fully
graphitic material <0.34 nm. Tortuosity increases slightly for cyclohexene doped fuel but
for the cyclopentene a significant increase is found. This is best illustrated by comparing
ranges of τ previously determined for the early soot nanoparticles (while these ranges are
only appropriate for non carbonised early soot particles they will nonetheless aid in the
discussion). The cyclopentene fuel had a significantly higher fraction of strongly curved
fringes.

Table 5.1 Mean fringe length (L), fringe spacing (S), tortuosity (τ) and percentages of
fringes within certain tortuosity values for fringe analysis performed on particles collected at
h = 32 mm. Courtesy of Dr Maurin Salamanca.

Flame L S τ τ < 1.15 1.15 < τ < 1.35 τ > 1.35
(nm) (nm) (%) (%) (%)

n-hep. 0.936 0.418 1.19 52.8 34.9 12.3
hep.c-hexene 0.903 0.418 1.19 52.1 36.3 11.6
hep.c-pentene 0.834 0.421 1.25 40.6 40.7 18.7

Raman spectroscopy was also used to explore the nanostructure. This is an inelastic scat-
tering method able to probe the vibrational modes within a material. Quantum mechanically
Raman active modes significantly change the polarisability during the vibrational motion.
This allows energy to transfer between the light and the molecular vibration, leading to
emitted light downshifted in energy from the initial light (most commonly in Stokes shifted
light). In carbon materials there are two main vibrational modes, the graphitic G band (at
≈1580 cm−1) that arises in all sp2 carbon materials due to an in-plane “scissor” motion of
the atoms (E2g symmetry). In carbon materials with edges, the disordered D band (at ≈1345
cm−1) can also arise from an in-phase ring breathing vibration (A1g symmetry) that cannot
exist in graphite but becomes active near the edge of sp2 carbon atoms. This has allowed the
I(D)/I(G) to be correlated with the size of the graphitic regions La within carbon materials,

I(D)/I(G) =C′(λ )L2
a, (5.1)

where C′(λ ) is a wavelength dependent constant [120]. Significant photoluminescence was
also found, an effect not related to Raman scattering, however, it has been correlated with
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hydrogen content in carbon materials through the equation,

H[at%] = 21.7+16.6log
{

m
I(G)

[µm]

}
, (5.2)

where m is the slope of the photoluminiscent background measured for the baseline between
1000 and 1800 cm−1 [60].

Returning to the analysis of the Raman spectrum, an area of Raman spectroscopy of
carbon materials that has received less attention is the impact of curvature on the Raman
vibrational modes. Recently, simulated Raman vibrational modes for corannulene with DFT
found an upshifted D band relative to planar counterparts near 1450 cm−1 called the A band
(or A1 band), closely matching the experimental Raman spectrum for corannulene [352, 396].

Density functional theory is able to accurately capture molecular vibrations to within a
few cm−1 after applying an anharmonic correction. Figure 5.9 shows the scaling factor used
to correct for the anharmonicities and also shows the close agreement between the vibrational
modes computed using B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) and the experimental Raman spectrum for
corannulene [352].

Figure 5.9 Experimental versus DFT derived Raman active modes and the anharmonic scaling
factor (left). Simulated Raman spectrum from sum of curved PAH in Figure 4.1. Courtesy of
Dr Maurin Salamanca.

The Raman spectrum was then calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level of theory for
the species found in Figure 4.1. They were then grouped into those that had 1–2 pentagonal
rings and more highly curved species with 3–6 pentagonal rings. For the entire set the
spectra were normalised and their average taken. While this distorts the contribution from
the smaller species that have small scattering cross sections it will help to illustrate the
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regions where each class of species scatters. The Raman spectrum collected on soot from
the cyclopentene doped n-heptane flame is also shown in an overlay. The G band was found
to be overlapping between the low and high curvature cPAH and was not shifted from the
frequency of flat PAH at ≈1580 cm−1. The most significant difference is in the D band which
is split in the cPAH species. There are a variety of defects that also lead to a downshifted
signal so the upshifted signals from 1345 to 1500 cm−1 will be the focus. The highly curved
species possess a vibrational mode at ≈1400 cm−1 due to a set of ring breathing mode
vibrations. All cPAH possessed intensity at ≈1450 cm−1 due to the same vibrational mode.
This suggests that considering the ratio of 1400 to 1450 cm−1 may be useful for comparing
the fraction of slightly and highly curved PAH in carbon materials, however, due to the small
separation between these bands it seems unlikely to be useful. Instead the ratio of the A band
at 1450 cm−1 to the G band, which is similar for curved or planar PAH, seems to be the
natural choice to quantify the number of curved species in carbon materials.

Figure 5.10 shows the construction of the different bands that will be used for comparing
the different species. Given the large amount of photoluminescence in the early soot particles
the A band was not computed due to the errors introduced from the baseline fitting. Table 5.2
shows the results from the fitting procedure. Sampling heights above the burner were
chosen so that the mobility diameter measured using the DMS was either 25 nm or 80 nm,
corresponding to height ranges of H = 22− 25 mm and H = 30− 33 mm, respectively.
This ensured that the particles had similar residence times in the flame after nucleation –
cyclopentene nucleation, for example, began earlier than the other fuels so could be collected
at lower heights.

Figure 5.10 Raman spectra and the construction of the different metrics for the soot sampled
at low (left) and high (right) heights above the burner for the cyclopentene doped n-heptane
flame. Courtesy of Dr Maurin Salamanca.
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Table 5.2 Results from Raman spectroscopy of particles from low height above the burner
with particles of diameter D = 25 nm and high height above the burner with particles
of diameter D = 80 nm. Hydrogen atom percentage H, crystallite size La determined
from I(D)/I(G) [120] and curvature is inferred from I(A)/I(G). Courtesy of Dr Maurin
Salamanca.

Flame D = 25 nm D = 80 nm
H (at%) La (nm) La (nm) I(A)/I(G)

n-heptane 34±2 1.22±0.03 1.28±0.02 0.53
n-heptane/cyclohexene 35±1 1.24±0.01 1.25±0.01 0.51
n-heptane/cyclopentene 31±4 1.23±0.02 1.31±0.02 0.60

The hydrogen content inferred from the photoluminescence indicates an H/C ratio of
0.5 is expected for pericondensed aromatics with 10–15 rings. Slightly lower hydrogen
content was found for the cyclopentene doped flame. Insignificant changes were found in the
crystallite size between the low height samples. The Raman spectrum collected at the higher
height above the burner allows the baseline to be more easily fitted and the crystallite size to
be accurately determined from the I(A)/I(G) ratio. Cyclopentene doped soot was found to
have a significantly higher I(A)/I(G) ratio than the n-heptane and cyclohexene doped soot.
This was interpreted as being due to an increase in curvature in the cyclopentene doped soot
as suggested from the simulated Raman scattering.

The larger crystallite size for cyclopentene compared with n-heptane or cyclohexene
contradicts with the shorter fringes found in the HRTEM for the cyclopentene doped soot
in Table 5.1. Considering again how the integration of curvature splits the D band, this
could decrease the intensity at 1350 cm−1 providing a lower I(D)/I(G) ratio. This would
be interpreted as a larger crystallite size using Eq. 5.1 as the defect peak intensity (D band)
would be lower compared with the graphitic peak (G band). However, more experimental
work is needed to confirm this hypothesis. The HRTEM combined with the Raman spec-
troscopy results suggest that cyclopentene is able to provide more efficient pathways to
pentagon integration followed by internal incorporation to form curved species as compared
to hexagonal cyclic fuels.

In conclusion, curvature is quantified in early soot nanoparticles using HRTEM exper-
iments and multislice image simulations. The majority of aromatic species were found
to contain one or more pentagonal rings with, on average, two pentagonal rings within
species with 15 rings providing a dipole moment of 5.32 D. Further computational work was
undertaken to consider the earliest stages that curvature can become integrated into growing
aromatic species. This was found to be six rings. At this size the carbon skeleton overcomes
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the π-bonding that favours a planar geometry. Finally, cyclic fuels were added into n-heptane
fuels. Cyclopentene doped n-heptane was found to provide a more curved nanostructure
compared with cyclohexene. It appears that the growth of PAH from cyclopentene precursors
provides a pathway to more pentagonal rings and curvature. This fuel also led to a significant
increase in soot nucleation as measured via DMS and soot volume fraction, providing a
correlation between curvature and soot formation. It is unclear experimentally whether there
is a causative link between these two. Therefore, the following chapters will explore how
cPAH could modify soot formation compared to fPAH; firstly, in terms of physical nucleation
and secondly, in terms of chemical inception pathways.





Chapter 6

Physical nucleation of cPAH

Mont Blanc - Credit: Visavis Fickr CC BY-NC-ND 2.0

“In burning candles upon the summit of Mont Blanc, I was much struck by the
comparatively small amount of light which they emitted.”

– Edward Frankland, On the Influence of Atmospheric Pressure upon Some of the
Phenomena of Combustion (1861), 629-653
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The work in this chapter was published as papers in Proceedings of the Combustion
Institute, Combustion and Flame and Combustion Science and Technology in collabora-
tion with the group at the University of Cambridge and Queen Mary University, London.
Contributions from the team included Ms Bowal performing the molecular dynamics
simulations, Mr Menon and Mr Lao performing the inversion rate calculations and the
other authors editing the manuscript. Dr Alston Misquitta and Ms Bowal aided in the
development of the curPAHIP forcefield. The calculations of the inversion barriers,
quantum molecular dynamics and writing were performed by the author.

In this chapter, the possibility of cPAH physically nucleating in flames will be consid-
ered. Homogeneous nucleation will be explored with homodimer binding energies of cPAH.
Ion-induced heterogeneous nucleation will then be considered using molecular dynamics
simulations of corannulene and coronene clustering with and without ions present. Electronic
structure calculations will be used to compute the binding energies between the cPAH with 15
rings, of which two are pentagonal, discussed in the previous chapter and the most common
chemi-ion in sooting flames, C3H +

3 . The question of whether curved PAH have a persistent
dipole moment at temperatures at which soot forms in a flame will then be explored using
electronic structure calculations. The rate of inversion is computed for a range of cPAH
revealing the strain aromaticity relationships which make large cPAH unable to invert in
a flame. Ab initio molecular dynamics is then used to track the fluctuation of the dipole
moment of a cPAH and study the dynamics of a chemi-ion interacting with the cPAH over
two picoseconds. Finally, the role of cPAH in physical nucleation is discussed in the context
of the presented results.

6.1 Homogeneous nucleation

In this section, the ability of cPAH to homogeneously nucleate at flame temperatures will
be explored using electronic structure calculations of homodimerisation energies. This
dimerisation energy (defined as the minimum energy of all possible dimer conformations) has
been used as a measure of the stability of clusters of flat PAH molecules previously [438, 418].
For example, Totton et al. [418] made use of symmetry-adapted perturbation theory DFT
methods SAPT(DFT) that were found to accurately reproduce the exfoliation energies of
graphene and the second virial coefficients of benzene [417, 418]. These energies have
been compared with the temperature dependent equilibrium constants for dimerisation and
clustering using molecular dynamics simulations of clustering. Energies above 40 kcal/mol
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were found to be required to allow for molecules to cluster at temperatures within the flame
where soot forms [418].

As already mentioned in Chapter 3 the suggestion of homogeneous nucleation of cPAH
was first proposed by Baum et al. [24] in 1992. To date there has not been substantial work
on this possibility. In the case of planar aromatics, the intermolecular potential energy was
easily sampled by increasing the interplanar distance between the dimers and calculating
the binding energy as a function of distance. However, for cPAH dimers, a more complex
geometry can result from the symmetry breaking due to the curvature and full geometry-
optimised structures were sought. This required a sufficiently rapid and scalable method
in order to optimise the geometry of the largest structures. A hybrid DFT method with an
empirical dispersion correction called B97D was used [155].

It must first be established whether B97D can accurately capture the dipole moment
of the cPAH. Table 6.1 shows the absolute error of the dipole moment calculated using
B97D, B3LYP and MP2 compared with the experimentally determined value for corannulene,
2.071 D.[257] Both B3LYP and B97D accurately predicted the dipole moment as the basis
set size increased (which is not the case for MP2). Therefore, B97D is able to capture the
dipole moment given a basis set the size of or larger than cc-pVTZ.

Table 6.1 Table of the difference of the dipole moments from the experimentally determined
value 2.07 D [257] for corannulene at various levels of theory in debye with percentage errors
in brackets.

Basis set Func. no. B3LYP B97D MP2

6-31G(d) 320 0.35 (16.9%) 0.16 (7.8%) 0.10 (4.9%)
6-311+G(d,p) 500 0.12 (5.6%) 0.19 (9.1%) 0.60 (28.8%)
cc-pVTZ 740 0.08 (3.7%) 0.01 (0.6%) 0.35 (16.8%)
cc-pVQZ 1400 0.03 (1.3%) 0.05 (2.2%) – –

How about the dispersion interactions – how well does B97D perform compared with
benchmark calculations? The B97D method has been found previously to accurately compute
the intermolecular energy between dimers of corannulene 1a and sumanene 3a determining
the interaction to within 2% of that calculated by CCSD(T) benchmark and symmetry adapted
perturbation theory SAPT(DFT) methods [201, 52]. Planar PAH such as pyrene and coronene
have been found to be overbound by B97D methods [418] and the B3LYP-D3 method was
found to better describe these molecules [200]. Recently SAPT(DFT) simulations on curved
arene dimers have been performed which allow the contributions of the intermolecular
interaction to be decoupled. These are shown in Table 6.2 where the dispersion energies
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calculated using the empirical correction in the B97D functional are compared for coronene
and corannulene.

Table 6.2 Table of intermolecular energies (kJ mol−1) determined using SAPT(DFT) and
B97D methods. Equilibrium distances are also shown.

Coronene Corannulene

SAPT(DFT)a B97D SAPT(DFT)b B97D
total −65.7 −85.9 −65.9 −66.4
electrostatic −27.5 – −40.4 –
repulsion 145.5 – 118.6 –
induction −38.9 – −8.0 –
dispersion −144.9 −154.9 −136.0 −121.1
R(Å) 3.58 3.51 3.62 3.62

a Taken from [329]. b Taken from [52].

The dispersion interactions are found to be overpredicted by B97D in the case of the
flat PAH coronene and underpredicted for curved PAH corannulene, in comparison with the
SAPT(DFT) benchmarks [329, 52]. Since the dipole moment was shown to be well described
by B97D, see above, the electrostatic interactions are not expected to differ with that of
SAPT(DFT) and, therefore, the underbinding of the dispersion interactions are compensated
by an underprediction of the exchange repulsion providing a binding energy close to that
of the benchmark calculations for corannulene. For coronene this compensation does not
hold with an overprediction of the dispersion interaction leading to an overpredicted binding
energy. It is well known for dispersion corrected hybrid density functional theory methods
that the B3LYP-D3 method provides a better binding energy for coronene with a lower CC

6
dispersion coefficient [200]. This indicates corannulene has a larger dispersion interaction
compared with coronene which would follow from the electrons being more easily polarised
on pyramidalised carbon atoms. This has recently been shown to be the case for different
carbon nanoforms [145]. Therefore, B97D is able to capture electrostatic and dispersion
interactions to an acceptable level to provide a preliminary comparison.

Full geometry optimisations of the dimers were performed at this level of theory with
basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrected for in the final electronic structure calculation
(the BSSE error was not thought to impact the geometry optimisation substantially as it was
found to be <2% in all cases). The results are shown in Table 6.3 as well as plotted as a
function of molecular mass in Figure 6.2.
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Table 6.3 Table of dipole moments, dimer binding energies, dimer equilibrium distances and
molecular quadrupoles for PAH

Dipolea
∑θPvπ BEb Dd Tilt

(debye) (rad) (kJ mol−1) (Å) (degrees)

1a 2.06 1.269 -66 3.62 0.0
2a 2.79 1.697 -72 3.88 0.0
2b 4.10 2.309 -94 4.08 13.1
2c 4.92 2.723 -107 4.30 10.5
2d 7.42 3.778 -228 4.63 0.0
2f 4.83 2.598 -124 4.23 0.0
3a 2.51 1.524 -80 3.63 0.0
3c 4.62 2.579 -97 4.50 5.6
3d 5.44 2.953 -90 4.70 22.9
4a 6.36 3.257 -78 6.05 5.5
5a 6.49 3.274 -68 7.00 6.2
6a 6.46 3.205 -69 7.70 40.1
pyr 0.0 0.000 -42c 3.59 –
cor 0.0 0.000 -69c 3.58 –
ova 0.0 0.000 -98c 3.56 –
hbc 0.0 0.000 -140c 3.52 –
cir 0.0 0.000 -182c 3.46 –

a Taken from [267]. b Binding energy. c Taken from [419]. d Equilibrium distance.

Figure 7.4 shows the binding energies of cPAH compared with fPAH dimers of pyrene,
coronene, ovalene, hexabenzocoronene and circumcoronene taken from [419]. For structures
containing one to two pentagonal rings, it was found that similar binding energies for curved
and planar PAH of similar masses. However, further increases in the number of pentagons
destabilised the cPAH dimers significantly compared with flat PAH dimers.

To analyse the reasons for this behaviour, let us consider corannulene and coronene –
small PAH whose similar binding energies allow the role of dispersion and dipole-dipole
interactions to be analysed. SAPT(DFT) calculations showed a reduced dispersion interaction
in corannulene dimers of −136 kJ/mol [52], compared with −145 kJ/mol [329] for coronene.
This is also seen in the greater intermolecular distance between the two molecules centre
of masses, in the dimer of corannulene, 3.62 Å compared with 3.58 Å for coronene (see
Figure 6.2 for a more complete comparison). The role of the dipole can be evaluated via the
electrostatic contribution, which for corannulene is 22% of the attractive potential compared
with 13% for the coronene dimer. The dipole of the dimers increased in comparison with the
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Figure 6.1 Binding energy of flat and curved PAH molecules as a function of molecular mass.

sum of the two static dipole moments, indicating a small contribution from induced dipoles
(Debye interaction). SAPT(DFT) found induced polarisation to make up 4% of the attractive
force in the case of corannulene [52].

Thus, while the dipole moment contributes to the binding energy, the molecule’s curvature
causes a decrease in the dispersion interactions due to steric effects. The intermolecular
distance increases to 4.4–5 Å for one to three pentagons and 6–7 Å for four or more pentagons
integrated (Figure 6.2). Due to the short range of the dispersion interactions (scaling as
∝ 1/r6) this significantly reduces the binding energy, most evidently for the structures with
three or more pentagonal rings. For the highly strained structures a tilt towards a herringbone
configuration was also found for the geometries. This is due to the positively charged
hydrogen atoms interacting with the negative charge of the π-electron cloud around the
carbon at the rim of the bowl; a similar effect has been observed in crystal structures [122].

Other dipole-dipole interactions with cPAH that could be important for soot formation
can also be considered. Calculations have found significant interactions between water and
corannulene, with similar binding strengths to water dimers, −12.0 kJ/mol [323] compared
with −13.2 kJ/mol [349] respectively. In comparison, the water-graphite interaction energy
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Figure 6.2 Intermolecular distances between homodimers computed using B97D for cPAH
and SAPT(DFT) for fPAH.

is −9 kJ/mol [203]. These energies are of the order of RT at flame temperatures (12 kJ/mol
1500 K) and would therefore be insignificant for soot formation. Stronger interactions could
be expected for heterodimers of cPAH, especially if the smaller molecule fits well in the
concave side of the larger molecule. The order of magnitude of these interaction energies
shows that, although they could contribute to nucleation, it is unlikely that they make a
qualitative difference at flame temperature.

In summary, the similar binding energy of cPAH with one to two pentagonal rings to
planar fPAH indicates that homogeneous nucleation of either species is unlikely to occur
at flame temperatures [419]. Some preliminary molecular dynamics simulations have been
performed on dimers 3c by Chung and Violi [68] and a similar clustering behaviour was seen
compared with planar fPAH. This is consistent with corannulene’s sublimation temperature
at standard conditions of 640 K [65]), which is similar to perylene 660 K at [304], a planar
PAH with the same number of carbon atoms. The similar sublimation temperature indicates
similar binding energies.

6.2 Ion-induced heterogeneous nucleation

6.2.1 Clustering of corannulene and coronene in the presence of ions

The impact of ionic species on the clustering behaviour of curved PAH was explored using
molecular dynamics simulations. A new forcefield was developed for corannulene based on
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dummy charges and SAPT(DFT) reference calculations [52]. The ion-induced clustering of
corannulene and coronene was then compared using the new developed forcefield.

A significant interaction of cPAH will be with ions, as numerous examples from the
literature show. Synthesised cPAH such as corannulene, 1a, are known to bind small ions
strongly (93–289 kJ/mol [108]). Anion binding is enhanced on the concave side by increased
interaction with the positive hydrogen atoms and the increased dispersion interactions [62].
Cations can also bind to the concave face by interacting with the small excess negative charge
present, but most significantly they bind via dispersion interactions in this configuration [108].
Binding on the convex face is favoured above the pentagonal ring but can also bind around the
rim carbon atoms where charge is concentrated due to the C–H bond. Similar binding energies
are found between ions and the cPAH corannulene/ions and the fPAH coronene [108, 62].
Yet, corannulene has increased capacity for lithium in battery applications (capacities of 372
and 602 mAh/g found for graphite and corannulene, respectively [462]). Chen and Wang
recently considered the stabilisation of clusters of fPAH bound to a chemi-ion. A sandwich
complex was found to have significant binding energies; however, the third fPAH added
was weakly bound [62]. Curved aromatic molecules differ from planar fPAH most of all in
their capacity for long-ranged interactions with ions (potential ∝ −1/r2); this means that
larger clusters could be stabilised by ion-cPAH interactions. The only molecular dynamics
simulation that has been conducted to date with a cPAH is a study of tri-acenaphtri-phenylene
compared with planar PAH finding similar behaviour, however, the impact of clustering in the
presence of ions has yet to be explored [68]. This work made use of atom-centred charges,
however, in Chapter 4 it was made clear that atom-centred charges cannot reproduce the
electrostatic field around a curved PAH. An atom-centred multipole description was shown
to reproduce the electrostatics well. However, these descriptions are not able to be integrated
into most molecular dynamics software at present. Therefore, another approach is required.

Colleague Kimberly Bowal, Dr Alston Misquitta and I developed an off-site point
charge description for corannulene, which can be found in reference [46]. These massless
dummy charges are used widely in multiple site models of water [30, 206]. In the case
of corannulene we placed the virtual sites, seen as red spheres in Figure 6.3, above the
pentagonal rings. Intramolecular bonds and angle potentials were used to keep these virtual
sites fixed perpendicular to the plane made by the carbon atoms within the pentagonal
ring. Ms Bowal then used the MULFIT program to fit the atomic charges, which uses the
distributed multipoles to determine the best fitting of monopoles [119]. This provided a
dipole moment of 2.14 D, a slight overestimation compared with the calculations performed
in Chapter 4 (4%). Figure 6.4 compares the electrostatic potential making use of atom-centred
point charges and using the off-site charge model, which is named the curved PAH isotropic
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forcefield (curPAHIP). While it does contain some anisotropy with the dummy atoms it is
not fully an anisotropic potential and therefore the name isotropic is used.

Figure 6.3 A charge is placed at each atom centre and off-site massless charges (red) are
placed above the pentagonal ring.

Figure 6.4 Electrostatic potential around corannulene calculated using DFT method (black)
and with a) atom-centred point charges and b) off-site point charge description (red).

Ms Bowal, working with Dr Misquitta, completed the fitting procedure by using the
benchmark SAPT(DFT) calculations for corannulene performed by others [52]. Figure 6.5
shows the fitting performed. The dispersion interactions were found to be enhanced compared
with the fPAH dispersion fitted forcefield isoPAHAP. This enhanced dispersion interaction is
well known for curved nanocarbons and is due to the polarisability and three-body effects
being enhanced [145]. Further fitting was done to ensure the interactions between corannulene
and the charged cation potassium for the following clustering simulations. More details on
the forcefield can be found in Bowal et al. [46]. Potassium was chosen as it is readily ionised
in a flame and has been shown to impact soot nucleation through the production of higher
particle numbers and smaller particle sizes [172, 98, 387].

Ms Bowal then performed molecular dynamics simulations of one thousand PAH molecules
(coronene or corannulene) with and without the same number of potassium ions randomly
placed in a periodic box. High concentrations of 2×1018 cm−3 were used to increase the
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Figure 6.5 Intermolecular interactions between corannulene dimers using a range of different
forcefields. With SAPT(DFT) calculations shown from [52]. Courtesy of Kimberly Bowal.

collision rate to provide insights into soot nucleation that occurs over microseconds, on the
nanosecond simulation timescale as was employed previously by Totton et al. [419]. The
NVT ensemble was ensured using a chain of Nosé-Hoover thermostats. Ewald summations
were used to compute the periodic electrostatic interactions. Intramolecular interactions
were described using the OPLS-AA forcefield [210]. The isoPAHAP and new curPAHIP
forcefields were used to describe the intermolecular interactions between coronene and
corannulene, respectively.

Figure 6.6 shows the molecular dynamics simulations at 500 K. Coronene and coran-
nulene, both without ions, are found to cluster at similar rates. This was anticipated as
coronene has a very similar interaction energy −65.7 kJ/mol compared with corannulene
−65.9 kJ/mol. Addition of K+ has little impact on the clustering of coronene as expected
from the low charge-quadrupole interaction energies compared with the thermal energy.
However, for corannulene a significant increase in the rate of cluster growth was observed.
This was quantified as a collision efficiency using methodology developed previously [419].
At 500 K the collision efficiency of corannulene was doubled with the ions present, indicating
that the strong, long-range ion-dipole interactions allow for more efficient cluster formation.
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Figure 6.6 Percentage of clustered species in molecular dynamics simulations. Courtesy of
Kimberly Bowal.

Clustering past 700 K was not possible for coronene or corannulene due to the low
binding energy. Therefore, to explore whether ion-cPAH interactions could be stable at
flame temperatures, calculations using cPAH of the size and curvature found in the flame are
required.

6.2.2 Binding energy of cPAH with a flame chemi-ion

Binding energies between larger cPAH found in Chapter 5 and C3H +
3 , the most abundant

chemi-ions in sooting flames [171], were calculated using electronic structure theory. This
assesses the possibility of an ion-induced nucleation occurring within the flame. For chemi-
ions and curved PAHs to interact at flame temperatures where carbon nanoparticulates form
(1300–1500 K) large intermolecular interaction energies are required to stabilise molecular
clusters. For planar PAHs with 13–19 rings, Totton et al. [417] previously determined
the dissociation energy required to stabilise clusters at these temperatures at Ed = −140–
180 kJ/mol (shown as the green range (i) in Figure 6.7e) [419]. The chemi-ion C3H+

3 is
the most abundant cation in sooting flames and is a likely candidate for a nucleation centre
in an ion-induced nucleation mechanism [171]. Chen and Wang recently used coupled
cluster calculations to analyse the binding of C3H+

3 with planar PAHs [62]. They found
that the stable configurations occurred when the cation bonded around the rim of the planar
PAH, saturating for PAHs containing more than five aromatic rings at binding energies of
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−60–112 kJ/mol (shown as the red range in Figure 6.7), which is insufficient to stabilise
these complexes under flame-relevant temperatures.

Figure 6.7 Binding energies for the cation-curved PAH complexes (black bar). The red region
shows the range of binding energies calculated previously for planar PAHs binding to C3H+

3
[62]; the green shows the region of binding energies that were found to allow large planar
PAHs to cluster at 1300–1500 K [419]. a-c) Optimised geometries of binding sites for the
chemi-ion C3H+

3 on a large curved PAH. d) Geometries of the dimer of the curved PAH.
e-f) Cluster geometries for the dimer, trimer and tetramer with the chemi-ion C3H+

3 (grey
bars show complexes’ total binding energies and black bars shows dissociation energy for a
monomer).

The binding energies were computed between the curved PAH identified as a likely
component in soot (Figure 6.7b) and C3H+

3 using hybrid density functional theory with a
dispersion correction B97D/cc-pVTZ [155]. Figure 6.7a-c) shows the geometries of the
three most stable binding sites of C3H+

3 . A similar binding site to planar PAHs was found
around the rim of the curved PAH, however, unlike the planar geometries, binding on the
centre of the aromatic faces was stronger than on the rim. The binding site with the highest
binding energy was found for the concave surface (Figure 6.7c), where the cupped geometry
enhanced the dispersion interactions and the negative electric potential due to the π-orbitals.
The binding site at the centre of the convex surface (Figure 6.7a) is dominated by the
flexoelectric dipole-ion interaction: a classical electrostatic charge-dipole interaction at the
intermolecular distance of 3 Å gives a similar binding energy of −171 kJ/mol using the
dipole moment 5.32 D calculated earlier. Figure 6.7d shows the curved PAH homodimer
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with an energy of Ed = −150 kJ/mol, which is comparable to a similarly sized planar PAH
of −144 kJ/mol (interpolated from the Totton et al. benchmark calculations based on the
number of carbon atoms [419]) indicating similar clustering behaviour to planar PAHs is
expected for homogeneous nucleation of this curved PAH, as found earlier.

For larger clusters of the curved PAH stabilised by an ion, geometry optimisations were
performed from different possible starting geometries to ensure stable energy minima were
found for the dimer, trimer and tetramer (with the binding energies Eb shown in Figure 6.7
as grey bars). Unlike planar PAHs, which see a significant decrease in binding energy with
a chemi-ion for subsequent additions after the dimer, the binding energies of clusters of
curved PAHs stabilised with a chemi-ion continues to increase linearly towards that of the
tetramer [62]. The stacking geometry of the curved PAH is stabilised by the dispersion
and dipole-dipole interactions being further strengthened by the electrostatic and inductive
interactions with the chemi-ion. The dissociation energies Ed were also computed as the
energy required to remove a monomer from the complex (shown in Figure 6.7 as black bars).
All of the dissociation energies calculated between the chemi-ion C3H+

3 with a representative
polar curved PAH are found to be in the range to allow planar PAH to cluster at flame
temperatures, suggesting these interactions play a role in stabilising carbon nanoparticulate
nuclei.

6.3 Dynamic polarity of cPAH at flame temperatures

One significant issue raised at the 37th International Symposium on Combustion surrounding
such an ionic route was how persistent the polarity of curved PAH is at the temperatures of
sooting flames. Dynamic polarity presents two problems for interactions of cPAH with each
other and chemi-ions: 1) Rapid inversions of cPAH would likely impede their ability to form
a stably bound complex, 2) Fluctuations of the dipole moment at flame temperatures could
mean that the dipole moment decreases, thereby preventing the formation of a bound cPAH
cluster. The small cPAH corannulene is well known to rapidly invert at room temperature
with an experimental inversion barrier of 10.2 kcal/mol [373] and 11.5 kcal/mol [375]. This
barrier is significantly lower than that anticipated from the strain energy in corannulene 24
kcal/mol [406], which was explained by the planar transition state that increases π-electron
delocalisation, decreasing the energy by 11 kcal/mol [101]. Soon after corannulene was
found to invert rapidly at room temperature it was found that by addition of a single extra
pentagonal ring about the rim the inversion barrier was doubled and the inversion was halted
at room temperature [1]. Calculations of larger cPAH have found a non-planar S-shaped
transition state with a considerable increase in the inversion barrier. The one-pentagon,
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10-ring species gave an inversion barrier of 56 kcal/mol while the two-pentagon, >14 ring
species gave an inversion barrier of >100 kcal/mol [451].

Figure 6.8 shows the curved PAHs chosen for this study, including corannulene, the
smallest aromatic curved by pentagon integration. Molecules of the size seen in early soot
particles (0.9–1.2 nm) were chosen; a fifteen-ring structure with a single pentagonal ring
and a five-member bay site 2 were then considered as the same single pentagon-containing
structure with the closure of the bay site (3), a two-pentagon-containing 15-ring cPAH (4)
suggested from HRTEM imaging of early soot nanoparticles [269] and a three-pentagon-
containing cPAH is also provided (5). For each of the largest cPAH hydrogen was added
to/removed from the site specified to consider the effect of having a π-radical on the barrier
and rate of inversion.

Figure 6.8 Curved PAH molecules chosen in this study with 3-5 chosen from a previous
study [269].

The energies and frequencies of the minimum energy and transition state structures of the
curved PAH were computed using the hybrid density functional theory B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)
level of theory. This has been found to correctly describe the equilibrium geometry of curved
arenes compared with crystal structures and the inversion dynamics of these systems [451].
For all geometries located by DFT, the frequencies were checked to ensure the calculation
had found the appropriate minima and transition states. To obtain a more accurate estimate of
the energies of the minima and the transition state, single point energy calculations using the
Minnesota hybrid density functional M06-2X/6-311g(d,p) were performed on the optimised
geometries. This has been shown to give accurate energies for reactions involving PAH [188].
Energies are reported with the zero point energy correction included.
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6.3.1 Inversion of curved PAH at flame temperatures/timescales

To introduce the inversion process the energies and geometries of the transition state for
inversion of molecules are plotted 1, 2 and 3 (Figure 6.9). For the smallest structure
corannulene 1 the barrier is low, 11 kcal/mol, due to the planar transition state as discussed
earlier. Enlarging the PAH so that it is similar in size to those found in soot (1 nm) increases
the inversion barrier considerably, raising it to 59 kcal/mol. The transition state is still found
to be planar for this geometry.

Figure 6.9 Energies and geometries of the inversion transition states.

Figure 6.10 shows the bond lengths of the equilibrium geometry and the transition state,
which demonstrates the considerable strain in the system. The first thing noticed is the
reduction in bond lengths at the pentagonal site which is due to the strain from the σ -bonding
- skeleton strain. For the bay site, a considerable increase in the distance between the bay
exterior carbons, 3.3 Å to 3.92 Å and a lengthening of the bonds around the bay site 1.5 Å
to 1.58 Å was seen. This flattening expands the exterior rings and compresses the interior
carbon network.

Closing the bay site of 2 to form species 3 gives rise to almost a doubling of the inversion
barrier. Figure 6.9 shows the S-shaped transition state formed due to this bay closure. It is
important to note that for the S-shaped transition state the inversion still involves all core
carbon atoms flipping from one side to the other. Figure 6.11 shows the imaginary frequency
associated with the planar transition state for 2 and the S-shaped transition state for 3. The
main difference in the transition state is the warped nature of TS3. This warping indicates
the skeletal strain overcomes the π-bonding to produce the S-shape. This is similar to the
interplay of curvature vs planarity with small pentagon-containing PAH found in Chapter 5.

Increasing the number of pentagons increases the barrier to inversion. Figure 6.12 shows
the transition state energies and geometries for cPAH containing one (3), two (4) and three
(5) pentagonal rings. A modest increase is seen between one and two pentagonal rings, 114
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Figure 6.10 Geometries of molecule 2 at equilibrium and at the transition state TS2.

Figure 6.11 Molecular geometries with blue arrows indicating the relative amplitude and
direction of the imaginary vibrations associated with the transition states of molecules 2 and
3.

to 138 kcal/mol, respectively. Integration of three pentagonal rings significantly increases the
inversion barrier with molecule 5 rising to 360 kcal/mol. The transition state geometries are
heavily pyramidalised and warped with no internal carbon atoms being completely planar,
thus significantly disrupting the π-bonding.

Minimal change in the inversion barrier is seen for the π-radicals compared with the
closed shell species. In the case of TS3’ an increase in the barrier to inversion was seen. This
is thought to be due to the loss of hydrogen leading to an increased aromaticity and therefore
stability of the transition state. This suggests that the aromaticity is less important than the
skeletal σ strained carbon network at these transition states, with the π-radical not reducing
the barrier for inversion. Little change is seen for the two-pentagon-containing molecule
transition state TS4/TS4’. The most strained structure 5 has the most significant effect with
the radical decreasing the barrier for inversion by 26 kcal/mol.
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Figure 6.12 Inversion barriers and molecular geometries for molecules 3, 4 and 5 as well as
their π-radicals 3’, 4’ and 5’ dashed line.

Colleagues Angiras Menon and Chung Lao then made use of these transition state
geometries and frequencies to compute an inversion rate for the species in Figure 6.8. More
details can be found in Martin et al. [273]. The reciprocal of the inversion rate constant is used,
1/k = τ , which can be thought of as a characteristic time for inversion. The characteristic
time can be compared to the time scale of soot formation, which in a flame is from micro to
millisecond [129]. Any characteristic time below a millisecond will then be important for
soot formation and above this value minimal inversion can occur on the time scale of soot
formation. Another distinction can be made considering the temperatures in the flame where
soot forms, which are near 1500 K [438].

In order to extend the analysis to consider the onset of rigidity in smaller curved PAH the
size dependency of the inversion was considered. This was achieved by using the exponential
relationship between the characteristic time and the barrier for inversion calculated for the
species in Figure 6.8. A barrier of 66.3 kcal/mol was found to provide a characteristic time
of 1 millisecond at 1500 K. This allowed consideration of the inversion barriers previously
calculated by others at similar levels of theory [34, 64] to provide a clear picture for when
inversion will be halted at flame temperatures/timescales of interest. Figure 6.13 shows the
inversion barrier for different species as a function of the total number of hexagonal and
pentagonal rings. (From previous study of the integration of curvature in Chapter 5, internal
pentagons were defined as being surrounded by 5 hexagonal rings and exterior pentagons as
having >3 neighbouring hexagonal rings that are adjacent to each other.)
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Figure 6.13 Inversion barrier as a function of the number of rings for structures in this work
and from previously studied cPAH [34, 64]. The dashed line highlights the inversion barrier
66.3 kcal/mol which provides a characteristic time of 1 ms at 1500 K.

Three different size ranges were found for the inversion behaviour of pericondensed cPAH.
For 6 ≤ Nrings < 11 inversion occurs rapidly at flame temperature. For 11 ≤ Nrings ≤ 15
inversion does not occur during soot formation for species with ≥2 pentagonal rings but is
possible for species containing a single pentagonal ring. For 15 < Nrings structures are stably
curved during the entirety of soot formation.

A few conclusions may be drawn when considering the impact of inversion on soot
formation. For small curved PAH the inversion is expected to be an important consideration
with corannulene inverting rapidly, which will average out the flexoelectric dipolar effects.
This is somewhat seen in the similar vapour pressure of perylene and corannulene [65].
Addition of rings increases the inversion barrier so that for the size of PAH seen in early
soot particles the inversion is not rapid enough to be important at flame temperatures and
timescales. The π-radical nature does not significantly lower the barrier for inversion,
indicating the skeletal strain dictates the inversion dynamics.

Further work is needed to understand the rate of inversion of cPAH within clusters as
barriers for inversion of cPAH have been found to decrease in the presence of a planar PAH
[211, 94] or in different molecular environments [208]. These effects only operate for cPAH
with planar transition states. It appears that the transition from planar to S-shaped transition
states determines when the cPAH becomes rigid at flame temperatures. This can be seen in
Figure 6.13 where the larger barriers for inversion are predominantly for those species with
S-shaped transition states.
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As it seems unlikely that inversion will occur for cPAH found in early soot particles, the
suggestion of an interaction with a chemi-ion needs to be considered to see if it can catalyse
an inversion. This will be considered for molecule 4 in the presence of C3H +

3 . Figure 6.14
shows the barrier for inversion, which is lowest when going from the convex arrangement to
the transition state 4+(. The transition state energy barrier is similar, 140 kcal/mol, compared
to without an ion, 138 kcal/mol, indicating the presence of the ion has a minimal effect on
the inversion barrier and therefore the dynamics of the bowl.

Figure 6.14 Barrier for inversion for molecule 4 in the presence of an ion.

In summary, cPAH of the size seen to cluster during soot formation are unable to invert at
flame temperatures. Considering the previously mentioned molecular dynamics simulations,
rigid corannulene clustering with ions is not well described as corannulene would be likely
to invert rapidly. However, these results are considered to be representative for non-inverting
larger cPAH.

6.3.2 Fluctuations of the dipole moment

In order to consider the fluctuations of the dipole moment of a cPAH at temperatures in
the flame where soot inception occurs, AIMD simulations were performed. Due to the
expense of the calculations a chemi-ion was included. This allows for insight into the impact
of the cPAH flexoelectric dipole at high temperatures and as the inversion dynamics are
minimally impacted by the chemi-ion the cPAH fluctuations can be considered independent.
The chemi-ion was placed on the top surface of the bowl as this is the expected binding
site for an ion approaching from a large distance with the flexoelectric dipole aligning to
interact with the positive charge. The simulation was run for half a picosecond in order for
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the thermal energy to equilibrate and stabilise after which the dynamics of the molecule in
Figure 6.14 with the chemi-ion C3H +

3 , 4+(, were followed over 2 ps.
For the AIMD simulation a more economical level of theory was used, B97D/6-31G(d).

The hybrid density functional theory with dispersion correction B97D [155] has performed
well compared with benchmark coupled cluster calculations for cation-benzene clusters
and dimers of corannulene (error <1 kcal/mol B97D/cc-pVTZ) [201, 297, 270]. For the
molecular system 4 a dipole moment of 5.00 D was calculated, which is slightly under (<4%)
the value calculated at a higher level of theory, 5.32 D. A binding energy of 40.9 kcal/mol was
calculated, which is larger than that calculated at a higher level of theory (B97D/cc-pVTZ
= 38.1 kcal/mol) but should provide preliminary insight into the dynamics of the system.
In simulating the C3H+

3 -4 system little impact of the fictitious mass on the energetics was
found, as noted by others [366] and therefore the default mass of 100 amu was used. A
timestep of 0.1 fs was used to ensure energy conservation during the simulation. No angular
momentum was added to the system to provide a better understanding of the vibrational
degrees of freedom. Gaussian 16 was used for the AIMD calculations performed [135].

Figure 6.15a shows the trajectory of the atomic positions over the first picosecond. When
looking at the cPAH fluctuations, it is clear that the carbon atoms near the middle of the
aromatic plane have a reduced range of motion compared to the atoms around the rim of the
cPAH.

The main low frequency vibrations observed were bending mode vibrations where the
edge warps. This bending mode occurred with a frequency of 250–350 fs. The local
flexoelectric dipole moment changed with this vibration. Instead of calculating the dipole
moment at every time step, which would have been prohibitively slow, geometries were
chosen over one of these bending modes and single point energy calculations performed
of the cPAH only (Figure 6.15b). The dipole moment at this level of theory is 5.00 D and
therefore was found to fluctuate by ±0.5–1.0 D, ±10–20%. This analysis shows that at
temperatures in the flame where soot forms, large cPAH have a persistent polarity that does
not decrease substantially during thermal excitation.

The movement of the chemi-ion was then considered in the presence of the cPAH. While
the ground state equilibrium geometry shows a binding site above the pyramidalised carbon
atoms the chemi-ion was found to move freely across the surface from the middle/hub to the
edge of the bowl. Figure 6.15a shows the chemi-ion trapped at the rim of the cPAH for the
first picosecond. From the electrostatics, the edge binding can be explained by the charge
concentration at the edge of the PAH due to the induced dipole on the rim carbon atom
caused by the C–H bond. The binding at the pyramidalised atoms is due to the flexoelectric
dipole moment [267]. The binding of the chemi-ion does not appear to be influenced strongly
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Figure 6.15 Dynamics of molecule 4+(. a) Dynamics of the complex over the first picosecond
shown with a line at each atom with the geometry at 1 ps shown with a ball and stick model.
b) Fluctuation of the bowl during a low frequency bending mode vibration. The dipole
moment is also calculated for the bowl fragment. c) Dynamics of the complex over the
second picosecond with the geometry shown with the ball and stick model for the final
structure at 2 ps.

by the bending mode of the cPAH as seen in Figure 6.15b. Figure 6.15c shows the movement
of the chemi-ion across the top surface of the cPAH, where the flexoelectric effect is greatest.

Further work is required on the dynamics of cPAH ion systems. Only one cPAH chemi-
ion pair is considered, however there are innumerable other combinations, some of which are
worth considering in detail, such as the CHO+ cPAH combination and other, smaller cPAH.
The main conclusions about dipole fluctuations found for molecule 4 hold for all cPAH with a
large inversion barrier (>66 kcal/mol). For another ionic interaction CHO+ has the potential
to interact more strongly than C3H +

3 [62]. This study of chemi-ion-cPAH interactions does
not capture long term dynamics for accurate statistics of the chemi-ion-cPAH system and
less costly descriptions to study this clustering behaviour are being developed. The impact of
rotational degrees of freedom in order for the cPAH fluctuations to be more clearly observed
were not considered, but this is expected to improve the binding tendencies as studies have
previously found for planar PAH homodimers [369, 449]. The movement of the chemi-ion
across the surface of the bowl and rim provides an opportunity for reactions with the rim
carbon atoms [62]. These reactions would provide positively charged PAH which have been
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observed previously using mass spectrometry [186]. The clustering behaviour of cPAH+

with other cPAH is also worth considering in future work.
In summary, it has been demonstrated that cPAH of the size found in early soot particles

(1 nm in diameter with ≥2 pentagonal rings) are unable to invert and are persistently polar at
flame temperatures. The transition from easily inverted to being rigid at 1500 K for cPAH
was found to be between 11 and 15 rings and often corresponded to a S-shaped transition
state that is not stabilised by an increased aromaticity as with the planar transition state.
π-radicals and chemi-ions were not found to influence the inversion barrier substantially with
the number of pentagonal rings and total rings being of primary importance. Ab initio MD
was used to study the fluctuation of the dipole moment for molecule 4 at flame temperatures.
The dipole moment was found to fluctuate on the timescale of the bending mode of the bowl,
≈300 fs, by ±10-20%. Some brief dynamics of the chemi-ion cPAH system were considered
with the chemi-ion found to interact with the pentagonal atoms with a flexoelectric effect as
well as the rim due to charge concentration around the rim.

6.4 Role of cPAH in physical mechanisms for soot forma-
tion

The role of cPAH and chemi-ions in physical nucleation will be discussed given the results
in this chapter. The similar intermolecular interactions between flat and curved PAH of the
size found to cluster in flames (≈500 Da) means they will be unable to form a supersatu-
rated vapour at flame temperatures. Classical nucleation theory with ions, as discussed in
Chapter 2.1.2, suggests a small ionic cluster, nmin (see Figure 2.5), can exist even below the
supersaturation point of the vapour given sufficiently strong interactions. Interpreting the
experimental results for the positive ion mass spectrometry particle mode at 3×103 Da [24]
suggests ion-induced nuclei are present. The mass suggests four to six cPAH molecules
(depending on a mass of 700 or 500 Da, respectively) would be required to form this mode.
This size is approximately what one would expect to be the limit for ion-dipole interactions
being able to overcome the thermal energy at flame temperatures. This could explain why ex-
perimentally this mode does not appear to grow past 104 Da, however, more work is required
to confirm such a hypothesis. The lack of this mode in benzene flames is also puzzling. This
could be due to a more efficient chemical mechanism that results in insufficient concentration
of free cPAH in the gas phase to form ionic clusters. This fact and the ability of soot to be
formed in pyrolysis reactors without chemi-ions present suggests that physical and electrical
interactions are insufficient by themselves to explain the formation of soot. However, the
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molecular dynamics simulations demonstrated an increased collision efficiency which could
aid in species being close enough to form chemical crosslinks.

In conclusion, the binding energy between homodimers was used to compare the homo-
geneous nucleation of cPAH to fPAH. Similar interaction energies were found between cPAH
with one to two embedded pentagonal rings and fPAH. For three or more pentagonal rings,
significant steric effects reduce the dispersion interaction to be less than that of a similar
sized fPAH. These results suggest homogeneous nucleation of curved PAH found in the
flame of mass ∼500 Da is not possible. Heterogeneous nucleation of cPAH on ions was
then considered. A new forcefield, curPAHIP, was developed to describe the electrostatics
of corannulene and molecular dynamics simulations were undertaken. A significant effect
was found for corannulene clustering in the presence of ions with a doubling of the collision
efficiency compared with coronene. For larger cPAH present in flames electronic structure
calculations were undertaken between a representative curved PAH and the flame ion C3H+

3 .
Binding energies suggest that strong interactions are possible for small clusters that could
be stable at flame temperatures. The persistence of polarity at flame temperatures was then
explored with the barrier for inversion and some AIMD simulations. Inversion energies
suggested species found to cluster in the flame, ≈500 Da, are unable to invert during the
soot formation process. In quantum molecular dynamics simulations the dipole moment was
found to change on the timescale of the bending mode of the bowl, ≈300 fs, by ±10-20%.
Some brief dynamics of the chemi-ion cPAH system were considered with the chemi-ion
found to interact with the pentagonal atoms (due to the flexoelectric effect), as well as the
rim (due to charge concentration around the rim). When it comes to electrical nucleation, it
is suggested that ions are able to stabilise clusters of <10 cPAH in number due to the short
range of the ion-dipole interactions but cannot explain, generally, the formation of soot.





Chapter 7

Reactivity of cPAH and aromatic
radicals

Fullerenes and their ions in hydrocarbon flames [5] (1994) - Credit: Elsevier © (used with permission)

“Once coagulated they will quickly become chemically knit together since a
significant fraction of the aromatic species are radicals.”

– Stephen Harris and Anita Weiner, A picture of soot particle inception (1989),
Symposium (International) on Combustion 22, 333-342
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The work in this section was published as a paper in The Journal of Physical Chemistry
C in collaboration with a group at the University of Cambridge and Tsinghua University.
Contributions from the team include benchmarked calculations for H-abstraction from
Ms Hou; Mr Menon helped to perform the M06-2X-D3 calculations for the bond
dissociation energies and the other authors edited the manuscript. The calculations of
the reactivity, interpretation, analysis and writing were performed by the author.

In this chapter, the reactivity of curved and planar aromatics is investigated to explore
chemical mechanisms for soot formation. The reactivity of various aromatic soot precursors
is quantified and compared using electronic structure calculations. Reactive sites are then
bonded systematically to explore the strength of bonds between various crosslinked reactive
sites. A combination of covalent and physical interactions are then explored for localised
π-radicals showing a new type of rim-bonding. Finally, the role of these reactive sites is
discussed in the context of chemical mechanisms for soot formation.

Reactive aromatic species have long been thought to contribute to soot inception [353,
170]. These species can be grouped into either open shell radical species or closed shell aro-
matic species. The former are significantly more reactive but present in lower concentrations,
and the latter less reactive and present in higher concentrations. Therefore, reactions between
radical species and closed shell species are often the focus of soot mechanisms. Beginning
with the radicals, the most reactive species is generated by hydrogen being abstracted from
the rim of aromatics by collision with gas phase radicals, forming highly reactive aromatic
carbon σ -radicals [188]. This provides the reactive site for acetylene addition and extension
of the aromatic network through the well known hydrogen abstraction acetylene addition
(HACA) growth mechanism [132, 129]. Radicals can also arise in the π-bonding network
if there is an odd number of π-electrons. These π-radicals can be stabilised due to delo-
calisation, providing long-lived resonantly stabilised radicals (RSR), although these have
reduced reactivity. They are critical for the formation of the first aromatic ring [164] and
have long been suggested to be present in aromatic species, indicated by the odd-numbered
carbon species measured using flame mass spectrometry [213]. High-resolution atomic force
microscopy (HR-AFM) and photoionisation mass spectrometry (PIMS) have also recently
confirmed the presence of RSR [371, 204]. It was suggested that these react with carbon
aryl-type σ -radicals leading to a chemical polymerisation that did not require subsequent
hydrogen abstraction [204]. However, Keller et al. [213] found that for PAH with molecular
mass greater than 400 Da odd-numbered carbon fragments in mass spectrometry were of
similar concentration to closed shell, even-numbered carbon fragments, suggesting that the
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larger RSR lose their reactivity. Evidence has also been found for a π-radical that arises from
a partially protonated rim-based pentagonal ring, which has unknown reactivity [371].

The aromatic σ - and π-radicals have also been suggested to react with closed shell
species that possess significantly electrophilic sites such as double or triple bonds. This is
well illustrated by the reaction between the aromatic σ -radical with the acetylene triple bond,
which is critical for the HACA mechanism, but is not rapid enough alone to explain soot
formation [129]. Benzene and high symmetry aromatic species are strongly aromatically
stabilised leading to aromatic bonds with low reactivity compared with double bonded carbon.
However, in many low symmetry polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, some rings possess
a reduced aromaticity. Well known examples are the 9,10-free edge of phenanthrene and
pyrene, which is more vulnerable to electrophilic or free radical attack [72]. Rim-based
pentagonal rings have also been observed and shown to be thermally stable [398, 189]. 5-
membered rings are not aromatically stabilised and thus provide a free edge with double-bond
character and significant reactivity. These low aromaticity free edges have been suggested
to react with carbon σ -radicals, forming nanoparticles in the flame through the aromatic
aliphatically linked hydrocarbon (AALH) mechanism [85, 430]. Evidence for this growth
mode has been shown by mass spectrometry of benzene-oxygen flames where high radical
concentrations allow for significant carbon σ -radical concentrations [430]. Partial integration
of the pentagonal ring within the hexagonal network has been directly imaged [78] and
provides edges with greater reactivity, with HACA growth on the 5-membered bay site
found to proceed rapidly [336]. Fully integrated pentagonal rings curve the aromatic network
and have been experimentally observed [239, 268]. This curvature leads to a reduced
aromaticity [101] due to reduced π-overlap on pyramidalised carbon atoms. This has been
shown to increase the edge oxidation reactivity [402, 338] and speed up HACA growth on
an armchair edge of hexagonal rings [336], as has been discussed. The presence of these
reactive aromatics leads to a number of questions: how does the reactivity of different sites
compare? How thermally stable are the crosslinks formed between these sites?

The proposed chemical inception mechanisms involving reactive aromatics proposed
to date are not fast enough to explain the experimental observations [438]. Physical con-
densation, however, is rapid enough to explain soot formation, but lacks strong enough
intermolecular interactions [129]. Direct evidence for physical dimerisation has been found
using photoionisation mass spectrometry of species sampled from the flame, revealing a
series of peaked distributions separated by approximately 500 Da (without any change in the
C/H ratio, which would imply a chemical reaction) [165, 57]. Laser induced fluorescence
(LIF) experiments have provided evidence for π-stacked aromatics that are able to form
an excited excimer state [288]. Time resolved LIF has shown this signal to be long-lived,
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providing further evidence for the stacked excimer hypothesis [391, 282]. However, van
der Waals or physical dispersion interactions are not sufficient to allow the 500 Da aromatic
species (as commonly found in flames) to cluster at temperatures in the flame where soot
forms, 1500–2000 K [419]. Previous authors have suggested a combination of covalent
bonding and physical interactions to explain the rapid condensation [170, 287, 219]. A recent
electron spin resonance study found a significant change in the radical character when soot
growth begins [433]. The authors suggested a combination of physical stacking interactions
and covalent bonding between π-radicals such as pancake bonds (multicentre π-bonds) [215]
to explain this experimental feature. This poses a further question: can a combination of
physical interaction and covalent bonding explain the rapid growth of soot?

In this chapter, the location of reactive sites are determined and compared using the
average local ionisation potential. The energies of the bonds formed between the different
site types is then systematically calculated revealing possible covalent bonding options.
Finally, physically and covalently bonded structures are computed revealing the possibility
of π-radical pancake and rim-based complexes.

7.1 Locating and quantifying reactivity

As mentioned reactive aromatics have been recently imaged and a wide variety of new edges
found [371, 78]. In this section electronic structure calculations will allow for a coherent
quantification and comparison between these molecules. For the aromatic complexes, as
mentioned, the dispersion corrected B97 hybrid density functional theory performs well
for geometries and electrostatics describing the dipole moment of curved arenes [154, 266].
A variety of geometry optimisations were performed for each edge couple to determine
the lowest energy isomer. The B97D/cc-pVTZ level of theory was used in order to ensure
minimal basis set superposition errors (<2 kcal/mol) as the bonded and stacked geometries
were unable to be counterpoise corrected.

The average local ionisation potential is used to locate reactive sites and compare their
propensity to electrophilic attack by, for example, carbon radicals [393] and is computed as,

Ī(r) =
Nocc

∑
i

ρi(r)|εi|
ρtot(r)

, (7.1)

where ρi is the electron density of the i-th molecular orbital at the point r, εi is the orbital
energy and ρtot(r) is the total electron density at the point r where the sum is over the
Nocc occupied molecule orbitals. Ī(r) is then a local measure of the energy required to
ionise an electron from a certain point in space and therefore a lower value indicates a
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higher reactivity to electrophiles such as radicals. The Fukui function f−(r) has also been
used to compute the reactivity of sites towards radicals in the context of soot [461]. f−(r)
requires that the electron density of the ionised molecule be computed and the difference
taken with the molecule in its standard state. This is often approximated with the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) but for larger aromatics with many low lying occupied
molecular orbitals that could also contribute, i.e. HOMO−1, HOMO−2 etc. this is not
possible. Therefore, two calculations would be required to compute f−(r). The average
local ionisation potential and the Fukui functions are formally related in the local density
approximation as Ī(r) = ∑i |εi| fi(r), where the index is over the i-th occupied molecular
orbitals, indicating they will both provide the most electrophilic site [414]. The advantage of
using Ī(r) is that only a single electronic structure is required as it considers ionisation from
all of the occupied MO while also providing a convenient comparison across our molecular
series due to the the multiplication with the orbital energies. Multiwfn 3.3.9 was used to
compute the average local ionisation potential on the isosurface 0.002 atomic units (a.u.) of
the electron density (near the van der Waals surface) computed from the electronic structure
calculations [258]. Spin population isosurfaces for the resonantly stabilised radicals were also
prepared using the same software. In the context of aromatic species, Ī(r) has been found to
accurately predict the sites most reactive to electrophilic attack of hydrogen radicals [49]. We
can then suggest that minr[Ī(r)] is appropriate for comparison between the different radical
and closed shell species’ reactivity. For ease of reading, the minimum in the average local
ionisation of the site minr[Ī(r)] this will be simply referred to it as ĪS.

Figure 7.1 shows the average local ionisation potential calculated on the molecular surface
for aromatic species ordered by their ĪS. This serves two main purposes: classification and
ordering of the different radicals and closed shell species, as well as an understanding of the
location of the potential reactive sites that are capable of crosslinking reactions, which will
be explored in the next section.

For the closed shell species the ordering can also be discussed according to the ĪS.
Partially embedded cyclopentaphenathrene type pentagonal rings D) possess the lowest ĪS

site with values ĪS = 7.28−7.41 eV. The lowest ĪS are concentrated on the aromatic face on
the pentagonal’s edge, with the pentagonal ring being partially embedded with three bond-
sharing hexagonal rings. This non-aromatic site has been observed in HR-AFM and is an
intermediate towards completely curved species [371]. Other partially embedded pentagonal
rings were explored such as fluoranthene or benzo[ghi]pyrene type but these were found to
have ĪS matching that of low-aromaticity free edges shown in the scheme below.
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Figure 7.1 The average localised ionisation potential is plotted on the molecular surface
produced from the electron density at the isovalue ρ = 0.002 a.u. (B97D/6-311G(d,p)) for a
variety of aromatic species. Inset shows one of the possible Kekulé structures.

Fluoranthene Benzo[ghi]pyrene
7.96 eV7.28 eV 8.14 eV

Cyclopenta[def]
benzophenanthrene

This indicates that aromaticity is lowest for the cyclopentaphenathrene type edges. This
could explain why this site type is most often seen to be methylated like fluorene, having two
hydrogens bonded to this edge carbon [78].

Rim-based pentagonal rings E) possess values of ĪS = 7.45− 7.64 eV. The minima
is concentrated on the edge carbon atoms of the pentagonal ring. In this case only two
neighbouring bonds are shared with the hexagonal aromatic rings and due to the antiaromatic
pentagonal ring the Ī indicates a free edge with a double-bond character. There is little effect
due to system size and many of these sites can be present on a single aromatic. Experimentally
this was found to be one of the most common edge types [78].
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Low aromaticity free edges F) possess values of ĪS = 7.91− 8.08 eV. These arise in
hexagonal aromatic networks due to the topology of the network. Clar provided a framework
for describing these low-aromaticity edges [72, 19]. The maximum number of sextets are
placed within the network with double bonds placed elsewhere. The symmetrically equivalent
arrangements of sextets (denoted by a circle within the ring) and double bonds are then
considered to be in resonance. The edge sites where double bonds are prevalent in the
resonance structures are found to be reactive. This is shown in the scheme below.

Naphthalene Phenanthrene Corannulene

Naphthalene contains a single sextet that is in resonance (otherwise known as a travelling
sextet). This allows for the free edges to possess a double-bond character with an increased
reactivity. Phenanthrene is an example of a molecule with a single Clar structure with
two sextets leaving the 9,10-free edge with a significant double bond character and higher
reactivity than the rings with the sextets [72]. Corannulene can have two sextets and five
resonance structures [19]. This provides low-aromaticity free edges with double-bond
character. These Clar descriptions match with the sites with low ĪS and with the reactivity
trends for these species [72]. Corannulene has an added reduction in aromaticity due to the
pyramidalisation of the carbon network as others have shown [101]. This might explain the
lower ĪS compared with phenanthrene or naphthalene found for corannulene. Another cause
of low aromaticity edges was methylation of hexagonal aromatic edge sites. In the Clar
framework this is due to the reduction in the number of sextets that can be placed. Finally,
high symmetry PAH G) such as benzene or coronene are found to possess the highest ĪS

value of all of the closed shell edges with values ĪS = 8.12−8.21 eV. The symmetry of these
species being close to circular in extent provide highly pericondensed networks with high
aromaticity and no low aromaticity free edges.

Turning now to the radicals, the site of lowest ĪS was found to be the σ -radical A)
with minimum values from 7.00–7.17 eV. The reactive site minima lies on the edge of the
aromatic, parallel to the carbon–hydrogen bonds. Little difference was found from the
rim-based pentagon σ -radical compared with the hexagonal ring based one. This reactive
site is known to react with acetylene readily and drives the growth of the aromatic network.
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The next lowest ĪS is the localised π-radical B) with minimum values from 7.51–7.61 eV.
The minima in both cases lies on the rim-based pentagonal carbon atom with a single
hydrogen attached. Unlike the σ -radical the ĪS is on the face of the aromatic plane. There are
also regions of low Ī around the rim, which have similar values to the low aromaticity free
edges (and will be discussed later), indicating this site can modify the other edge sites on the
same molecule.

In order to determine the localisation of this radical two partially saturated pentagonal
rings were added to a 7-ring aromatic coronene (Figure 7.2a). The triplet with two free
electrons (a diradical) was found to be significantly more stable (−24.3 kcal/mol) compared
to the singlet. If the radical was able to delocalise, the diradical would provide a stable
singlet spin configuration across the aromatic network. However, as the triplet dominates
it can be confirmed that thbe radical is indeed localised to the pentagonal ring and that
multiple localised π-radicals could be formed on a single aromatic with the low ĪS = 7.54 eV
preserved as shown in Figure 7.2a.

(a) Mechanism for forming two B) edge types showing the two independent localised π-radicals.

(b) Clar analysis.

Figure 7.2 Ī(r) surface plotted as in Figure 7.1 for the partially hydrogenated edges of type
B).

To understand why the radical is localised a Clar analysis is insightful (Figure 7.2b).
Considering the average local ionisation potential three major and one minor Clar structures
can be drawn. The first two resonance structures have a sextet on the hexagonal rings with
the radical localised to the pentagonal ring. The third resonance structure has the radical on
the aromatic ring, i.e. the β -position from the pentagonal site. The fourth minor resonance
structure has the radical on the left-hand aromatic ring but does not appear to contribute
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significantly to the Ī(r). Similar patterns in the Ī(r) are also found for the larger species in
Figure 7.2a where the radical site only appears to be delocalised to the β -position relative
the pentagonal site. It can therefore be suggested that the radical is localised in order to keep
the high aromaticity of the 6-membered ring network.

The radical with the highest ĪS was found to be the resonantly stabilised π-radical RSR
C) with ĪS = 7.88−8.12 eV. These arise from an odd number of π-electrons in an aromatic
network providing a radical stabilised by delocalisation. The smallest species indenyl was
found to have the lowest ĪS value (7.88 eV) concentrated on the surface of the pentagonal
ring while for increasing size the value drops to 8.12 eV and is concentrated on the face of
the aromatic on the zig zag edge sites. This reduction will be explored later as it will impact
the reactivity of the RSR as they enlarge and the radical becomes more resonantly stabilised.

The reactive edges have been described and grouped. Importantly, the location of reactive
sites has been found allowing for potential crosslinks between these reactive sites to be
explored on a smaller subset of edges in the following section.

7.2 Crosslinking reactions between reactive aromatics

In order to compare the reactivity of a variety of edge types only the first bond formed between
a series of small species was computed for a number of reasons. Firstly, the formation of
the first bond will provide insight into the edge site reactivity and provide further evidence
for the reactivity ordering predicted from ĪS. Secondly, the first bond is important for the
crosslinking reaction as the reaction is not entropically favoured, due to the reduction in
number of species, and therefore the energy of the first bond directly corresponds to the
likelihood for the reaction to proceed. Thirdly, molecular beam mass spectrometry shows that
the clustering process, in low pressure flames, does not involve crosslinking reactions with
dehydrogenation but a constant C/H ratio [165, 57]. Finally, any aliphatic bridges with methyl
or longer aliphatics that have recently been observed in specific inverse diffusion flames were
not included [2]. These would modify the C/H ratio and therefore would represent a different
growth mode than what is being focused on in this chapter. Furthermore, in premixed flames
these aliphatic bridges would be prone to radical-induced fragmentation, just as the fuel is.
Therefore, our search was restricted to crosslinks that do not modify the C/H ratio and have
been seen in aromatics directly imaged using HR-AFM [78].

The bond dissociation energies were calculated from a homolytic bond cleavage using
single point energies calculated using the dispersion corrected hybrid density functional
M06-2X-D3/cc-pVTZ, which uses the same dispersion correction that was added to the
B97D functional but provides significantly better bond energies, as will be detailed in the
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next section. The van der Waals complexes were compared with reference SAPT(DFT)
calculations [419] and found the DFT calculations to overestimate the binding energy by
−6±1 kcal/mol.

Figure 7.3 shows the matrix of bond energies between the species containing different
edge types ordered by their bond energy with the σ -radical. A general trend was found where
edge sites with low ĪS produced more stable bonds compared with high ĪS (as seen in the
inset graph). However, steric effects also contribute to these bond energies leading to slightly
different orderings compared with ĪS values. The site with the lowest ĪS or its neighbour was
always found to be the most reactive. Bond energies can be compared to the bond enthalpy
benchmark values (NIST thermodynamic database) as the thermal correction is minimal
<1 kcal/mol. The biphenyl C–C bond has a benchmark value of −117.6 kcal/mol [421],
using our methodology provided a value of −119.4 kcal/mol, showing a slight overestimation
of the bond energy (+1.5%). Therefore, these values should be viewed within this error
providing a comparative look at the reactivity of the different edge sites. To consider the
flame stability of bonded species a comparison with other species is helpful. The thermal
energy necessary for homolytic bond cleavage can be approximated as 6RT (3/2RT for
the translational and 3/2RT for rotational degrees of freedom for each species), which is
17 kcal/mol at 1500 K and 24 kcal/mol at 2000 K. However, to be persistently stable at flame
temperatures larger bond energies have been found to be needed. The primary fragmentation
pathway for fuels is radical induced fragmentation, such as β -scission, where the β site can
have bond energies of −30 to −40 kcal/mol that readily break at flame temperatures [339].
For the physical dimerisation of flat PAH, a full statistical approach revealed a binding energy
of <−40 kcal/mol was required for clustering above 1500 K [438]. Single bonds C–H and
C–C in benzene and aliphatics have bond dissociation energies of −113 and −90 kcal/mol,
respectively, and require high temperatures for unimolecular decomposition (>2000 K).
Anything below −40 kcal/mol was considered to be of interest for soot formation and any
above −10 kcal/mol not considered of interest for forming any thermally stable bond.

The most significant bond energies are formed with σ -radicals A), as shown by the first
and second row of the grid in Figure 7.1. The bond energies follow the ordering suggested
from Ī(r) for the radicals. The strongest bonds are formed with other sigma radicals with
<−120 kcal/mol these bond energies are lower than single bond energies (−90 kcal/mol)
indicating that these species are significantly conjugated and stabilised by delocalisation. In
another publication we have demonstrated that crosslinking between two aromatics leads
to a drop in the band gap [281]. The bond energy between two pentagonal ring σ -radicals
Ai) is particularly interesting as the minimum energy isomer is planar, providing the greatest
amount of delocalisation and the highest bond energy. Being planar, this crosslink would
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Figure 7.3 The bond energies (kcal/mol) between different species representing edge types
shown in Figure 7.1. Inset graph shows the correlation between the bond energies and the ĪS
and a selection of geometries.

also allow for more effective van der Waals clustering. These σ -radical σ -radical crosslinks
would be long-lived in the flame based on these calculated bond energies. However, the
low concentration of radicals makes this mechanism possible only in systems with many
aromatic radicals such as the pyrolysis of PAHs [293]. The next strongest crosslinks with
A) are localised π-radicals B) with bond energies indicating single C–C bond formation
between these edge types. Subsequent hydrogen abstraction could provide an Ai) + Ai) bond
type which, as mentioned, is favourable for clustering. The partially embedded pentagonal
ring D) also reacts readily with this site forming bonds of strong energy (< −73 kcal/mol).
The concentration of this site in flame aromatics is unknown and will likely be considerable
given its possible equilibrium with hydrogen radicals and the methylated version as shown in
Figure 7.2a. Resonantly stabilised radicals follow with bond energies of <−61 kcal/mol.
One question surrounding this crosslink is how the bond energy varies with the size of the
RSR as mentioned by Homann [213]. Computing the bond energies of site Aii) with the
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small RSR indenyl Cii) through to a 10-ring RSR species (shown in Figure 7.5). The bond
energy had a mean value of −65.9±2.8 kcal/mol with no significant decrease with system
size. This indicates that while the bond energies with RSR are lower than a single bond, they
do not vary greatly and that upon reaction with a σ -radical the π-radical is localised to form
a bond. Calculations have shown that hydrogen can be easily lost from the RSR, reforming
the radical and leading to potential chain reactions [204]. However, the concentration of
RSR in the flame needs to be determined to see how common these reactions could be. The
presence of odd-numbered carbon species is not sufficient to establish an RSR due to the
hydrogenation of the edge as has been demonstrated in HR-AFM recently, i.e. species with
an odd number of carbon atoms that are protonated can become closed shell species [78].

The reaction between a rim-based pentagonal ring E) and A) is the first step detailed
in the AALH mechanism [85, 430] and provides bond energies < −50 kcal/mol. For the
curved aromatics with low aromaticity free edges Fi), bonds formed with A) species were
found to be at the threshold of what is stable at flame temperature while crosslinks with
phenanthrene Fii) and naphthalene Fiii) did not provide stable bonds at flame temperatures.
The mechanisms including σ -radicals often require crosslinking followed by a hydrogen
abstraction or loss to transform a weakened bonded structure into an A) + A) type crosslink.
These mechanisms require a large number of σ -radicals and hydrogen radicals to allow for
chemical polymerisations. However, in most atmospheric flames clustering occurs with a
constant C/H ratio indicating chemical polymerisation is not occurring. While this is the
case, crosslinking of σ -radicals providing strong bonds with energies < −40 kcal/mol is
found to be possible with edge types Fi), E), C), D) and B).

After the σ -radicals, the π-radicals are found to also form strong bonds with themselves
and some high reactivity closed shell species edges. Localised π-radicals on rim-based
pentagons B), row three of the table in Figure 7.3, show high reactivity, forming bonds with
themselves of energy −62 kcal/mol. Bonds with D) type edges are found to provide bonds
below −40 kcal/mol while bonds with C) and E) type edges are above this threshold. Of
particular interest are the bonds formed with the rim-based pentagonal rings E) as these
closed shell species are prevalent in the flame. The RSR radicals are found to form weak
bonds with themselves and with the partially embedded pentagonal rings and no stable bonds
with the rim-based pentagonal rings E) were found to be possible. The exception is the small
indenyl species, which forms a strong bond with itself Cii) + Cii) showing that reactivity
between RSR decreases with the size of the species as indicated from the ĪS.

Finally, rim-based pentagonal rings E) were found to form a weak bond with themselves,
which is unlikely to be of interest. This [2+2] pericyclic reaction is not thermally allowed
and requires optical excitation to form due to symmetry restrictions [361]. The band gap for
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these species was found to be between 3.6–3.7 eV (≈350 nm deep UV) [281]. These high
energy photons are not prevalent in flames indicating this bond is unlikely to form in the
flame. The bond energy is also very low suggesting rapid fragmentation. Santos et al. have
previously experimentally and computationally shown that the energetics of acenaphthylene
dimerisation is not possible above 550 K [361], further supporting the weak nature of these
bonds.

In summary, from this systematic study, only σ -radicals A) and localised π-radicals B)
were found to be capable of forming strong enough bonds to be long-lived in the flame.
However, the π-radicals being able to bond on the aromatic face hold the possibility of
combined physically held and covalently bound configurations.

7.3 Combining stacking and covalent bonding

As mentioned, physical dispersion forces are insufficient to stably bind clusters of small
aromatic species at flame temperatures [438, 419] and so covalently stabilised π-stacked
structures are sought. The σ -radicals are unable to accomplish this feat as the reactive radical
site points outwards from the aromatic ring, making bonding only achievable parallel to
the aromatic planes, which will not allow for π-stacking. The thick bordered entries in
the matrix of Figure 7.3 show the reactive edges were able to covalently bond as well as
π-stack. These binding energies will be compared with van der Waals interactions and the
unstrained covalent bonds i.e. the energies of the covalent bond when there is no stacking
from Figure 7.3.

Figure 7.4 shows the binding energy and molecular geometries of the reactive dimeri-
sations for their average monomer mass. For comparison, physical dimerisation due to
dispersion or van der Waals interactions have also been computed (black dashed lines). The
benchmark SAPT(DFT) calculations are also shown from previous works, which have been
found to accurately predict the virial coefficient of benzene and the exfoliation energy of
graphite (solid black lines) [418]. From this an overbinding of nonbonded planar aromatics
by the hybrid density functional method M06-2X-D3 was seen, which has previously been
seen for these empirically corrected DFT methods. Given that this overbinding is linear in
molecular mass, this allows for the enhancement ∆E = EV dW −EC+V dW due to any covalent
interactions, EC+V dW , to be determined compared to the van der Waals dimers EV dW calcu-
lated with the dispersion corrected DFT for an equivalent mass monomer (blue and green
arrows in Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4a insets show the single bonds formed between the species and demonstrate, in
the case of the localised π-bonds (B), how rotation about the single bond does not impact the
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Figure 7.4 a) Binding energy (kcal/mol) as a function of molecular mass of the monomers
(Da) is shown for different covalently bonded structures from Figure 7.3. b) Bonded and
stacked geometries are found for enlarged monomers. c) Binding energy solely from van der
Waals interactions EV dW is also shown for comparison with the method chosen compared
with our reference calculations from Totton et al. [419]. d) The bonding enhancement
compared with the non-bonded case ∆E is also shown.
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binding energy of these species. Figure 7.4b shows how as the molecular mass increases this
binding is enhanced by van der Waals interactions either by maintaining a rim-based bond
across the fragments, in the case of B) type edges, or through multicentre π-bonds, in the
case of RSR C).

The localised π-radicals B) are found to most strongly bind with themselves, having an
enhancement of some ∆E = 50±4 kcal/mol. This is allowed for by the minimal strain in
going from the tetrahedrally oriented species to the π-stacked configuration due to the ability
of the saturated pentagonal ring hydrogens to be placed far from each other. These edges
also form strong bonds with partially embedded pentagonal rings D) with an enhancement of
∆E = 35±6 kcal/mol. The reaction of B) with the rim-based pentagonal ring E) provided a
minor enhancement of ∆E = 8±4 kcal/mol. This might be explained by the low initial bond
energy in the unstacked configuration. When stacked the added strain provides reduced bond
energies.

Resonantly stabilised π-radicals are able to form multicentre π-bonds – a so-called "pan-
cake bond" – and have been suggested to stabilise clustering aromatics [433]. Enhancements
of ∆E = 6±3 kcal/mol were found compared with non-bonded configurations indicating
a minor increase in binding energy. This is comparable to binding energies previously
computed [215]. It was found that for the most stable isomers the multicentre bond was not

Figure 7.5 a-d) Dimer geometries, spin population at iso = 0.003 a.u. and HOMO at
iso = 0.025 a.u. for a selection of RSRs showing the localisation of the radical on the most
triangulene-like edge.
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formed across the entire molecule but was partially localised to the most triangulene-like
part of the fragment. This is illustrated in Figure 7.5 where its orientation, spin population
and HOMO are plotted for four of the RSR molecules. From the pancake bonding molecular
orbital it can be seen that the multicentre bond is concentrated on one end of the dimer.
This can be geometrically measured in the optimised structures where the region of bonding
possesses a lower interlayer distance of 3.38 Å compared with the opposing edge of 3.7 Å.
This can be understood from examining the spin population indicating that the π-radical is
concentrated on the most triangulene-like region of the molecule from where it forms the
multicentre bond.

In summary, π-radicals can allow for rim-bonding and multicentre pancake bonds with
the former providing sufficiently strong bonds to be of importance at flame temperatures.

7.4 Role of curved and reactive PAH in chemical mecha-
nisms for soot formation

The role of reactive PAH in chemical inception will be discussed given the results from
this chapter. Firstly, σ -radicals present crosslinks with the most significant bond energies.
These cover mechanisms that have previously been proposed, for example Howard in 1991,
described that as the PAH grow many aryl σ -radicals are formed on each, which then
react into A)–A) structures [189]. Rim-based pentagonal rings E) crosslinking with σ -
radicals A) followed by hydrogen abstraction to form A)–A) structures is called the aromatic
aliphatically-linked hydrocarbons (AALH) mechanism. Another mechanism suggested has
been σ -radicals crosslinked with RSR (delocalised π-radicals) C) formed via the radical-
chain reactions (CHRCR) mechanism [204]. However, new possible crosslinks were found
such as those with cPAH Fi) or localised π-radicals B). Therefore, a more coherent naming
strategy can be suggested based on the different crosslinks that are possible, see Figure 7.6.

Mechanistically, however, these aryl-linked pathways have been questioned as to whether
the crosslinks can form fast enough even with a significant concentration of aryl radicals.
Reactive molecular dynamics showed an order of magnitude lower collision efficiency than
what is required to form nanoparticles at the rate required for soot nucleation [263]. There is
also the possibility of radical-induced fragmentation leading to crosslinked species becoming
hydrogenated and breaking down. Given kinetic Monte Carlo schemes and more complete
understandings of PAH growth mechanisms the feasibility of the σ -radical reactions will
be able to be deduced and the comparative impact of cPAH reacting with these radicals
understood.
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Figure 7.6 Proposed naming strategy for reactive crosslinking reactions in chemical mecha-
nisms for soot formation. Based on Figure 7.3.

Pathways involving π-radicals are of considerable interest because they can involve
physical condensation and then chemical crosslinking. This covalently stabilised soot
nucleation mechanism (sticking coefficients of unity) has been found to be computationally
useful for modelling soot nucleation [170, 287, 219]. In particular, the ability of multiple
localised π-radicals to be formed on a single aromatic suggests that the rim-based pentagonal
ring, in partial equilibrium with hydrogen radicals in the flame (as shown in Figure 7.2a),
could provide a constant supply of reactive sites to polymerise into soot. Another interesting
question is how stable the crosslinks will be, given radical-induced fragmentation. Physical
interactions could aid in keeping the molecule bound after radical production from collision
with gas-phase radicals, which would provide greater stability than aryl-type crosslinks.
Curved PAH with these reactive sites will be attracted to chemi-ions in the flame and could
also electrostatically aid in the seeding of soot particles that then grow through a chemical
reaction. The ionic physical interactions would therefore be dependent on chemical growth
mechanisms as has been experimentally found [121]. This will require a more detailed
mechanism than can be generated from electronic structure calculations alone as physical
condensation and chemical bond formation must be considered concurrently – reactive
molecular dynamics may be a possible solution.

These covalently bound complexes could also allow for the fluorescence signal to be
explained. Recent calculations by Krueger and Blanquart of stacked aromatics sp3 bonded
through aliphatics showed that these long-lived excimer states can indeed exist in stacked and
bonded complexes [235]. Therefore, it is anticipated that the localised π-radical B) bonded
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complexes will possess a fluorescence signal. For the pancake bonded complexes, however,
it is unclear whether an excimer state would be bound given that the π → π∗ transition would
be expected to lead to a breaking of the pancake bond. Pancake bonds are also highly phase
dependent, breaking if they are rotated by 30◦ [79], further casting doubt on whether they
could be stable at flame temperatures.

In conclusion, the average local ionisation potential was used to explore the reactivity of
a variety of edge types that have been recently directly imaged in aromatic soot precursors.
The radical sites and closed shell edge types were characterised with seven reactive edge
types, which were detailed and compared. The location of reactive sites also allowed for
a systematic study of the bond energies between different covalently crosslinked reactive
edge types. σ -radicals were found to form strong bonds with curved PAH low aromaticity
free edges Fi), rim-based pentagonal ring free edges E), resonantly stabilised radicals C),
partially embedded pentagonal ring edges D) and localised π-radicals on partially saturated
rim-based pentagonal rings B), indicating the importance of such crosslinks in certain flame
types. π-radicals possess lower covalent bond energies, however, they were found to allow
for stacked and bonded configurations, significantly enhancing the interaction energy as the
monomers’ mass increased. Localised π-radicals B) are suggested to be important due to
their significant binding energy and the potential to rapidly generate them via protonation
of abundant rim-based pentagonal rings. More work is required to determine the thermal
stability of these covalently stabilised stacked complexes and to establish the concentration
of each edge type within sooting flames. However, it was demonstrated that covalent bonds
and stacked configurations are not necessarily mutually exclusive and that strongly bound
complexes of interest to soot formation can be formed.



Chapter 8

Curvature in thermally annealed soot

Rosalind Franklin (1950) - Credit: National Portrait Gallery, London ©

“It remains to consider by what mechanism the crystallites continue to grow,
both in breadth and height, once the non-organized carbon has been consumed.”

– Rosalind Franklin, Crystallite growth in graphitizing and non-graphitizing carbons
(1951), Proceedings of the Royal Society of London A
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The work in this section was published as a paper in the journal Physical Review Letters
in collaboration with a group at the University of Cambridge and Curtin University.
Contributions from the team included nanostructures provided by Dr Marks, Dr Suarez-
Martinez and Dr de Tomas from previous publications with the other author editing the
manuscript. Dr Wells, Hughes Hall, Cambridge also contributed to helpful discussions
on differential topology. The calculations of the angular defect, the rendering of the
structures, observation of defects, analysis and writing were performed by the author.

In this chapter, the nanostructure of thermally annealed soot and other non-graphitising
materials is explored. Curved ribbons are found to develop during carbonisation and graphi-
tisation inhibiting alignment of aromatic planes required for complete conversion to graphite.
A new mesh-based approach was developed to analyse a set of nanocarbon models that
reproduce the experimental textures. The overall Gauss curvature was found to be negative
for these networks and layered ribbon regions arise due to screw dislocations. Finally,
implications for such a nanostructure in relation to preparing carbon materials and soot
oxidation are briefly discussed.

In Section 2.2.2 the non-graphitising class of carbon materials was described. The
various textures that have been observed were also detailed. Despite the evidence for all of
these nanostructural textures, it is not clear how to combine the various structural elements
into a coherent 3D model. In this chapter, this problem is approached by making use of a
suite of recently constructed 3D graphene networks that provide an excellent representation
of nanoporous and glassy carbons. Using a surface mesh approach, the geometry of the
networks was analysed and the global Gaussian curvature extracted, a quantity which has
not previously been considered for carbon networks. This analysis allows for two key
questions to be addressed: to what degree does each texture contribute to the curvature of
these networks, and how do these textures coexist?

The 3D graphene networks had been previously reported by the Carbon Group at Curtin
University and were generated via self-assembly of carbon atoms using an annealed molec-
ular dynamics methodology [91]. The models span a density range from 0.5 to 1.5 g/cc.
Containing around 32,000 atoms, the structures were large enough to contain all of the
textures of non-graphitising carbons, including ribbons, micropores, fullerene-like curvature
and schwarzite-like curvature. Extensive characterisation agreed well with experimental data,
such as HRTEM, X-ray and neutron diffraction scattering, electron energy loss spectroscopy,
pore-size distributions, mechanical properties and thermal conductivity [403, 89–91].
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Figure 8.1 a) Periodic disordered carbon network. b) Enlarged region of the network showing
the construction of the triangular mesh: vertices (red dots) are placed on sp2 atomic sites
(Vsp2) and at the centre of each polyaromatic ring (Vrings); vertices are connected via edges
(blue lines) overlapping atomic bonds (Esp2) and linking the centre of each ring to its vertices
(Ering). The angles around one vertex are shown for the computation of the angular defect. c)
Surface mesh resulting from the procedure.

8.1 Angular defect for measuring local curvature

The standard approach to probe the topology of disordered graphene networks used ring
statistics [412, 95, 91]. An excess of pentagons over heptagons gives a net positive curvature,
as in fullerenes, and an excess of heptagons and octagons over pentagons gives negative
curvature, as in schwarzites. As mentioned rings are related to connectivity according to the
well-known Euler-Poincaré polyhedral equation 2.58. However, Eq. 2.58 does not hold for
disordered carbon structures as the networks are not purely sp2-bonded.

An approach was developed that allowed the curvature to be determined within a dis-
ordered carbon network. The first step involves the construction of a triangular mesh from
the ring network. In Figure 8.1a one of the graphene networks is shown (0.5 g/cc), with
an enlarged region in Figure 8.1b illustrating the mesh construction. The Franzblau algo-
rithm [127] was used to locate rings up to octagons, as larger rings are found to be associated
with non-sp2 vacancies. A vertex is placed at the geometric centre of each ring, Vring and at
each atomic site in the rings, Vsp2 . These vertices are then joined by edges to the adjacent
carbon atoms, Esp2 and to the ring vertices, Ering. This mesh provides a unique surface
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or graph, G =
{

Vsp2,Vring,Esp2,Ering

}
, as shown in Figure 8.1c. The angular defect, δ , is

defined as the difference between the sum of m angles, θi, around each vertex, as shown in
Figure 8.1b,

δ = 2π −
m

∑
i=1

θi. (8.1)

This means that a vertex on a plane has an angular sum of 2π giving δ = 0, while a vertex
at a bowl-shaped region has an angular sum less than 2π giving δ > 0 and for saddle-
shaped vertices δ < 0. Thus δ gives the sign of the Gaussian curvature for these triangular
meshes [40]. The angular defect is not computed at vertices at the perimeter/edge (sp-bonded
carbons) or tetrahedral carbon atoms (sp3-bonded carbons), providing insight into the local
curvature of the sp2 surfaces.

8.2 Curvature in disordered 3D graphenes

Figure 8.2 shows a subset of the analysed networks. At the lowest densities, significant
porosity and no stacking of layers is observed, while above 0.9 g/cc stacks of at least three
graphene layers appear. Figure 8.2a-d shows non-hexagonal rings coloured by cycle number
n: blue pentagons, red heptagons and yellow octagons. These rings form chains known as
line dislocations or grain boundaries of alternating pentagons and heptagons, which have
been imaged in 2D polycrystalline graphenes [458] and 3D porous carbons [159]. When
these dislocations arrange into closed loops with equal numbers of 5- and 7-membered
rings they cancel any net global curvature and allow for 2D connectivity. Both closed and
open loops have been identified in these networks, as observed in the Figure 8.2a, with a
predominance of open loops and isolated non-hexagonal rings. While the closed loops gives
rise to planar regions, open loops and isolated non-hexagonal rings are identified in regions
of local positive and negative Gaussian curvature. However as mentioned, non-hexagonal
rings counting will not suffice for determining the global curvature in these disordered 3D
networks.

Computing the angular defects on each network surface, as shown in Figure 8.2e-h,
reveals regions of both saddle-shaped topology in red and bowl-shaped topology in blue.
Visual examination of the structures confirms that the angular defect accurately captures the
regions of positive and negative Gaussian curvature. Plotting the histograms of the angular
defects, in Figure 8.2i-l, shows a distribution closely centred around δ = 0, which means
K = 0. However, a clear asymmetry was found in all distributions towards negative curvature,
as shown by the average angular defect δ̄ < 0.
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Figure 8.2 a-d) Annealed molecular dynamics geometries at densities 0.5, 0.7, 0.9 and
1.1 g/cc with pentagonal, heptagonal and octagonal rings being coloured blue, red and yellow
respectively. e-h) Angular defect plotted on the mesh. i-l) Histogram of the angular defect
with the zero defect (yellow line) and average angular defect δ̄ value in degrees (dashed
green line).

To estimate the sensitivity of the average angular defect and microstructure to the initial
configuration, a series of replicate simulations were analysed from previous work from my
collaborators at Curtin University [91]. Smaller systems were chosen with 8770 carbon
atoms and two sets of five replicas were generated using annealed molecular dynamics.
Each set of five replicas was generated at two different densities, 0.5 g/cc and 1.1 g/cc.
Figure 8.3 shows a slice of the full structure and the plots of the angular defect distributions.
Tables 8.1 and 8.2 detail the variability in the coordination fraction, ring statistics and average
angular defect δ̄ . The mean angular defect for the 0.5 g/cc and 1.1 g/cc of the smaller
system are higher compared with the larger systems (−0.39◦ and −0.40◦ compared with
the larger systems −0.15◦ and −0.22◦). This increase in curvature for the smaller system is
anticipated as the smaller extent of the periodic cell will require greater curvature to connect
the network periodically. The percentage error for these duplicates can be estimated using
a 90% confidence interval as given by Student’s t-distribution providing percentage errors
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of 8% and 4% for the 0.5 and 1.1 g/cc respectively. As shown in our previous work, the
microstructure is consistent with the coordination fractions and rings per carbon atoms found
to vary minimally. The same non-sp2 defects were present in all of the structures consistent
with the larger structures analysed in Table I in the main text.

#1 #2 #4#3 #5

0.
5 

g/
cc

1.
1 

g/
cc

Figure 8.3 Sensitivity analysis showing a 2 nm cross section of the geometry and the
distributions of angular defects at 0.5 g/cc and 1.1 g/cc. An orange line is shown to denote
the zero angular defect value in the plots of the angular defect.

The significance of this net-negative curvature for 3D disordered graphene networks
can be further understood in terms of idealised sp2 nanoforms. For schwarzites the excess
negative curvature allows for openings in the networks while continuously connecting in 3D,
as given by Eq. 1. In contrast, fullerenes having an excess positive curvature are periodically
closed. Ideal graphite, having average curvature of zero, can only possess connectivity in two
dimensions. As our networks are predominantly sp2 (95–97%), therefore approximating ideal
carbon nanoforms, the connectivity could be expected to arise from a similar topological
argument that net-negative curvature is a requirement for continuous 3D connectivity.

Considering the naming of these networks it would be inappropriate to describe them
as purely schwarzite-like due to the presence of positively curved, fullerene-like regions.
Recently Schwerdtfeger [372] proposed the name Gn-fulleroid to define a high genus net
negatively curved closed carbon network containing both 5-membered and ≥ 7-membered
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Table 8.1 Statistical variability analysis at density of 0.5 g/cc. Coordination fractions spn,
rings per carbon atoma Nn from [91] and average angular defects δ̄ are listed for the five
small structures. The mean, standard deviation (SD) and standard-error-in-the-mean (SEM)
are also computed.

Structure sp (%) sp2 (%) sp3 (%) N5 N6 N7 N8 δ̄ (deg)

#1 2.01 96.83 0.48 0.026 0.429 0.030 0.001 −0.44
#2 2.29 96.32 0.47 0.023 0.436 0.025 0.001 −0.34
#3 2.57 96.03 0.44 0.030 0.419 0.031 0.002 −0.38
#4 2.09 96.68 0.41 0.027 0.431 0.027 0.003 −0.41
#5 1.79 96.50 0.32 0.026 0.430 0.029 0.001 −0.37

Mean 2.15 96.47 0.42 0.026 0.429 0.028 0.002 −0.39
SD 0.26 0.28 0.06 0.002 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.03

SEM 0.13 0.14 0.03 0.001 0.003 0.001 0.000 0.02

Table 8.2 Statistical variability analysis at density of 1.1 g/cc. Coordination fractions spn,
rings per carbon atom Nn and average angular defects δ̄ are listed for the five small structures.
The mean, standard deviation (SD) and standard-error-in-the-mean (SEM) are also computed.

Structure sp (%) sp2 (%) sp3 (%) N5 N6 N7 N8 δ̄ (deg)

#1 1.98 97.21 0.59 0.024 0.435 0.023 0.002 −0.41
#2 1.79 97.41 0.44 0.026 0.434 0.024 0.002 −0.36
#3 1.93 97.29 0.55 0.025 0.435 0.024 0.002 −0.39
#4 2.21 97.09 0.60 0.025 0.431 0.026 0.001 −0.42
#5 2.08 97.27 0.47 0.028 0.424 0.029 0.002 −0.40

Mean 2.00 97.25 0.53 0.026 0.432 0.025 0.002 −0.40
SD 0.14 0.10 0.06 0.001 0.004 0.002 0.000 0.02

SEM 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.000 0.01

rings, i.e. regions of both positive and negative Gauss curvature (as opposed to a fullerene
which contains only 5- and 6-membered rings). As it is inappropriate to ascribe a genus
related to the topology due to the presence of edge defects, we suggest these disordered
graphene networks have net negative fulleroid-like topology.

8.3 Combining curved and stacked structures

While the global curvature of these networks are all similar, the microstructure is very
different depending on the density of the network. At low densities, the network consists of
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single-layer graphene enclosing connected pores, while at high densities randomly oriented
stacks of graphitic ribbons develop reducing the porosity of the network to a few isolated
voids [91]. Figure 8.4 shows the computed XRD spectra with the region corresponding to the
002 X-ray reflection highlighted, characteristic of layered graphene [126]. For the highest
density network prepared at 1.5 g/cc this 002 peak is clearly observed [89]. For the porous
carbon series the peak starts to develop from 0.9 g/cc, as a low scattering angle shoulder
appears corresponding to the visual inspection of two or three stacked ribbons.

Figure 8.4 Computed X-ray diffraction pattern for simulated glassy carbon (top) [89] and
porous carbon networks [90, 91]. The 002 peak associated with layering is highlighted. The
snapshots show a 10 Å slab of the full structures.

Further detailed visualisation of the bonding networks allows identification of non-sp2-
bonded atom defects as the key to the coexistence of curved ribbons and stacked layers
(see Figure 8.5a-d). Table 8.3 shows the number of defects as a function of density. Y/T-
shaped junctions involve a line of sp3 defects terminating a graphene sheet perpendicularly
to another (see Figure 8.5a). These dominate at intermediate densities. Free edges involve
sp-bonded atoms terminating a graphene sheet (see Figure 8.5b)i). These defects are found
at all densities and vary in length; in the case of the 0.9 g/cc structure the free edges are
extensive (>10 rings). Interlayer bonding occurs when two regions of positive Gaussian
curvature are bonded via an sp3 atom (see Figure 8.5b)ii). While these defects are rare, they
contribute to the 3D connectivity by linking two regions of positive curvature.

In Figure 8.5c,d a screw dislocation defect is highlighted from two different angles.
As density increases and layering occurs, these defects become more common. Screw
dislocations are free edges wound into a spiral (resembling a log(z) Riemann surface), well-
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known in graphite [176, 404], anthracite [453] and found in computationally generated 2D
pyrocarbon models [248]. These screw dislocations allow the stacked layers to continuously
connect and inhibit ideal ABAB (Bernal) stacking. At the highest densities a small number of
buckled edges are observed, which form lines of sp-bonded atoms (see Figure 8.5e). These
resemble closed edges seen in HRTEM of bilayer graphene [256].

Figure 8.5 Slices of the bonding network with sp atoms coloured red and sp3 atoms coloured
blue. a) Y/T junction, b) free edges (i) and interlayer bonding (ii), c) and d) a screw
dislocation from two different angles, e) buckled edges and f) crosshatched ribbons. Yellow
and orange highlighting are provided to guide the eye.

Crosshatching occurs when two ribbons, parallel to each other in one of their axes but
perpendicular in the other, form a region of sp3-bonding, as shown in Figure 8.5f. This
common feature in HRTEM imaging of glassy carbon has been proposed theoretically by
Balaban [18] but has not been previously achieved in atomistic simulations. The presence of
sp3 bonding in the crosshatching is significant, as traditionally glassy carbon has been used
as the purely sp2-bonded standard calibration material in electron energy loss spectroscopy
(EELS) [382]. Recently, using magic angle corrections in EELS measurements, evidence was
found for a small fraction of non-sp2-bonded atoms in glassy carbon [382], matching the 5%
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Table 8.3 Number of non-sp2 defects as a function of density for the defects shown in
Figure 8.5.

Density (g/cc) Y/T-junction Free edge Interlayer Screw Buckled Crosshatch

0.5 4 11 0 0 0 0
0.7 10 16 2 2 0 0
0.9 10 4 0 2 0 1
1.1 6 7 0 6 1 2
1.5 3 6 3 8 2 8

predicted from the self-assembled carbon model (corresponding to the 1.5 g/cc network) [89].
These non-sp2 defects are critical to resolving the topological complexities arising from
layering. In particular, the screw dislocations enable the development of layers in these
continuously curved disordered graphene networks by avoiding the requirement of high
symmetry in layered schwarzite nanoforms. Based on the carbon science nomenclature [405],
we propose that high-density isotropic carbons have a screwed, stacked, net negative fulleroid-
like nanostructure (see Figure 8.6).

Figure 8.6 Schematic of the disordered 3D graphene’s nanostructure.

These results provide insights into the synthesis of porous 3D graphenes. Since layering
is linked to density, densities below ≈0.9 g/cc should be sought to synthesise nanoporous
carbons. These low density, negatively curved, foam-like networks are suitable for adsorption
applications as the topological features hold pores open and inhibit layering. The regions of
positive Gauss curvature are of particular interest as they give rise to reactivity for catalytic
applications [266] and a strong flexoelectric charge polarisation, which is anticipated to
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significantly affect the adsorption of chemical species such as H2, CO2 and CH4 [267]. To
synthesise a 3D graphene that maintains the unique electronic properties of planar graphene,
such as the Dirac fermion electron dynamics, the number of non-sp2 defects must also be
reduced. This requires that orientable networks be constructed to allow for the graphene to
continuously connect in 3D preventing free edges and Y/T junctions. Such networks can be
achieved via templating strategies, as demonstrated by growing graphene on porous sintered
metal supports [198, 300] and as suggested computationally via zeolite templating [48].

This analysis also contributes to the ongoing debates on graphitisation. In particular, it is
suggested that the 3D connectivity of these net negative fulleroid-like networks is the origin
of their non-graphitisability. Despite containing stacked ribbons, the whole network would
not convert to graphite, since significant bond breaking would be required to reduce the
connectivity from three to the two dimensions found in a graphitic network. Such a change
in the dimensionality of glassy carbon was recently observed. Compressing glassy carbon
to >35 GPa in a diamond anvil cell at room temperature, the significant amount of bond
breaking necessary to orient the ribbons in 2D and partially graphitise the glassy carbon
network was achieved [382].

Finally, destruction of soot will be influenced by thermal annealing. Firstly, soot emitted
from an engine, for example, is partially carbonised and possesses a hard shell that is often
more crosslinked than the core [218, 416]. Oxidation of such a nanostructure is still not
fully understood. Secondly, after-treatment systems in engines can provide longer thermal
annealing of soot to transform it into ribbon-like, non-graphitising carbons. Oxidation
will then proceed most rapidly at the edges with oxidation dynamics of screw defects
being of particular interest. Apart from edges, regions of positive Gaussian curvature
will present reactive sites for oxidation, which will need to be further explored. Thirdly,
concurrent annealing and oxidation have been found to reduce the density of the soot
particles and restructure them into porous disordered 3D graphenes [416]. Evidence was
shown in Chapter 1 for this restructuring of soot during in situ HRTEM with mild oxidation
at temperatures >900 ◦C (see Figure 1.4b). This porous carbon will have unique oxidation
dynamics and will also provide insights into the oxidation resistance of activated carbon
materials.

In conclusion, the analysis of experimentally verified self-assembled nanocarbon models,
using a discrete surface mesh approach, allows for the curvature of the networks to be
revealed. These models capture, for the first time, all the experimentally observed features in
disordered graphene materials from nanoporous through to glassy carbons. All structures
therefore possess a net negative fulleroid-like topology independent of the microstructural
textures present. Densification of the networks is found to give rise to layered ribbons.
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Coexistence of stacks of ribbons within a curved graphene network is made topologically
possible by a small fraction of non-sp2-bonded defects such as screw dislocations. These
results have interesting implications for forming defect-free 3D graphenes, for producing
synthetic graphite and for soot oxidation and will be discussed in the concluding comments.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

Biomes at Eden Project - Credit: Margaret Woods/Moore (CC BY)

“You never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something,
build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”

– Buckminster Fuller, As quoted in Beyond Civilization: Humanity’s Next Great
Adventure (1999), by Daniel Quinn, p. 137
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9.1 Summary

This dissertation is concluded by summarising the main contributions of the work presented.

• A review of soot nanoparticle formation was provided. The mechanisms were cate-
gorised into chemical, physical and chemical + physical allowing for critical compari-
son and an initial mapping from the experimental results to possible models.

• The flexoelectric effect was computed for a wide range of cPAH. A significant polarity
was found and the inability of current forcefields to capture this charge polarisation
was shown.

• Curvature of aromatic molecules was quantified using electron microscopy and image
simulation, showing that the majority of aromatic molecules in early soot particles are
curved through pentagon incorporation. The earliest curvature that can be integrated
into growing aromatics was then computationally explored, with six rings being the
minimum size required. A cyclic fuel with 5-membered rings was then shown to
provide an increase in soot formation while also integrating significant curvature
compared with a 6-membered ring fuel.

• The intermolecular forces between cPAH and chemi-ions were determined by elec-
tronic structure calculations. Homodimer energies for cPAH with one to two pentagons
integrated were found to be comparable to fPAH, indicating that cPAH are unable
to achieve a supersaturation and condense at flame temperatures. Binding energies
between cPAH and chemi-ions were found to be significant and a new forcefield was
developed with off-site charges to capture the flexoelectric effect. Corannulene was
found to cluster more efficiently than coronene in the presence of charged species. The
impact of cPAH’s thermal fluctuation showed that larger cPAH found in early soot
nanoparticles are unable to invert rapidly at flame temperatures. Quantum molecular
dynamics simulations showed that cPAH’s polarity was persistent at flame temper-
atures. Ion-induced nuclei were then suggested to explain the 3×103 Da positive
particle mode but would be unable to stabilise more than a few cPAH due to the short
range of the ion-dipole interaction at such high temperatures.

• Chemical crosslinks between reactive aromatics were systematically compared using
electronic structure calculations. The average local ionisation potential was used to
locate and compare aromatic radicals and closed shell species. Curved PAH were found
to form strong crosslinks with aryl-type σ -radicals, as were a variety of other reactive
edges. A new reactive site was found on a partially saturated rim-based pentagonal
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ring, forming a localised π-radical. The π-radicals were found to form crosslinked and
stacked geometries and were suggested to cluster rapidly during soot formation.

• Finally, the nanostructure of non-graphitising or disordered carbons was studied. A
new mesh-based approach was developed that allowed for the global curvature to
be determined as net-negative. This curvature was suggested to be the cause for the
reluctance of disordered carbon materials to graphitise. Non-sp2 carbon atoms were
then found to allow for the layered regions to become dominant in high density models.
The screw defect is of particular importance in allowing for densification of the carbon
networks.

9.2 Suggestions for further work

Many important and open questions still remain. Four main directions are proposed for
further work – two based on reducing soot emissions and two based on understanding and
developing new carbon materials.

9.2.1 Electrical control of soot formation

In this thesis significant interactions were demonstrated between cPAH and ionic species in
the flame. However, the link between these observations and the exact soot formation mech-
anism can only be uncovered by careful experimentation matched to detailed mechanistic
understandings. The positive particle mode at 3×103 Da needs to be further understood as
either contributing to or being separated from other mechanisms. Experiments to modify the
flame with electric fields or charge injection with particle mass spectrometers could provide
this much-needed insight. Recently, injections of ionised air (that also contained ozone) were
shown to reduce soot formation considerably [207]. This was initially considered to be due
to the ozone allowing for cool combustion processes. Similar strategies have been detailed
by a large number of patents published recently on the injection of charge into engines. One
patent from 2001 (EP 1 146 220 A1) claims a reduction of up to 80% of soot for diesel
engines running under high load and a 21% reduction at idling. It is unclear whether it is
the injection of the charged species or the ozone that contributes most significantly to the
reductions in soot emissions from these experiments.
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9.2.2 Chemical pathways for soot compared

The motivation of Chapter 7 was to compare the reactivity of aromatic soot precursors. We
found that cPAH have edges of low aromaticity that provide strong bonds with aryl-type
σ -radicals. This systematic study also revealed new pentagon localised π-radicals with
interesting reactivity. More work is required to determine the concentration of these reactive
soot species and to develop detailed kinetic mechanisms. Description of the fragmentation
pathways will be necessary to model both the forward and reverse reactions. Colleagues
have already begun integrating new pathways into our custom software using electronic
structure calculations and transition state theory. Once the various mechanisms can be shown
to operate under different conditions, new fuel mixtures or additives could be devised to
avoid soot generation under each of these conditions.

9.2.3 Flexoelectricity and a new anisotropic forcefield for cPAH

As well as soot, many of the contributions of this dissertation also provide insight into
other carbon materials. The charge polarisation found in sp2 carbon curved from pentagon
integration has significant implications. Therefore, a combination of the insights from
Chapter 4 on flexoelectricity and Chapter 8 on the nanostructure of disordered carbons could
be fruitful. Some examples include:

• hard electrodes for sodium ion batteries could be influenced by the flexoelectric effect.

• electrodes for supercapacitors will interact strongly with the electrolyte in the vicinity
of flexoelectric regions.

• polar gas adsorbents (H2O, pollutants, ions) will be strongly bound to flexoelectric
regions.

• non-polar adsorbents (H2, CO2 etc.) will also interact at low temperatures through
induced-dipole dipole interactions.

To explore these effects a new forcefield must be implemented to describe the charge
polarisation of these solid carbon materials. This will allow these effects to be quantified and
potentially tuned through synthesis of new carbon materials.

9.2.4 Pathways to graphite or defect-free 3D graphene

A possible solution to the question of non-graphitisability of carbonaceous materials is
their net-negative Gaussian curvature (as suggested in Chapter 8). However, this needs to
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be tested. Firstly, there is preliminary evidence that higher annealing temperatures in the
reactive molecular dynamics simulations provide a pathway to 2D graphite and prevent
the formation of the disordered net-negative fulleroid-like nanostructure. By applying the
topological metrics developed in Chapter 8 to the transformation of amorphous carbon
into 3D disordered carbons or 2D graphite, the mechanism for graphitisation can be fully
understood. This has important implications for strategies to form 2D graphite from naturally
occurring materials, such as biomass, which could replace graphite mining. Secondly, the
removal of defects in low density structures could allow for the formation of an ordered
defect-free 3D graphene. This has been suggested to be the next allotrope of carbon, with
previous nanocarbons following a trajectory of increasing dimensionality (0D fullerenes, 1D
nanotubes, 2D graphite etc.) [465]. Defect-free 3D graphenes could be used in electronic
applications as they have been predicted to have similar rapid Dirac fermion electron transport
as 2D graphenes.

In conclusion, evidence has been provided for the thesis that curvature within aromatic
molecules significantly impacts soot formation and thermal transformations of carbon mate-
rials. New possible directions have been outlined but we cannot yet, as stated by Palmer and
Cullis;

“...account for the entire course of nucleation and growth of carbon on the basis
of a fundamental knowledge of reaction rates and mechanisms.”

This will be the next focus, with the aim of using this knowledge to improve our health and
that of the planet.
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Appendix A

Hartree-Fock calculation

1 #! /usr/bin/python3

2 # Hartree Fock calculation of HeH+ based on the book by Szabo

and Ostlund

3 # Jacob Martin

4
5 import numpy as np

6 import scipy.special as sp

7
8 def S_int(A,B,Rab2):

9 """

10 Calculates the overlap between two gaussian functions

11
12 """

13 return (np.pi/(A+B))**1.5* np.exp(-A*B*Rab2/(A+B))

14
15 def T_int(A,B,Rab2):

16 """

17 Calculates the kinetic energy integrals for un-normalised

primitives

18
19 """

20 return A*B/(A+B)*(3.0 -2.0*A*B*Rab2/(A+B))*(np.pi/(A+B))

**1.5* np.exp(-A*B*Rab2/(A+B))

21
22 def V_int(A,B,Rab2 ,Rcp2 ,Zc):

23 """

24 Calculates the un-normalised nuclear attraction integrals

25 """

26 V = 2.0*np.pi/(A+B)*F0((A+B)*Rcp2)*np.exp(-A*B*Rab2/(A+B))

27 return -V*Zc

28
29 # Mathematical functions
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30
31 def F0(t):

32 """

33 F function for 1s orbital

34 """

35 if (t<1e-6):

36 return 1.0-t/3.0

37 else:

38 return 0.5*(np.pi/t)**0.5* sp.erf(t**0.5)

39
40 def erf(t):

41 """

42 Approximation for the error function

43 """

44 P = 0.3275911

45 A = [0.254829592 , -0.284496736 , 1.421413741 , -1.453152027 ,

1.061405429]

46 T = 1.0/(1+P*t)

47 Tn=T

48 Poly = A[0]*Tn

49 for i in range (1,5):

50 Tn=Tn*T

51 Poly=Poly*A[i]*Tn

52 return 1.0-Poly*np.exp(-t*t)

53
54 def TwoE(A,B,C,D,Rab2 ,Rcd2 ,Rpq2):

55 """

56 Calculate two electron integrals

57 A,B,C,D are the exponents alpha , beta , etc.

58 Rab2 equals squared distance between centre A and centre B

59 """

60 return 2.0*(np.pi **2.5) /((A+B)*(C+D)*np.sqrt(A+B+C+D))*F0

((A+B)*(C+D)*Rpq2/(A+B+C+D))*np.exp(-A*B*Rab2/(A+B)-C*D

*Rcd2/(C+D))

61
62 def Intgrl(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb):

63 """

64 Declares the variables and compiles the integrals.

65 """

66
67 global S12 ,T11 ,T12 ,T22 ,V11A ,V12A ,V22A ,V11B ,V12B ,V22B ,V1111

,V2111 ,V2121 ,V2211 ,V2221 ,V2222

68
69
70 S12 = 0.0

71 T11 = 0.0
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72 T12 = 0.0

73 T22 = 0.0

74 V11A = 0.0

75 V12A = 0.0

76 V22A = 0.0

77 V11B = 0.0

78 V12B = 0.0

79 V22B = 0.0

80 V1111 = 0.0

81 V2111 = 0.0

82 V2121 = 0.0

83 V2211 = 0.0

84 V2221 = 0.0

85 V2222 = 0.0

86
87 R2 = R*R

88
89 # The coefficients for the contracted Gaussian functions

are below

90 Coeff = np.array ([[1.00000 ,0.0000000 ,0.000000] ,

91 [0.678914 ,0.430129 ,0.000000] ,

92 [0.444635 ,0.535328 ,0.154329]])

93
94 Expon = np.array ([[0.270950 ,0.000000 ,0.000000] ,

95 [0.151623 ,0.851819 ,0.000000] ,

96 [0.109818 ,0.405771 ,2.227660]])

97 D1 = np.zeros ([3])

98 A1 = np.zeros ([3])

99 D2 = np.zeros ([3])

100 A2 = np.zeros ([3])

101
102 # This loop constructs the contracted Gaussian functions

103 for i in range(N):

104 A1[i] = Expon[N-1,i]*( Zeta1 **2)

105 D1[i] = Coeff[N-1,i]*((2.0* A1[i]/np.pi)**0.75)

106 A2[i] = Expon[N-1,i]*( Zeta2 **2)

107 D2[i] = Coeff[N-1,i]*((2.0* A2[i]/np.pi)**0.75)

108
109 # Calculate one electron integrals

110 # Centre A is first atom centre B is second atom

111 # Origin is on second atom

112 # V12A - off diagonal nuclear attraction to centre A etc.

113 for i in range(N):

114 for j in range(N):

115 # Rap2 - squared distance between centre A and

centre P
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116 Rap = A2[j]*R/(A1[i]+A2[j])

117 Rap2 = Rap**2

118 Rbp2 = (R-Rap)**2

119 S12 = S12 + S_int(A1[i],A2[j],R2)*D1[i]*D2[j]

120 T11 = T11 + T_int(A1[i],A1[j],0.0)*D1[i]*D1[j]

121 T12 = T12 + T_int(A1[i],A2[j],R2)*D1[i]*D2[j]

122 T22 = T22 + T_int(A2[i],A2[j],0.0)*D2[i]*D2[j]

123 V11A = V11A + V_int(A1[i],A1[j],0.0,0.0,Za)*D1[i]*

D1[j]

124 V12A = V12A + V_int(A1[i],A2[j],R2,Rap2 ,Za)*D1[i]*

D2[j]

125 V22A = V22A + V_int(A2[i],A2[j],0.0,R2,Za)*D2[i]*

D2[j]

126 V11B = V11B + V_int(A1[i],A1[j],0.0,R2,Zb)*D1[i]*

D1[j]

127 V12B = V12B + V_int(A1[i],A2[j],R2,Rbp2 ,Zb)*D1[i]*

D2[j]

128 V22B = V22B + V_int(A2[i],A2[j],0.0,0.0,Zb)*D2[i]*

D2[j]

129
130 # Calculate two electron integrals

131
132 for i in range(N):

133 for j in range(N):

134 for k in range(N):

135 for l in range(N):

136 Rap = A2[i]*R/(A2[i]+A1[j])

137 Rbp = R - Rap

138 Raq = A2[k]*R/(A2[k]+A1[l])

139 Rbq = R - Raq

140 Rpq = Rap - Raq

141 Rap2 = Rap*Rap

142 Rbp2 = Rbp*Rbp

143 Raq2 = Raq*Raq

144 Rbq2 = Rbq*Rbq

145 Rpq2 = Rpq*Rpq

146 V1111 = V1111 + TwoE(A1[i],A1[j],A1[k],A1[

l] ,0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0)*D1[i]*D1[j]*D1[k]*D1[l]

147 V2111 = V2111 + TwoE(A2[i],A1[j],A1[k],A1[

l],R2 ,0.0, Rap2)*D2[i]*D1[j]*D1[k]*D1[l]

148 V2121 = V2121 + TwoE(A2[i],A1[j],A2[k],A1[

l],R2,R2,Rpq2)*D2[i]*D1[j]*D2[k]*D1[l]

149 V2211 = V2211 + TwoE(A2[i],A2[j],A1[k],A1[

l],0.0,0.0,R2)*D2[i]*D2[j]*D1[k]*D1[l]

150 V2221 = V2221 + TwoE(A2[i],A2[j],A2[k],A1[

l],0.0,R2,Rbq2)*D2[i]*D2[j]*D2[k]*D1[l]
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151 V2222 = V2222 + TwoE(A2[i],A2[j],A2[k],A2[

l] ,0.0 ,0.0 ,0.0)*D2[i]*D2[j]*D2[k]*D2[l]

152 return

153
154 def Colect(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb):

155 """

156 Takes the basic integrals and assembles the relevant

matrices ,

157 that are S,H,X,XT and Two electron integrals

158 """

159 # Form core hamiltonian

160 H[0,0] = T11+V11A+V11B

161 H[0,1] = T12+V12A+V12B

162 H[1,0] = H[0,1]

163 H[1,1] = T22+V22A+V22B

164
165 # Form overlap matrix

166 S[0,0] = 1.0

167 S[0,1] = S12

168 S[1,0] = S12

169 S[1,1] = 1.0

170
171 # This is S^-1/2

172 X[0,0] = 1.0/np.sqrt (2.0*(1.0+ S12))

173 X[1,0] = X[0,0]

174 X[0,1] = 1.0/np.sqrt (2.0*(1.0 - S12))

175 X[1,1] = -X[0,1]

176
177 # This is the coulomb and exchange term (aa|bb) and (ab|ba

)

178 TT[0,0,0,0] = V1111

179 TT[1,0,0,0] = V2111

180 TT[0,1,0,0] = V2111

181 TT[0,0,1,0] = V2111

182 TT[0,0,0,1] = V2111

183 TT[1,0,1,0] = V2121

184 TT[0,1,1,0] = V2121

185 TT[1,0,0,1] = V2121

186 TT[0,1,0,1] = V2121

187 TT[1,1,0,0] = V2211

188 TT[0,0,1,1] = V2211

189 TT[1,1,1,0] = V2221

190 TT[1,1,0,1] = V2221

191 TT[1,0,1,1] = V2221

192 TT[0,1,1,1] = V2221

193 TT[1,1,1,1] = V2222
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194
195 def SCF(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb,G):

196 """

197 Performs the SCF iterations

198 """

199 Crit = 1e-11 # Convergence critera

200 Maxit = 250 # Maximum number of iterations

201 Iter=0

202
203 ######## STEP 1. Guess an initial density matrix ########

204 # Use core hamiltonian for initial guess of F, I.E. (P=0)

205 P = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

206
207 Energy = 0.0

208
209 while (Iter <Maxit):

210 Iter += 1

211 print(Iter)

212
213 ######## STEP 2. calculate the Fock matrix ########

214 # Form two electron part of Fock matrix from P

215 G = np.zeros ([2 ,2]) # This is the two electron

contribution in the equations above

216 for i in range (2):

217 for j in range (2):

218 for k in range (2):

219 for l in range (2):

220 G[i,j]=G[i,j]+P[k,l]*(TT[i,j,k,l]-0.5*

TT[i,j,k,l])

221
222 # Add core hamiltonian H^CORE to get fock matrix

223 F = H+G

224
225 # Calculate the electronic energy

226 Energy = np.sum (0.5*P*(H+F))

227
228 print('Electronic energy = ',Energy)

229
230 ######## STEP 3. Calculate F' (remember S^-1/2 is X

and S^1/2 is X.T) ########

231 G = np.matmul(F,X)

232 Fprime = np.matmul(X.T,G)

233
234 ######## STEP 4. Solve the eigenvalue problem ########

235 # Diagonalise transformed Fock matrix

236 Diag(Fprime ,Cprime ,E)
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237
238 ######## STEP 5. Calculate the molecular orbitals

coefficients ########

239 # Transform eigen vectors to get matrix C

240 C = np.matmul(X,Cprime)

241
242 ######## STEP 6. Calculate the new density matrix from

the old P ########

243 Oldp = np.array(P)

244 P= np.zeros ([2 ,2])

245
246 # Form new density matrix

247 for i in range (2):

248 for j in range (2):

249 #Save present density matrix before creating a

new one

250 for k in range (1):

251 P[i,j] += 2.0*C[i,k]*C[j,k]

252
253 ######## STEP 7. Check to see if the energy has

converged ########

254 Delta = 0.0

255 # Calculate delta the difference between the old

density matrix Old P and the new P

256 Delta = (P-Oldp)

257 Delta = np.sqrt(np.sum(Delta **2) /4.0)

258 print("Delta",Delta)

259
260 #Check for convergence

261 if (Delta <Crit):

262 # Add nuclear repulsion to get the total energy

263 Energytot = Energy+Za*Zb/R

264 print(" Calculation converged with electronic

energy:",Energy)

265 print(" Calculation converged with total energy:",

Energytot)

266 print(" Density matrix", P)

267 print(" Mulliken populations",np.matmul(P,S))

268 print(" Coeffients",C)

269
270 break

271
272 def FormG():

273 """

274 Calculate the G matrix from the density matrix and two

electron integals
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275 """

276 for i in range (2):

277 for j in range (2):

278 G[i,j]=0.0

279 for k in range (2):

280 for l in range (2):

281 G[i,j]=G[i,j]+P[k,l]*(TT[i,j,k,l]-0.5*TT[i

,j,k,l])

282
283 def Mult(A,B,C_,IM,M):

284 """

285 Multiples two square matrices A and B to get C

286 """

287 for i in range(M):

288 for j in range(M):

289 for k in range(M):

290 C_[i,j] = A[i,j]*B[i,j]

291
292 def Diag(Fprime ,Cprime ,E):

293 """

294 Diagonalises F to give eigenvectors in C and eigen values

in E, theta is the angle describing the solution

295 """

296 #

297 import math

298 # Angle for heteronuclear diatonic

299 Theta = 0.5* math.atan (2.0* Fprime [0 ,1]/( Fprime [0,0]- Fprime

[1,1]))

300 #print('Theta ', Theta)

301
302 Cprime [0,0] = np.cos(Theta)

303 Cprime [1,0] = np.sin(Theta)

304 Cprime [0,1] = np.sin(Theta)

305 Cprime [1,1] = -np.cos(Theta)

306
307 E[0,0] = Fprime [0,0]*np.cos(Theta)**2+ Fprime [1,1]*np.sin(

Theta)**2+ Fprime [0,1]*np.sin (2.0* Theta)

308 E[1,1] = Fprime [1,1]*np.cos(Theta)**2+ Fprime [0,0]*np.sin(

Theta)**2- Fprime [0,1]*np.sin (2.0* Theta)

309
310 if (E[1,1] <= E[0,0]):

311 Temp = E[1,1]

312 E[1,1] = E[0,0]

313 E[0,0] = Temp

314 Temp = Cprime [0,1]

315 Cprime [0,1] = Cprime [0,0]
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316 Cprime [0,0] = Temp

317 Temp = Cprime [1,1]

318 Cprime [1,1]= Cprime [1,0]

319 Cprime [1,0]= Temp

320 return

321
322 def HFCALC(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb,G):

323 """

324 Calculates the integrals constructs the matrices and then

runs the SCF calculation

325 """

326 # Calculate one and two electron integrals

327 Intgrl(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb)

328 # Put all integals into array

329 Colect(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb)

330 # Perform the SCF calculation

331 SCF(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb,G)

332 return

333
334 """

335 Let 's set up the variables and perform the calculations

336 """

337 global H,S,X,XT,TT,G,C,P,Oldp ,F,Fprime ,Cprime ,E,Zb

338
339 H = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

340 S = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

341 X = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

342 XT = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

343 TT = np.zeros ([2,2,2,2])

344 G = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

345 C = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

346
347 P = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

348 Oldp = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

349 F = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

350 Fprime = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

351 Cprime = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

352 E = np.zeros ([2 ,2])

353
354 Energy = 0.0

355 Delta = 0.0

356
357 N = 3

358 R = 1.4632

359 Zeta1 = 2.0925

360 Zeta2 = 1.24
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361 Za = 2.0

362 Zb = 1.0

363 HFCALC(N,R,Zeta1 ,Zeta2 ,Za,Zb,G)
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